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Probabilistic User Interface Design for Virtual and
Augmented Reality Applications
John James Dudley
The central hypothesis of this thesis is that probabilistic user interface design provides an
effective methodology for delivering productive and enjoyable applications in virtual reality
(VR) and augmented reality (AR). This investigation is timely given the recent emergence of
mass-market virtual and augmented reality head-mounted displays and growing demand for
tailored applications and content. The design guidance for building compelling and productive
applications for these environments is, however, currently lagging the pace at which the
underlying technology is maturing. This is problematic given important differences between
designing conventional 2D interfaces and interactions and their embodied 3D counterparts.
This dissertation investigates probabilistic user interface design as a method for solving many
of the novel challenges encountered when developing applications for VR and AR.
Probabilistic user interface design seeks to model the uncertain events in a system and
identify, implement and validate strategies that drive improved system performance. This thesis
addresses four research questions by applying a probabilistic treatment in four distinct but
closely related case studies. These four case studies are selected to illustrate the flexibility and
unique benefits offered by this method.
Research Question 1 asks how the probabilistic qualities of an interface can be determined
and how this can inform design. This question is investigated in the context of text entry in VR
with a probabilistic characterisation performed on two fundamental design choices. Research
Question 2 relates to the challenge of adapting AR applications to deployment contexts not
knowable at design time. A study in which crowdworkers are employed to build a probabilistic
understanding of the requirements for contextually adaptive AR answers this question. The
text entry theme is revisited in answering Research Questions 3 which asks how high levels of
input noise can be mitigated through inference. A probabilistic text entry method specifically
tailored for use in AR is implemented and evaluated. Finally, Research Question 4 asks how
the high dimensional design space in AR and VR applications can be efficiently explored
to support ideal design choices. Interface refinement through probabilistic optimisation and
crowdsourcing is shown to be highly efficient and effective for this purpose.
A probabilistic treatment in the design process has many potential benefits, principle among
which is increased robustness to circumstances unanticipated at design time. This thesis
contributes to the toolset and guidance available to designers and supports the development of
next generation user interfaces specifically tailored to virtual and augmented reality.
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Virtual and augmented reality head-mounted displays have recently entered the consumer
market thanks in large part to significant advances in the underlying technology. These new
devices support fundamentally new forms of work and leisure by embedding users in virtual or
mixed virtual-physical environments. Such environments can deliver a powerful experience
even when simply supporting the passive consumption of information. More powerful still are
next-generation user interfaces in which this environment is both responsive and interactive.
Delivering such next-generation user interfaces, however, is particularly challenging given the
level of uncertainty inherent to this setting and its user interactions. The rapid advancement of
the technology and its uptake by consumers has outpaced the development of formal design
guidance and strategies for building these types of experiences. It is this user interface design
challenge and its potential solution through a structured probabilistic treatment that is the focus
of this thesis.
1.1 The Probabilistic User Interface
A probabilistic user interface recognises the uncertainty at its boundaries and actively seeks
to accommodate or adapt in response. For example, conventional smartphone keyboards
accommodate erroneous user input and provide word alternatives based on inference using the
sentence context and the noisy input sequence. Users can then maintain high text entry rates
even in challenging usage scenarios. This approach leverages the predictability of language
and common user behaviours to deliver an enhanced user experience and elevate performance.
Furthermore, it achieves this in a largely transparent and unobtrusive way.
Consider now the greatly expanded deployment scenarios and interaction spaces afforded by
virtual and augmented reality. User interfaces developed for these environments are particularly
exposed to uncertainty at their boundaries. Virtual reality (VR) places the user inside an
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alternate simulated reality that is wholly computer generated. Nevertheless, the user remains
in a physical setting that may be incorporated into the virtual environment, e.g. a virtual desk
enhanced by the tactile experience afforded by a co-located physical desk. Augmented reality
(AR) adds computer generated virtual content to the user’s otherwise conventional physical
reality. While there are many important distinctions between virtual and augmented reality
(in particular, technical display and tracking considerations), there is sufficient commonality
in the user interface design challenge for a unified examination. For conciseness, this thesis
subsequently adopts the terminology introduced by Milgram and Kishino [122] defining
the spectrum between an entirely virtual environment and the digitally augmented physical
environment as Mixed Reality (MR). Although the interpretation of these different terms have
evolved somewhat over the past two decades as they have entered popular parlance, the term
Mixed Reality does serve to highlight the commonality over this continuum. Indeed, it is the
blending of digital content and computer assisted interactions into the physical environment that
offers the most exciting opportunities for extending the capabilities of the user and enhancing
their perception.
There are various sources of uncertainty that differentiate MR from more conventional
interaction environments. Three factors in particular make MR distinct from designing typical
2D interfaces: i) high levels of input noise; ii) high uncertainty in deployment contexts; and iii)
high dimensionality in the design space.
The high levels of input noise encountered in MR are in part a consequence of embodied
interactions involving large amplitude movements. Noise inherent in the motor control system
is then often exacerbated by imprecise sensors frequently suffering from poor observability.
Unlike conventional 2D interfaces where the touch point on a capacitive screen might, rightly or
wrongly, be treated as an instantaneous and spatially confined interaction event, the continuous
nature of typical 3D interactions frustrates attempts to collapse the spatial and temporal quality
of events. The result is a high degree of ambiguity surrounding the user’s intended input.
A significant obstacle to the future described earlier in this chapter where virtual and
physical content is seamlessly blended together is the fact that designers cannot reliably
envisage the range of contexts in which their MR applications will be deployed. This is in
contrast to conventional mobile app development where the appearance of content and the
experience constructed can be more reliably predicted. In most circumstances, it is a valid
design assumption that the display characteristics and qualities of modern mobile devices (at
least within the confines of the bezel) are largely consistent. Nevertheless, more advanced
mobile applications may encounter the same types of challenges faced in MR as developers
seek to incorporate contextual information, e.g. GPS location or direct feeds from the camera or
microphone. Addressing the key problems faced in MR may therefore have cascading benefits
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to more conventional technologies. The unique challenge for MR development, however, is
that virtual content is added to the physical context compared with mobile development where
contextual information is typically reproduced as virtual content. It is this unique aspect of MR
that requires concerted research attention.
The high dimensionality of the MR design space is a product of the additional temporal
and spatial freedom available to the user. The step from 2D to 3D might at first seem merely
incremental but consider, as an example, how the regular discretisation of a cube yields n3 units
versus n2 for the equivalent square in 2D. The spatial and temporal freedom afforded to the user
too means that attention cannot, and should not, be confined to a prescribed region of focus
(i.e. the x× y pixels of a conventional display). This high dimensionality of the design space is
particularly challenging given the currently immature state of MR application development.
As has occurred with the web and mobile devices, the interfaces and interactions that are
known to be effective gradually emerge as convention. Without such established practice, it is
difficult for the interaction designer to predict and/or accommodate the potentially complex
and non-intuitive factor interactions which are likely to be encountered.
To highlight the challenges associated with designing next-generation interactive mixed
reality applications, consider the following hypothetical design problem.
Hypothetical Design Problem
A developer is tasked with building an AR application for a construction company. The
company wants to give their engineers performing building progress inspections an AR
head-mounted display (HMD) that will allow them to identify and note any emerging or
necessary divergence between the as-built and design specifications. The construction
sites are distributed over large areas. Engineers will need to walk over the site, taking
notes as they go. For safety reasons, engineers must not be encumbered by any hand-held
input devices. Ongoing construction means that the site will be noisy. Furthermore, the
notes taken will include numerous technical and company/site-specific terms. The use of
voice commands and voice-to-text cannot, therefore, be the sole means of input.
Consider now three aspects of this task that are likely to be particularly troubling the
developer in terms of the user interface design.
1. The HMD device provides only rudimentary hand and gesture based interaction with
limited precision. How should the interface collect user input in circumstances where
voice commands are not feasible?
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2. Various engineers will need to use the application. They may obviously all have different
arm lengths with different reach profiles. How should interface elements be positioned
and structured to accommodate this variability?
3. The construction environment is constantly changing. How should virtual content be
positioned and presented to ensure it remains visible and legible?
Although artificial, this design problem illustrates how many new considerations are intro-
duced by the unique characteristics of AR user interfaces. A capable developer may of course
deliver an ad hoc solution to this design challenge. The long term robustness of a solution
that doesn’t accommodate or respond to device, user or environmental uncertainty is, however,
questionable. In recognition of this fact, there is anticipated value in a more formalised design
approach that explicitly accommodates and models the inherent uncertainty. Probability is
the mathematical approach used to represent uncertainty and there are a growing number of
techniques suited to integration in a design process.
1.2 Probabilistic Approaches to Interaction Design
This thesis investigates strategies for mitigating and exploiting the probabilistic nature of
virtual and augmented reality as it relates to interface and interaction design. At this early
stage in the research of probabilistic user interfaces for mixed reality there is value in a broad
investigation yielding an understanding of the most promising fundamental approaches and the
scale and scope of the underlying research challenges in each category. This in contrast to a
deep investigation of a single probabilistic technique or application area that might generate
specialised insight but little general understanding of the wider approach.
Importantly too, this investigation examines a range of strategies that give coverage over
several particularly troubling aspects of designing mixed reality applications. Specifically, this
research explores how user performance and capabilities can be enhanced by: i) an improved
understanding of the probabilistic nature of interaction events; ii) an improved understanding
of the probabilistic nature of interface requirements; iii) the inference of intent from uncertain
events; and iv) optimising interface features based on uncertain observations of performance.
These four techniques can broadly be categorised as probabilistic treatments of user interface
design. Each is described in more detail below:
• Characterisation of interaction events: Various factors contribute to high levels of user
input noise in mixed reality. The additional mobility and interaction degrees of freedom
supported means that users may be less precise. For virtual and augmented reality HMDs
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incorporating hand tracking, sensor and tracking performance may introduce further
noise. Characterising the uncertainty and distribution of interaction events is an important
first step in probabilistic user interface design.
• Characterisation of interface requirements: The seamless overlay of virtual content
on the physical world presents a difficult design problem given limited prior knowledge
of deployment context. This challenge is well suited to a probabilistic treatment informed
by a data driven understanding of the interface and user requirements. The appearance of
virtual content may be dynamically adjusted in ways that respect various qualities such
as designer specified aesthetics and smooth transitions.
• Inferring intent from noisy input: To accommodate noise in user input, intent may
be inferred by leveraging a probabilistic understanding of the interaction space and
task. This is a static and passive strategy in that the interface itself does not necessarily
change in response. Rather, the application is engineered to accommodate noisy inputs
by inferring original intent.
• Interactive refinement of the design space: The design of interfaces and interactions
for mixed reality presents a complex multidimensional optimisation challenge. To address
this challenge, the design problem may be reframed as a multi-user interactive refinement
task. This strategy actively improves the interface according to the emerging performance
model of the users.
This thesis posits that these four strategies represent the key pillars upon which productive
and enjoyable next-generation MR interactive applications will be built. A probabilistic
approach to interaction design is well suited to the evolving understanding and emerging design
guidance in this space. In the short to mid term, these methods may be applied to deliver
deterministic behaviour informed by an established probabilistic model. Such behaviour may
suffer from inflexibility but is easier to comprehend, debug and deploy. As experience with
these methods develops, it is likely that more advanced behaviours informed by continually
evolving probabilistic models may gain traction. Such behaviour is more complex and less
predictable but may deliver greater resilience. This thesis describes an investigation, that in
part, serves to highlight both the current and future potential afforded by this design strategy.
The framing and structure of this research investigation is addressed in the following section.
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1.3 Central Hypothesis and Research Questions
The hypothetical design problem described in Section 1.1 can be distilled into the following
general problem statement.
General Problem Statement
The unique challenges of noisy inputs, unknown deployment contexts and complex
design spaces confounds the design of interactions and interfaces in mixed reality,
resulting in a high risk that built solutions are inflexible and lack resilience. Such
solutions are likely to deliver poor performance and user experiences.
This thesis argues that a probabilistic treatment using computational approaches is a viable
means for solving this problem. The central research hypothesis is framed below.
Central Hypothesis
Probabilistic user interface design provides an effective methodology for delivering
productive and enjoyable applications in mixed reality.
Dissecting this hypothesis with reference to the general problem statement, several research
questions emerge.
Research Questions
1. How can a designer obtain an understanding of the probabilistic characteristics of an
interface; and, how can this understanding inform design in mixed reality?
2. How can a data-driven probabilistic preference model for the appearance of virtual
content in mixed reality be efficiently obtained; and, how can this be leveraged to
enable adaptation of mixed reality applications to uncertain deployment contexts?
3. How can probabilistic inference be exploited to accommodate high levels of input
noise in mixed reality applications to deliver more efficient interactions?
4. How can the unfamiliar and high dimensional design space for mixed reality applica-
tions be efficiently explored and refined through probabilistic optimisation?
The above research questions are addressed in the subsequent chapters of this thesis. A
detailed outline, describing the correspondence between the research questions and chapters, is
presented later in Section 1.4. The remainder of this section, however, outlines the perspective
from which these questions are examined.
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1.3.1 Key Terms
To ensure a common interpretation of the identified hypothesis and research questions, the key
terms are defined below.
TERM DEFINITION
Probabilistic User Interface A probabilistic user interface incorporates and exploits
the estimated likelihood of events to deliver improved
system performance and /or a better user experience. See
Chapter 2 for a more detailed definition.
Probabilistic User Interface
Design
Probabilistic user interface design seeks to model the
uncertain events in the system and identify, implement
and validate strategies that drive improved system perfor-
mance. See Chapter 2 for a more detailed definition.
Virtual Reality (VR) Virtual Reality places the user inside an alternate simu-
lated reality that is wholly computer generated.
Augmented Reality (AR) Augmented Reality adds computer generated virtual con-
tent to the user’s otherwise conventional physical reality.
Mixed Reality (MR) Mixed Reality is an overarching term describing the con-
tinuum between VR and AR. See [122].
MR Application A user-targeted application supporting some computer-
aided task in either Virtual or Augmented Reality. The
user may play either a passive or active role.
MR Interface The interface through which the user perceives or inter-
acts with virtual content in a MR application.
MR Interaction The means by which the user provides input to the MR
interface.
Input Noise Uncertainty introduced into interactions, chiefly through
sensing inaccuracies and user imprecision.
MR Deployment Context The physical environment in which the MR application is
deployed.
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Probabilistic Characteristics The predictable features that describe the uncertainty




A model describing the relationship between the physical
context of virtual content and the preferred visual repre-
sentation of that content, accounting for uncertainty and
variation in user preferences. See Chapter 5 for a more
detailed definition.
Probabilistic Inference The process by which the predictability of a given process
is leveraged to make a reasoned estimate of the most
likely intended input. See Chapter 6 for a more detailed
definition.
Probabilistic Optimisation The identification of ideal parameters for the design of an
interface given uncertain estimates of the performance of
the interface in the hands of users. See Chapter 7 for a
more detailed definition.
1.3.2 Research Objectives
A better understanding of the probabilistic treatments relevant to mixed reality user interfaces is
critical for designers. Lacking in established heuristics and design patterns, developers of such
applications require more support. The dearth of grounded frameworks to support the design
of next-generation MR applications is what motivates this research project. Therefore, the
primary research objective of this thesis is to advance and demonstrate the value of probabilistic
approaches to MR interface design. The anticipated contribution to knowledge is a proven set
of strategies that might be readily applied and expanded upon by designers.
In light of this goal, a conscious effort is made to promote coverage and relevance of the
problem space explored. Therefore, two additional research objectives are relevant to the
framing of this investigation. These are:
1. Demonstrate the concepts of probabilistic user interface design in a representative range
of challenging and relevant mixed reality application scenarios.
2. Demonstrate a variety of complementary probabilistic approaches to highlight diversity
in the strategies available.
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1.3.3 Approach
This thesis attacks the above research questions through discrete but thematically related case
studies (an overview is provided in Section 1.4). A common approach framed by the Design
Research Methodology (DRM) [11] is applied despite the distinguishing features of each case
study. Note that Chapter 3 presents a detailed explanation of the research methodology but the
general approach is briefly outlined here.
The Research Clarification stage of the DRM framework provides an understanding of the
broader design goals to be addressed using the probabilistic user interface design approach. A
more concrete framing of these goals is provided by the specification of the four case studies
as part of the Descriptive Study I stage of the DRM framework: each case study serves as a
description of the existing situation in interface design for mixed reality and highlights the
relevant design problems. The specific investigative process applied as part of the DRM’s
Prescriptive Study and Descriptive Study II stages is based on the concept of design principles:
an aspect of the design that is a key determinant of user performance or experience. In each
case, a prototype system is designed and developed with reference to these design principles
to provide a platform for empirical investigation of the various probabilistic treatments. User
performance and experience is then evaluated in controlled user studies. The empirical results,
qualitative feedback and user observation inform the revision of these design principles and
subsequent iteration of the system design. Finally, the efficacy of the given treatment and
revised design principles are validated in a more realistic and less controlled application of the
system.
1.4 Chapter Overview
The remaining chapters of this thesis are outlined below.
Chapter 2 reviews the existing literature and contextualises this investigation within the
broader body of research. It explores the variety of existing computational approaches applied
to probabilistic user interfaces. It also reviews the smaller, yet growing body of work which
seeks to identify principles for the design of mixed reality applications. The literature and
learnings derived from this research project ultimately inform the description of an emergent
process for probabilistic user interface design. This process is presented in Section 2.3.
Chapter 3 describes the overarching methodology employed in the research project. Each
of the subsequent chapters provides local specialisations of this methodology but there is a
common framework applied in the four case studies. Chapter 3 explains and justifies this
framework and motivates the case studies investigated.
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Chapter 4 demonstrates the process of characterising the uncertainty in input events and
their related behaviours (Research Question 1). A simulated probabilistic decoder is used to
help explore the anticipated performance and behaviour characteristics relevant to text entry in
virtual and augmented reality. An analysis of the captured data also informs the identification
of the key levers of performance, informing subsequent stages of detailed design.
Chapter 5 explores a data-driven approach for dynamically adapting the user interface to
the deployed physical context (Research Question 2). The specific challenge of adapting virtual
content for visibility and legibility given background texture is investigated. A diverse and
representative dataset is collected through crowdsourcing to build a model relating content
colouration and placement given background texture to user preference.
Chapter 6 examines the inference of intent from noisy input in AR (Research Question 3).
This investigation is made concrete by the development of a text entry method specifically
designed for use with an AR HMD. A text entry method employing probabilistic decoding to
mitigate noise in user inputs is developed and demonstrated. Chapter 6 takes particular care to
highlight and exemplify the end-to-end process of probabilistic user interface design.
Chapter 7 investigates the potential for probabilistic optimisation to aid the design process
given complex and unfamiliar design problems (Research Question 4). Bayesian optimisation
is applied in concert with crowdsourced user testing to perform active online interface design
refinement. Chapter 7 highlights the fact that Bayesian optimisation not only mitigates the
effect of uncertainty in observations of user actions but also yields a model relating interface
design features to expected performance.
Finally, Chapter 8 revisits the research questions and central hypothesis and reflects on
the answers provided by this investigation. The key contributions of this research project are
highlighted. Limitations and opportunities for future work are also identified.
Chapter 2
Probabilistic User Interface Design
The traditional approach to engineering design in the face of high uncertainty is to introduce
large factors of safety. This approach can be preferable, and indeed more cost effective,
when the anticipated loading cases on a system cannot be observed a priori or otherwise
require a detailed investigation to accurately estimate. In most cases, a robust system that is
‘over-engineered’ but meets functional requirements is preferable to one that is prone to failure.
In the design of interactive systems, the uncertain loadings imposed by the user at the
interface are often similarly difficult to anticipate. The parallel to the concept of a factor of
safety is, however, difficult to articulate. The design of these types of systems therefore often
resort to balanced trade-offs that deliver function within some tolerable bounds of expected
user behaviour.
As an example, consider the design of a soft Qwerty keyboard implemented on an interactive
surface. How should the keys and layout be sized? Potential analytical approaches to this
design problem are to consult anthropometric data and/or conduct a Fitts’ law experiment. Now
consider the same keyboard deployed on a mobile platform subject to variable accelerations
and high vibration, e.g. a terminal in a car, tank or aeroplane (e.g. Figure 2.1).1 How should the
key and layout sizing be adjusted? Increasing the size of the keys is inextricably coupled with
increasing the size of the layout but there are likely also external constraints on the physical
device size. Lacking any objective or analytical means for making such design choices, the
system designer must balance these trade-offs to implement a solution that will, probably work
for most people.
An alternative to this approach is the introduction of intelligence to the interactive system so
that it can reconfigure the normally fixed mapping between inputs and outputs. This flexibility
broadens the range of contexts and inputs for which the system will perform well. Such
intelligence may be embedded through a variety of means from case based logic to a full
1Ignore, for the moment, the argument for alternative input strategies in such deployment environments.
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Fig. 2.1 A touch-based keyboard deployed in a commercial airline’s entertainment system.
probabilistic treatment. The focus in this thesis is on the probabilistic treatment and design of
the probabilistic user interface.
The argument for a probabilistic treatment over a programmatic one is compelling for four
key reasons. First, it is rarely possible to reliably predict the range of possible contexts and
behaviours of users. It is therefore difficult to ensure effective coverage with a finite collection
of programmed logic. By contrast, a probabilistic treatment can provide for smooth transitions
between system behaviours which may deliver better outcomes in unforeseen circumstances.
Second, user interactions and expectations are rarely binary. That is, the user may themself
be uncertain about the action they wish to perform and in many cases be satisfied by a range
of possible responses from the system. An ability to represent and reflect this nuance helps to
promote consistency with the user’s mental model. Third, many forms of interactive systems
deal with user interactions or data that follow predictable distributions. For example, the error in
user touches often follows a Gaussian distribution while text input systems deal with language
which typically follows a power law distribution. Exploiting and/or embedding awareness
of these distributions in the system can deliver improved user experiences and performance.
Fourth, there is great efficiency to be gained by exploiting regularities in the behaviour of users
or the data with which they interact. A system can improve user productivity by reconfiguring
its interface or by modifying its output when frequently observed events are encountered, e.g.
an interface might be streamlined when a user begins a common set of actions, or a miss-typed
word can be reliably auto-corrected.
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Recognising the potential benefits of a probabilistic treatment is one thing but encoding this
into a structured design process presents a significant conceptual challenge. It is this challenge
and its specific relation to design in the context of mixed reality that is the focus of this chapter.
2.1 What is a Probabilistic User Interface?
The interface is the portal connecting the user and the application. The user interacts with the
interface to instruct the activity of the application and the application provides visibility of its
behaviour to the user through the interface. It is therefore the user interface that establishes a
productive bi-directional channel of communication and together these components produce
an intelligent interactive system. The performance of this system as a whole is therefore a
complex combination of the underlying performance of each component. Similarly, the user’s
experience with the system, i.e. how pleasing or productive they perceived their involvement to
be, is a product of not only the interface and application qualities but also the user’s background,
expectations and biases among many other factors. As discussed already, often the actions of
the user or the behaviours of the application are uncertain. Fortunately, there are often patterns
to these uncertain events that can be represented and described through probability.
A probabilistic user interface incorporates and exploits the estimated likelihood of events
to deliver improved system performance and/or user experience. The points in the system
that benefit from a probabilistic treatment are those that introduce or exhibit high levels of
uncertainty. Schwarz [162] describes how uncertainty may arise at three different stages in an
interaction: sensing the input, interpreting the input, and selecting an appropriate action. To
avoid the connotation that input uncertainty is solely a product of sensor noise, these three stages
are reformulated here as: input generation, input interpretation, and action determination.
Definition: Probabilistic User Interface
A probabilistic user interface incorporates and exploits the estimated likelihood of events
to deliver improved system performance and / or a better user experience.
As highlighted, sensing imprecision or inaccuracies may certainly introduce uncertainty
at the point of input generation. Importantly, however, the user may themselves be imprecise
or inaccurate when generating an input due to, for example, inherent error in the human
motor control system or external forces that disturb regular motor control. Consider, as an
example, the user generating a touch event on a mid-air virtualised keyboard as illustrated in
Figure 2.2(a). Once an input is received, the interpretation of that input by the interactive system
may introduce further uncertainty. For example, for the touch event illustrated in Figure 2.2(b),
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Fig. 2.2 An example of a user typing on a mid-air virtual keyboard to illustrate the distinct
stages at which uncertainty is introduced: a) input generation, b) input interpretation, and c)
action determination.
it is unclear whether this input should be interpreted as a Q or W. Last, there may be a degree
of uncertainty in the determination by the system of what the appropriate output should be.
As illustrated in Figure 2.2(c), the system must decide whether to update the displayed text to
show COW or COQ.
With the aid of the hypothetical example presented in Figure 2.2, it is possible to highlight
the potential benefit of a probabilistic treatment at each stage in this interaction. Imagine that
the trajectory of the finger in the vicinity of the keyboard plane contains evidence of external
disturbances such as a jolt from a footfall translated through to the arm. This evidence suggests
a flattening and widening of the typical input distribution associated with touch events. At
the interpretation stage, imagine that extensive user data collected indicates that the accuracy
of touch events degrades as the distance of the target key from the centre of the keyboard
increases. In other words, users are marginally more accurate in targeting W than Q such that a
point equidistant between W and Q might reasonably be more likely to belong to Q. Finally, at
action determination imagine that the system is aware of the prior context in the input field, e.g.
"HOW NOW BROWN CO". At this point, an awareness of the frequency distribution of words
in English promotes COW over COQ and a multi-word language model deems "HOW NOW
BROWN COW" considerably more likely than "HOW NOW BROWN COQ".
The above example illustrates the advantages of a probabilistic user interface over an
alternative that might otherwise take the user’s input as Q since it is one pixel closer to the
centre of Q than W. The three stages of uncertainty are now subjected to a more detailed
examination contextualised by relevant research efforts addressing uncertainty at each stage.
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2.1.1 Input Generation
Probabilistic user interfaces may address uncertainty at input generation via understanding
the mechanism of the generating process or by modelling its observations. FingerCloud [151]
demonstrates the concept of modulating uncertainty in the sensed position of the finger above
a capacitive sensor array with a particle filter approach. This idea is extended by AnglePose
[152] by also modelling the pose of the finger. Le et al. [97] present an interesting analysis of
the potential classification of engaged fingers using low resolution capacitive touchscreen data.
An awareness of the fingers used during input generation may aid subsequent disambiguation.
Rather than examining the process that generates touch events, Weir et al. [193] model touch
inaccuracy over the surface of a mobile device. They find high-non-linearity and inter-user
variation and show that user-specific models for touch offset correction outperform lumped
user models. In recognition of the fact that particular user groups require specialised models,
Montague et al. [123] introduce a framework for learning and distributing user models between
devices and applications. Montague et al. [123] argue that these shared user models (SUM)
are of particular value to user groups with visual and motor impairments, for whom there
exists limited ability based modelling. The SUM framework enables dynamic adaptation of the
interface according to a specific user’s needs. This concept of incorporating both group and
user-independent models of touch input has continued to receive attention in the literature. Mott
and Wobbrock [124] demonstrate a strategy for mitigating errors in touch for motor impaired
users or users in impairing situations. This strategy recognises that there is an unknown
mapping between reported touch position and intended touch position and seeks to resolve this
mapping.
Rather than modelling the input observations themselves as a means to understanding
the generating process, Greis et al. [54] suggest inferring the user’s uncertainty level from
physiological sensor data and interaction behaviours. They investigated potential correlations
between uncertainty and physiological and behavioural signals. An intuitive result of this
investigation was that participants took longer to answer difficult questions and focused for
more time on their answer prior to submission.
Fitt’s law [43] and the Hick-Hyman law [64, 72] are two models describing human input
behaviour which have been borrowed from psychology and have gained popularity in HCI.
Regrettably, these empirical models do not capture or reflect the true variation exhibited both
at the user and inter-user level. They serve as examples of how the aggregation of human
performance data can mask the underlying distribution. Collapsing speed and accuracy, for
example, into a single dimension inevitably results in information loss. Awareness of the
characteristics of these distributions would arguable better inform the design of interactive
systems.
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2.1.2 Input Interpretation
The interpretation of user input can be particularly challenging as users may often be unin-
tentionally inconsistent and imprecise. Other times uncertainty can arise due to laziness in
articulation such as encountered with poor adherence to gesture templates. Added to this is the
fact that systems must commonly accommodate multiple users with potentially widely varying
interaction behaviours and goals.
The OOPS toolkit [113] is an attempt to give structure to the process of mediating input
interpretation in instances where there is ambiguity. A sequence of inputs are maintained in a
hierarchical graph and any resulting recognition nodes are considered ambiguous if they reflect
one of several interpretations. Mankoff et al. [113] demonstrate how this common structure can
be exploited to deliver different interaction techniques for resolving the ambiguity. Similarly,
Quickset [25] describes a framework for integrated multimodal ‘meaning fragments’. Fusing
these separately sourced ‘meanings’ helps in resolving the intended user input. Bohus and
Horvitz [12] learn a model to predict the probability of engagement with a conversational agent
located in a communal office space. This offers an interesting example of how uncertain input
interpretation might function differently depending on the expectations of the user.
In the gesture based text entry system Hex, Williamson and Murray-Smith [195] apply a
clever trick to aid the interpretation of user intent. Tracing towards low probability entries
is subject to higher resistance and conversely for highly probable entries, e.g. very little
resistance in moving the trace cursor towards U when the previous selection was Q. Note that
this approach turns the notion of addressing uncertainty in input interpretation on its head by
forcing the user to be more explicit in their actions. Using a related strategy, both OctoPocus [9]
and Hex [195] promote distinguishable gestures by presenting feedforward visualisations of
canonical templates. Initially there may be several feasible gesture alternatives given the
start point but as a particular gesture path is traced, these alternatives disappear or recede in
prominence.
From an implementation point of view, various probabilistic techniques have been explored
to represent the hypothesis space as it relates to input interpretation. XWand [196] utilises
a dynamic Bayes network to intelligently resolve ambiguous targets and commands by also
integrating speech and wand gestures. For example, pointing the wand at the light primes
the command interpretation to expect either ‘TurnOnLight’ or ‘TurnOffLight’. A subsequent
user utterance of ‘turn on’ is thus easily disambiguated. Chai et al. [19] also use a graph
representation to help capture and resolve uncertainty in multimodal interactions. Schwarz
et al. [164] describe techniques based on a Monte Carlo approach to manage uncertainty in the
assessment of state and for managing actions and feedback. Dumas et al. [39] suggest a fusion
algorithm based on hidden Markov models (HMM). HMMs have also been used to deliver
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probabilistic and adaptive keyboards [58, 59]. Uncertain<T> [13] is one example of an attempt
at the programming level to capture and describe uncertainty as a pseudo data type.
2.1.3 Action Determination
At the point of action determination, uncertainty may be mitigated by exploiting models of
user interaction goals or by intelligently inviting users to disambiguate the desired outcome.
Schwarz et al. [163] provide several examples of how uncertainty can be propagated through the
input interpretation and action determination stages and resolved before the action is finalised.
The Lumière project [70] introduces the concept of Bayesian user models to embed interactive
systems with the intelligence to infer user goals and needs. Horvitz et al. [70] highlight the
fact that inferring desired system actions must consider the relative benefits and costs of those
actions. For example, inferring an erroneous action that results in the closure of an application
is perceived to be considerably more annoying than an action that corrects a desired literal
string with a more likely auto-correction. Horvitz [69] encodes several of these key concepts in
action determination under uncertainty with the description of mixed-initiative user interfaces.
Horvitz [69] proposes 12 principles of mixed-initiative interfaces which not only touch on
uncertainty but also aspects of timing and social awareness.
Liu et al. [102] describe an adaptive user interface that can learn individual user behaviours
and styles. By keeping track of all user interaction events, the adaptive user interface can
identify frequent event sequences. When a user subsequently embarks on a recognised sequence
of interactions, the system can adjust to streamline the interface and reduce the number of
interactions required.
The predictability of language can be exploited to intelligently facilitate the resolution
of ambiguity in the user’s desired outcome. Parakeet [184] is a speech recognition system
designed for use with a mobile device to support rapid error corrections. Users are presented
with a word confusion network constructed based on the likely alternative recognitions of a
spoken phrase. The user can therefore easily modify the transcription action of the system.
Also exploiting the predictability of language and an awareness of the error characteristics in
input generation, VelociWatch [182] presents a detailed investigation of the error avoidance
and correction strategies for a smartwatch keyboard.
BIGnav [103] demonstrates how the history of user interactions can be leveraged to inform
the interpretation of task goals. Using a Bayesian experimental design approach, BIGnav
maintains a model of the available information space and makes action determinations that
will be most informative to the system. Through this approach, BIGnav is able to reduce the
number of commands required to complete a multiscale pointing task. Extending this idea to
file retrieval in a directory structure has also shown promise [104].
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A key challenge in action determination is accommodating the user’s subjective assessment
of system performance. Humans are generally quite poor at decoupling a sequence of outcomes
from the broader performance of a system. As Sheridan and Ferrell [167, pp. 37] note,
“people readily adopt hypotheses about the nature and sources of probabilistic data; and these
hypotheses, rather than the data, govern their behavior.” A common manifestation of this is
the gambler’s fallacy. The counterpoint to this, however, is the fact that humans do possess a
degree of intuition when it comes to the laws of proportions. As Pearl [144, pp. 15] notes, “For
reasons of storage economy and generality we forget the actual experiences and retain their
mental impressions in the forms of averages, weights, or (more vividly) abstract qualitative
relationships that help us determine future actions.”
2.2 What is Probabilistic User Interface Design?
The previous section has reviewed the concept of the probabilistic user interface and various
efforts to exploit its power. Largely lacking, however, is any precise guidance on how such
systems may be designed. Recognising the potential value of a probabilistic treatment of the
user interface, it is important that system developers are provided with the tools that support
their construction. These tools may be either high level design guidance or specific libraries or
toolkits that offload much of the technical details.
Definition: Probabilistic User Interface Design
Probabilistic user interface design seeks to model the uncertain events in the system and
identify, implement and validate strategies that drive improved system performance.
The principles of mixed-initiative user interfaces [69] already mentioned provide high
level guidance that can be related to the more general form of probabilistic user interfaces.
Schwarz [162] introduces the JULIA toolkit: a library developed to help streamline the task of
building probabilistic interfaces. The JULIA toolkit explicitly treats user input as an uncertain
process and rather than immediately executing actions, it evaluates the range of possible
update operations to determine the most appropriate action. Developers can then specify
interaction behaviour with the aid of probabilistic state machines. ProbUI [17] provides a
tool for developers to deliver gesture interactions evaluated probabilistically. Using ProbUI,
developers can define callbacks based on ‘bounding behaviours’ rather than ‘bounding boxes’.
Doherty et al. [32] specify user interactions as a stochastic system using process algebra.
The efforts of Horvitz [69], Schwarz [162], Buschek and Alt [17] and others provide an
important foundation and reference point for intelligent interactive system designers. Still
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lacking, however, is a generalisable design process that delivers structure to the how and why
of various design choices.
2.2.1 Probabilistic Perspectives in HCI
The definition of a structured design process for probabilistic user interfaces in mixed reality is
inevitably grounded in the more general theoretical perspectives relating to interactive system
design. There is, of course, a degree of healthy tension and competition among different
perspectives within HCI and so it is helpful to be explicit in defining the perspectives upon
which this thesis is based.
Williamson [194] describes a process view of user inputs. From the system’s perspective
the user’s inputs are noisy observations of some physical variable. These physical variables
are themselves evidence for an underlying set of latent variables that reflect the actual intent
of the user. Williamson [194, pp. 39] offers a concise summary of this process view and how
interactions are formulated as a, “continuous control process, where the system is constantly
engaged in recursively updating a distribution over the potential intentions of a user while
feeding the result back at various timescales.” Unfortunately, the control theory perspective on
HCI breaks down when one considers how a user’s goal state changes over time depending
on an evolving understanding of the interface and in response to its behaviours. The concept
of an inconsistent control reference generated from a non-deterministic underlying process is
not handled well by the standard control theory parallel. In practice, the emergent behaviours
of a system and a user working in coordination are difficult to characterise and model as a
deterministic process without significant abstraction.
The control theory perspective on HCI has grown out of early efforts to derive human
models of control (e.g. those of McRuer and Krendel [119]). Specifically, these models seek
to describe how humans (much of the focus is on pilots) translate their sensory inputs into
control actions. Doherty et al. [31] explore how these concepts can be applied to the design
and analysis of interactive systems. In outlining the design process used to develop a control
system for music generation by disabled users, they highlight the importance of examining
the control characteristics of the user, device and controlled process. Williamson [194] also
applies a control theory perspective to the task of interactive system design. As Williamson
[194, pp. 21] notes, “It is feedback that transforms a simple one-directional communication
into a control process.” The role of the user under this perspective is to steer the system towards
a goal state and reject disturbances once reached. For this to be effective, the interface must
usefully (though not necessarily truly or comprehensively) represent the current state of the
system.
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Examining the general challenge of interface design from a task analysis perspective,
Kirwan and Ainsworth [81] highlight the importance of a parallel consideration of the ‘what’
and ‘how’. More specifically, there are two separate but related steps necessary to the design
of effective interfaces: i) determining what information must be displayed to users in order to
deliver an understanding of the current system state and required future state; and ii) determining
how users will exercise their control through their actions.
The fact that in mixed reality the user is embedded within the virtual or mixed virtual-
physical environment means that there is also great relevance of the theoretical perspectives
promoted in the field of telepresence. Although focused on the challenges related to teleopera-
tion of vehicles and manipulators, the characterisation by Sheridan [166] of the human-machine
interactions over spatial and temporal distances is highly informative. Sheridan [166] describes
how the closed control loop between human and machine unavoidably exhibits a degree of
information loss at the interface boundary. This filtering effect occurs at both the mapping of
commands from the user to the system (the efferent filter) and at the mapping between system
action and user perception (the afferent filter). When acting on partial information, clearly
uncertainty arises.
2.2.2 Communicating Uncertainty to the User
Uncertainty is an inevitable feature of data driven models in most real world applications. The
concept of a probabilistic model and its limitations can be difficult to convey to the user and so
many applications rely on simplified explanations. Most users are unlikely to comprehend the
implications of working with a probabilistic model. User studies have found that even a single
outlier in a classifier can result in significant confusion for users [78]. Users will calibrate their
trust in the model both through individual predictions as well as the performance of the model
as a whole [149]. Furthermore, intelligent user interfaces result in a co-adaptive process in
which both the user and model will respond to the behaviour of the other. Establishing the right
level of understanding among users and framing the interaction task appropriately is critical
and non-trivial.
Non-experts unfamiliar with the internal behaviours of a computer program will construct
their own mental model to aid their formulation of interaction strategies. This model will be
derived in part from their past experience and knowledge. The adaptive interaction framework
[143] further suggests that the strategy employed by a user will be dictated by their experience,
their task level goals, and their ability to process information relevant to the task. From a user
interaction perspective then, this third factor suggests a potential lever in terms of amplifying the
cognitive ability of the user that might be activated to improve performance. While the mental
model constructed does not have to be accurate, a poor model may have a highly detrimental
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effect on user performance and thus, their perception of the effectiveness of the program [130].
It is perhaps useful to make the distinction between functional models that allow one to use a
system versus structural models that allow one to comprehend how and why it works. Gillies
et al. [51] argue that users should be aided in their construction of conceptual models in order to
enhance their debugging capabilities. As Fogarty et al. [44] observe, evolution of the predictive
model can result in seemingly unpredictable behaviour from the user’s perspective. Kulesza
et al. [94] investigate the impact that different explanations have on the fidelity of the mental
models constructed by end-users. The results indicate that more detailed explanations about
intelligent agents are useful if added understanding can be leveraged by the user to improve
outcomes. Sarkar [160] proposes to exploit metamodels for confidence (is an output correct?),
command (is the understanding complete?), and complexity (how simple was it to arrive
at the output?) to augment machine learning models. Such metamodels would capture the
information that is more intuitive and relevant for communication to end-users to support their
understanding.
A number of strategies have been explored as a means to simplify the interpretation of
model behaviour. ManiMatrix [76] allows users to interact directly with a classifier’s confusion
matrix and thereby steer classification behaviour. Ribeiro et al. [149] present explanations
that are locally faithful representations of considerably more complex models. This approach
supports interpretation while hiding the potentially confusing complexity underneath. Vidulin
et al. [188], referencing constructivist learning theory, propose constraining the construction of
decision trees to only represent relationships that are credible to the user. The use of exemplars
to support understanding of classes appears to be a promising solution that resonates with
users [78]. As a summative view of model quality, presenting best and worst matching samples
has been shown to support more efficient model evaluation than ranking of the n best [44].
ReGroup, the social network group creation tool introduced by Amershi et al. [4], presents
filters that were generated based on features in the model. Participants noted that these filters
provided insight on the patterns that were being exploited by the model, and thus served the dual
purpose of explaining the model as well as their intended function as an interaction element.
Uncertainty can be difficult to represent succinctly in a user interface. Sarkar et al. [161]
demonstrated the potential for colouration to represent confidence within their BrainCel applica-
tion, however, representing confidence through colouration in a speech recognition application
[183] did not yield an improvement in user performance. Within the field of information
visualisation, the representation of uncertainty is a key area of investigation. Vad et al. [179]
describe a probabilistic interface for exploring a music library based on the mood classification
of tracks. It conveys the uncertainty in the mood classification in its overview representation.
In general, the objective of uncertainty visualisation is to provide representations that aid data
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analysis and decision making [141]. It can also be useful to distinguish between different forms
of uncertainty. Pang et al. [141] describe three types of uncertainty: statistical (distribution of
the data), error (delta compared to datum) and range (interval of possible values).
Within the machine learning community there is also keen interest in representing model
quality in ways that support human understanding. The technique known as t-Distributed
Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE) enables the visual representation of clustering
models [180]. Such representations are easily queried and support non-expert reasoning on the
level of confidence in the underlying model. Micallef et al. [120] present an investigation of
explanatory methods for supporting Bayesian reasoning. The observations of this study reveal
the difficulty of the design problem in that text without numbers paired with visual aids yielded
higher performance than text with numbers and visuals.
The literature suggests that there is likely to be a close relationship between user tolerance
of error and the level of clarity in system uncertainty [155]. The degree of error a user will
tolerate in an application is task specific (e.g. compare an error encountered while withdrawing
money from an ATM versus an erroneous turn instruction given by a navigation system [45]).
If the user understands that they are in part responsible for an erroneous output, then they
may be more forgiving in their perception of the system. Users will calibrate their trust of a
system based on an understanding of the system properties. Muir and Moray [125] argue that
behaviours must be observable for trust to grow.
2.2.3 Uncertainty in Virtual and Augmented Reality
This thesis explores the challenge of probabilistic user interface design for mixed reality.
Although many of the approaches reviewed in this section translate across different interaction
environments and deployments, there are several unique aspects of mixed reality that require
targeted attention.
User interface design in augmented reality exposes several additional challenges relating
to uncertainty. First, in contrast to conventional 2D interaction contexts, the virtualisation of
the interface in 3D correspondingly expands the physical interaction space. Such embodied
interactions are typically performed over larger magnitudes with less precision resulting in user
input with high noise characteristics. For example, Arora et al. [5] investigated the impact of the
lack of a physical surface on drawing inaccuracies. They demonstrated that providing additional
visual guidance can substantially improve drawing accuracy. McGraw et al. [118] used an
HTC Vive VR system with motion controls to allow users to control Hermite splines and
create swept surfaces. Although not strictly an exploration in MR, Chen et al. [20] explore the
potential for expanding the interaction space of a conventional mobile device above the screen.
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Air+Touch [20] integrates both on-screen touch and above-screen gestures to dramatically
expand the range and expressiveness of smartphone interactions.
Second, the extended interaction space means that the design space is also considerably
broadened. This poses a significant challenge to designers as they seek to identify points in the
high dimensional design space that meet their requirements.
Third, the embedding of virtual content within the environment creates a contextual coupling.
However, the designer cannot know the range of deployment contexts at design time. An
extension of this concept is the challenge of integrating different sources of interactions within
the virtual and physical environments. Al-Sada et al. [2] offer an interesting investigation of
the opportunities afforded by borrowing input from multiple connected devices to facilitate
interaction with a HMD. Mapping input in different modalities and from different input devices
represents a major challenge from the perspective of managing uncertainty.
These unique sources of uncertainty in mixed reality serve as useful exemplars throughout
this thesis. They offer both a challenging and meaningful test of probabilistic user interface
design.
2.3 An Emergent Design Process
The research efforts reviewed highlight the various benefits of a probabilistic treatment in
interface design. Lacking, however, is a general design process for identifying, characterising,
and addressing the various sources of uncertainty that may be encountered. This thesis seeks
to bridge that gap in part by sketching out an emergent design process which may serve to
complement existing software engineering practices. The investigation and specification of
design practice is an active research field and there already exist well established processes
in engineering (e.g. Pahl and Beitz [140]) and software (e.g. Sommerville [170]) design.
The design process described here, therefore, is merely supplementary guidance that may be
helpful when tackling an unfamiliar interaction task with unknown and uncertain interface and
interaction qualities. More work is clearly required to justify and prove out this design process
in practice, but as a non-core contribution of this thesis, this is considered beyond scope.
Note that an important conceptual distinction is made here between the description of a
generic design process and the actual research methodology employed in this thesis. The former
is framed according to the perspective of the MR application designer while the latter is the
approach applied in answering the four research questions identified in Chapter 1. Chapter 3
presents the overarching research methodology where the focus is chiefly on building a system
as a means to uncovering the generalisable design principles as they relate to the corresponding
research questions. By contrast, the design process described in this section reflects the key
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Fig. 2.3 An emergent design process for probabilistic user interface design.
stages which emerge (from the literature and the experience garnered through this research
project) as being helpful for building a probabilistic interface from the point of view of the
application developer. There is clearly a degree of overlap between the design process and
the research methodology, particularly in terms of the focus on identifying the key levers of
performance or design principles.
The emergent design process has four stages as illustrated in Figure 2.3. These design stages
are loosely consistent with the divergent-convergent model of design. That is, there is a period of
exploration of the problem before a concentration on the solution. The Design Council’s double
diamond2 is a popular example of this model. Like the Design Council’s double diamond, the
four stages identified also describe two instances of divergence and convergence. The process
described in Figure 2.3 assumes that the problem to be addressed has already been identified
and a valid need exists. This represents an important distinction from the Design Council’s
model in which the initial divergent-convergent phase relates to developing an understanding of
the need. In practice, an objective understanding of the need is important in determining when
the probabilistic user interface design approach may be appropriate (see Section 8.5 for more
discussion of this point). For completeness too, it is important to highlight how understanding
subsequent downstream activities (post solution specification) might influence design choices,
e.g. deployment, maintenance and decommissioning. In the context of this thesis, however, the
focus is primarily on the core design stages and so Figure 2.3 serves as a good model for the
2See https://www.designcouncil.org.uk/news-opinion/design-process-what-double-diamond
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concepts demonstrated. The four stages are now described in further detail. Examples of their
application in the subsequent chapters of this thesis are also provided.
2.3.1 Characterise the User and the System
As highlighted by Doherty et al. [31], characterising the user and the system is an important
place to start. This stage involves examining the sources of uncertainty and their anticipated
distributions. As reflected by Figure 2.3, this stage is typically divergent as the range of
factors relevant to user and system performance may not be known a priori which necessitates
exploration. This investigation also helps inform the selection of the metric or metrics of perfor-
mance that can be evaluated throughout the design process to measure factor influences. It may
also be possible to characterise high level system performance distributions without extensive
development effort by simulating system behaviours or through Wizard of Oz methods.
This stage is exemplified in Chapter 4 where a simulated text input decoder is used to
capture data on the error and behavioural characteristics of users in a novel VR typing setting.
Characterisation is also performed in Chapter 5 through an efficient crowdsourcing method
to generate an understanding of the range of background contexts to be expected in AR
deployments. Although not presented in this thesis, Wolf et al. [197] provide an informative
example of a detailed characterisation of touch versus smartwatch based selection in AR.
2.3.2 Isolate Key Determinants of Performance
The next stage in the process is to isolate which aspects of the design actually dictate summative
system performance. The outcomes of the previous stage, while interesting, do not necessarily
indicate where design efforts should be targeted. Using the outcomes of stage one, however,
it is often possible to determine, either experimentally or analytically, the dominant levers of
system performance. Figure 2.3 illustrates that this stage is convergent in that a broad spectrum
of point observations of user and system performance are distilled into their underlying causes.
Here the design focus is largely on the ‘what’ described by Kirwan and Ainsworth [81]. The
outcome of this stage is an improved appreciation of the design problem and insight into how
various design decisions might be expected to deliver certain performance levels. This informs
an understanding of which design solutions should be prototyped and promoted for further
examination.
In addressing Research Question 1, Chapter 4 illustrates how a probabilistic characterisation
of different text input strategies informs the identification of which design choices (and to what
extent) dominate net typing performance. Similarly, analysis of the crowdsourced datasets
collected in Chapter 5 identifies which qualities of the background context have the greatest
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influence on user preference. Chapter 6 also provides an example of how analysing the low
level metric of inter-key interval highlights significant entry rate potential for the probabilistic
touch-driven text input method examined.
2.3.3 Examine Sensitivity to Design Changes
With a narrower selection of suitable design solutions, it is now possible to develop a prototype
system with which the sensitivity of more specific design choices can be examined. This may
typically involve experimenting with different feedback and control strategies as reflected by
the divergence shown in Figure 2.3. Here the design focus is largely on the ‘how’ described by
Kirwan and Ainsworth [81]. From this investigation, there emerges an appreciation of which
solutions are actually likely to deliver improvements and under what circumstances.
This stage is most clearly illustrated in Chapters 6 and 7. Chapter 6 evaluates a range of
design choices identified to be influential to the performance of text entry in AR. For example,
the effect of providing a literal fall-back method, occlusion reduction strategies and word
predictions are evaluated in a series of controlled user studies. A fundamentally different
approach is presented in Chapter 7 where a range of design parameters are efficiently evaluated
using crowdsourcing. In both cases, the examination yields insight into the effect of various
specific design decisions.
2.3.4 Refine and Validate the System Design
In this final stage of the design process, the system is refined based on an improved awareness
of the impact of the various design choices. Additional insights revealed for enhancing
performance are applied and generalisable design principles are identified. This is followed
by the validation of system performance in light of the original problem formulation. This
may necessitate user experiments with the system to confirm the satisfaction of key design
objectives. The outcome is a functional probabilistic user interface solution.
This final refinement and validation stage is briefly illustrated in Chapters 6 and 7. It is
important to recall, however, the distinction discussed above between this design process and
the research methodology applied in the thesis, i.e. the objective in this project is to answer
the research questions and the systems developed serve as vehicles for this purpose rather
than fully formed solutions in their own right. The VISAR keyboard described in Chapter 6
is refined and validated in a simple study exploring how users can be supported to perform
spatially distributed text entry tasks. Chapter 7 concludes with a design case study intended to




This chapter has examined the broader challenges of designing and developing a probabilistic
interface. The probabilistic user interface design approach is motivated by the highlighted
benefits of a probabilistic treatment in interactive system design. These are, i) flexibility in
the face of unseen cases, ii) alignment with the non-binary qualities of user interactions and
expectations, and iii) relatability to commonly observed input and data distributions in HCI. A
definition of the probabilistic user interface is offered with several illustrative examples. The
three stages in an interaction that introduce uncertainty are discussed with reference to related
research efforts that specifically target these stages with mitigation strategies. Finally, efforts
to tackle both the general and specific design problem are examined. This in turn informs
the four-part high level design process proposed. Different stages of this design process are
demonstrated in the remainder of this thesis as part of answering the four research questions




This chapter describes the overarching methodological framework as well as the specific
investigative process applied in this thesis. The Design Research Methodology (DRM) [11]
guides the research strategy in high-level terms. The DRM framework is used to elucidate the
current situation and opportunities for design support. A key outcome of the initial stages of
this methodology is the specification of four case studies as concrete targets for investigation.
At the case study level, the specific investigative process applied is based on the idea of
learning through building. In each of the four case studies, a prototype system is designed,
built and evaluated in user testing. This strategy supports the extraction of key design related
information from two perspectives: as a designer and as a user. Furthermore, the prototype
systems serve as a means for validating that the probabilistic treatments proposed are both
feasible and effective. The six stages of the investigative process are outlined later in this
chapter. Finally, the chapter concludes with a discussion of several important limitations applied
in scoping the investigation as well as a critical review of the choice of the specific case studies
in the context of the secondary research objectives stated in Chapter 1.
3.1 Overarching Framework
To understand the research methodology applied in this thesis, it is useful to first revisit the
Central Hypothesis.
Central Hypothesis
Probabilistic user interface design provides an effective methodology for delivering
productive and enjoyable applications in mixed reality.
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A critical decomposition of this hypothesis suggests three key objectives: i) understand-
ing what aspects of mixed reality interfaces are suitable for this treatment; ii) developing a
system that makes the treatment testable; and iii) assessing whether an improvement has been
delivered. The Design Research Methodology offers a structured framework for tackling these
three objectives. It provides guidance on the identification of the core research goals and a
roadmap for determining appropriate design interventions followed by their implementation
and evaluation.
The four stages of the DRM framework are Research Clarification, Descriptive Study I,
Prescriptive Study, and Descriptive Study II. These four stages as they relate to the specific
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The aim in the Research Clarification stage is to identify the goals and structure of the
overall research project, e.g. focus, hypothesis and research questions. The outcomes of this
stage have already been presented in Chapters 1 and 2. The research questions are periodically
revisited throughout the thesis to ensure alignment with the project goals.
The Descriptive Study I (DS-I) stage seeks to deliver greater understanding around the
specific design problem by assessing the current state and opportunities for improvement. In
the context of this study, four distinct design challenges are examined through a case study
approach. The factors motivating the choice of these particular case studies are discussed later
in Section 3.5. Chapters 4 to 7 present the four case studies and each chapter offers a literature
review-based characterisation of the specific design problem as well as the opportunities
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afforded by the probabilistic user interface design approach. The problem specific literature
review also suggests a preliminary set of design principles (factors which are hypothesised to
dictate user performance and experience) to explore in the Prescriptive Study and Descriptive
Study II stages.
The Prescriptive Study (PS) stage involves the implementation of a support to address the
identified design problem. In each case study a prototype system is developed according to
the principles of probabilistic user interface design with the express purpose of conducting
user evaluations to assess the effectiveness of the support. This evaluation is performed as part
of the Descriptive Study II (DS-II) stage yielding a quantified assessment of the merits of the
proposed solution. A secondary outcome of this stage as a validation of the design principles
theorised to be influential to the performance of the target system.
In terms of the various types of research project identified by Blessing and Chakrabarti [11,
pp. 62 ], this thesis serves as an example of Type 6: development of support and comprehensive
evaluation. This categorisation reflects the fact that three of the four case studies presented offer
an empirical evaluation of the prototype systems developed. The choice of well constrained
case studies and controllable design interventions made this feasible within the time frame
of the research project. A concentrated focus was also maintained throughout by applying a
structured investigative process as outlined in the following section.
3.2 Investigative Process
The investigative process applied in this research project is based on the assumption that there
exists a distinct set of design principles that dictate user performance and experience for a given
mixed reality interface. This perspective is based on the conception of HCI as an engineering
discipline [109]. These design principles are often not immediately apparent, especially when
the interface or design approach is particularly novel. It is, however, usually possible to derive a
preliminary set of principles by examination of related work and through early pilot studies. As
Long and Dowell [109] note, the obvious objection to approaching HCI from this perspective
is the indeterministic nature of human behaviour. Nevertheless, within certain bounds the
behaviour or at least range of behaviours of humans can be presumed. Indeed, this is a strong
argument for modelling and accommodating the stochastic qualities of the user. The risks of
this strategy are outweighed by the major advantage of this approach in that validated design
principles become operational and generalisable.
Each case study in this thesis therefore seeks to identify the design principles relevant to
the target system and how they specifically influence the user’s performance and experience.
This part of the methodology is chiefly empirical with system evaluations conducted through
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user studies. The six stages of the investigative process outlined below take influence from
the engineering design process, and specifically the formulations described by Pahl and Beitz
[140] and Samuel and Weir [158]. An important distinction from standard engineering design,
however, is that the design outcome is secondary to the understanding developed around the
relevant design principles. It is important to highlight that there may be a degree of iterative








Compile a preliminary set of design principles through re-
view of the related work and pilot experimentation.
3 Build test application Develop a test application that encapsulates the identified
design principles and, to the extent possible, enables isola-
tion of the influence of each principle on user performance
and experience.
4 Perform user testing Examine performance and experience through user testing
with the developed application.
5 Refine design
principles
Based on the outcomes of the user testing, update and refine
the list of design principles.
6 Validate refined
application
Revise the design of the application based on the updated
principles and validate its utility in a representative test
scenario.
The four case studies presented in this thesis each involve slight local modification of this
process. Most significantly, in Chapter 7 the application examined is a design support tool
rather than a mixed reality application per se. Therefore, the design principles relate more to
the process of refining interface features than to the actual design of the features themselves.
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are more typical studies of mixed reality interface designs directly relatable
to individual user experiences and performance. Where appropriate, local specialisations of the
above methodology are introduced in each chapter.
The six stages of this investigative process are described in more detail below. Where
relevant, pertinent examples illustrating the application of these stages are drawn from the
studies described in this thesis.
Stage 1. Describe Overall System Function
The first stage in the process involves describing the desirable behaviour of the system. This
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may be trivial, such as in the case of the text entry systems examined in Chapters 4 and 6,
where the desired overall function is to translate user input into text as rapidly and accurately
as possible. In practice, the means by which this behaviour is achieved is often less obvious.
The description of overall system function is ideally framed to be solution neutral to avoid bias
towards any particular solution early on in the process.
Stage 2. Compile Preliminary Design Principles
With the desired system functions identified, the next stage involves compiling a preliminary set
of design principles. That is, principles which are known to dictate good or bad performance.
These design principles may be obtained through review of related literature or through short
pilot studies. For example, in the context of the text entry system examined in Chapter 6, a
design principle relevant to heavily rate limited input is widely recognised to be the use of word
completions and suggestions.
Stage 3. Build Test Application
At stage 3 a prototype system is built with reference to the compiled design principles. Ideally
this system not only embodies the design principles but also facilitates their isolated investi-
gation. For example, in Chapter 4, a hypothesised key design principle is the provision of a
physical surface aligned to the virtual keyboard plane for productive text entry. In this case
study, the system was built to enable independent testing of this particular design choice.
Stage 4. Perform User Testing
The built system is now subjected to controlled user testing. These experiments examine the
validity and sensitivity of the identified design principles. All four case studies in this thesis
involved user experiments, with the experiments of Chapters 4 and 6 performed in the lab and
Chapters 5 and 7 performed chiefly with crowdworkers.
Stage 5. Refine Design Principles
Based on the outcomes of the user testing, the set of identified design principles is refined at
stage 5. As described above, there is typically a degree of iteration between stages 4 and 5.
For example, the design process pursued in Chapter 6 describes how the data obtained from
the first round of experiments may indicate that the user’s inability to articulate literal entry
(unmodified by the decoder) may be negatively impacting entry rates. This possible effect was
reframed as a design principle and further investigated.
Stage 6. Validate Refined Application
Finally, the effectiveness of the system and the design process is validated by evaluating its
performance in a realistic application setting or more general test case. In Chapter 6, the
developed text entry system is deployed and evaluated in a free roaming spatial annotation
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task. In Chapter 7, the interface refinement strategy is deployed on a fundamentally new and
unfamiliar design problem to highlight its generality.
3.3 Motivation for Choice of Methodology
The motivation behind the described research methodology stems from two key factors: i)
limited broad user exposure to mixed reality; and ii) limited established design heuristics or
frameworks for mixed reality. At present, there is limited broad exposure to mixed reality
interfaces among the general population. Given this lack of an established user base or dominant
application set it is difficult to conduct more established methods of investigation based on
observation and/or survey. Similarly, without established design heuristics and frameworks
specifically targeting MR interfaces, there is comparatively limited applicability of analytical
approaches to the design problems highlighted. In practice, this eliminates large segments of
the range of research strategies available over the unobtrusive-obtrusive and universal-particular
spectrum [117].
Nevertheless, a major benefit of the outlined approach is that the derived principles feed into
generalisable design guidance. In contrast to point studies of novel mixed reality features, this
approach provides insight into how particular design decisions may influence user performance
and experience. This promotes the establishment of recognised design processes as more
principles are identified and tested.
3.3.1 Limitations
The focus on identifying high level design principles can reasonably be criticised for ignoring
the broader challenges associated with standard application design. For example, this thesis
makes no consideration for user groups with particular needs. The justification for this narrow-
ness in focus is the fact that the likely initial users of the systems examined in this thesis are
early adopters. As the underlying technology advances and larger numbers of users engage
with it, however, it will be necessary to expand the methodology to encompass the broader
design considerations.
3.4 Scope
The scope of this investigation is constrained in two key ways. First, although there are
clearly advantages to treating other more conventional interaction contexts probabilistically,
this project focuses exclusively on mixed reality. As highlighted earlier, designing for mixed
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reality is particularly challenging for several key reasons. This difficult context more clearly
distinguishes the advantages of the proposed methods. Furthermore, this area has received
remarkably little attention from the HCI community due to recent technological advances.
Second, the lower-level systems that support and enable the probabilistic user interface
are excluded from investigation. This scoping relates to how the system boundary is drawn to
constrain which sources of input are to be treated as uncertain by the application interface. For
example, the hand tracking or localisation sub-systems of modern augmented reality HMDs may
be sensibly incorporated within the boundary of the user interface and treated in a probabilistic
fashion to infer user actions and behaviour. In this project, however, the boundary of the user
interface is constrained to the software layer exposed to typical application developers. This
helps to promote hardware and device agnosticism and therefore, wider applicability of the
specific solutions identified.
In part, this limitation of scope is also enforced by the fact that current HMD hardware
does not typically report the uncertainty in its sub-systems. As the technology matures and
the benefits of a probabilistic treatment are more widely recognised, device manufactures may
choose to address this limitation. Ultimately, the choice on where to draw the system boundary
is likely also to be influenced by the magnitude of uncertainty in different input signals. For
example, understanding and separately modelling the particular noise characteristics of a low
quality tracking system may support a better probabilistic treatment than simply subsuming the
tracking noise into the input characteristics of user actions. Considering these various factors,
others may choose to apply different system boundaries but the scoping applied in this thesis is
sufficient to highlight the performance potential and flexibility of probabilistic user interface
design.
3.5 Choice of Case Studies
As highlighted in Section 1.3.2, two secondary research objectives in this thesis are to: i)
demonstrate the effectiveness of a probabilistic treatment in a range of applications; and ii)
demonstrate a variety of effective probabilistic approaches. The case studies of Chapters 4
and 6 both examine the problem of supporting effective text entry in virtual and augmented
reality. This problem domain is both highly relevant (text entry represents core foundational
functionality for next-generation MR HMDs) and appropriate for a probabilistic treatment
(language and typing exhibit high levels of predictability). Furthermore, text entry using
conventional computers or smartphones is a familiar task to most users. Exposing users to this
familiar task but within a fundamentally new and different interaction environment provides
insight into the confounding effects produced by MR HMDs.
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While Chapters 4 and 6 focus on the generation of textual content, Chapters 5 and 7 examine
the principles relevant to its perception and presentation. The case study described in Chapter 7
examines the more general task of designing a user interface in mixed reality. This addresses
the challenge identified in Chapter 1 of high dimensionality in, and general unfamiliarity with
the design space. The interfaces examined in Chapter 7 specifically examine several design
parameters relevant to the presentation of textual content. The application of crowdsourcing to
facilitate rapid iteration through user testing serves to highlight how a probabilistic treatment
can be both generalisable and scalable. Bayesian optimisation is the technique applied in this
case study, as distinct from the map decoder based inference of Chapters 4 and 6.
The case study presented in Chapter 5 also leverages crowdsourcing to demonstrate how
probabilistic models describing user populations can be leveraged to adapt the MR interface
according to context. This case study also addresses the challenge identified in Chapter 1
related to uncertain deployment contexts. The concrete design problem examined is how
the appearance of textual content can be dynamically modified to accommodate the physical
context that provides its background.
In overview then, the four case studies deliver good coverage across a range of application
design challenges and demonstrate a suite of complementary techniques. They are thematically
linked by the required core function in mixed reality to support the generation and consumption
of textual content. Together they highlight the generalisability, scalability and effectiveness of
probabilistic user interface design.
3.6 Summary
The comparatively unexplored design space around interactive mixed reality applications
necessitates a specialised research methodology. The methodology outlined in this chapter
reflects an attempt to bring a structured and repeatable approach to the challenge of probabilistic
user interface design for mixed reality. Clearly, alternative methodologies are available but the
approach taken enables this research to not only tease out how the probabilistic nature of MR
interfaces can be exploited but also how particular design decisions influence user performance
and experience. This serves to contribute to the foundation of established principles and design
guidelines for mixed reality interfaces.
Chapter 4
Characterisation
This chapter seeks to answer Research Question 1: How can a designer obtain an understanding
of the probabilistic characteristics of an interface; and, how can this understanding inform
design in mixed reality? The two parts of this question are investigated through a case study
examining a fundamental human-computer interaction task: text entry. Given the exciting
perceptual and interactive opportunities offered by mixed reality, it may seem unusual on
first consideration to focus on the comparatively mundane task of text entry. To ensure these
paradigms are more broadly usable and effective, however, it is necessary to also deliver many
of the conventional functions of a smartphone or personal computer. It remains unclear how
conventional input tasks, such as text entry, can best be translated into mixed reality.
This chapter describes a detailed characterisation of the performance potential of four
alternative text entry strategies in virtual reality. These four strategies are selected to provide
full coverage of two fundamental design dimensions: i) physical surface association; and ii)
number of engaged fingers. Specifically, this chapter describes an evaluation of typing with
index fingers on a surface and in mid-air and typing using all ten fingers on a surface and in
mid-air. The central objective is to evaluate the human performance potential of these four
typing strategies without being constrained by current tracking and statistical text decoding
limitations. To this end, an auto-correction simulator that uses knowledge of the stimulus to
emulate statistical text decoding is introduced. Additionally, high-precision motion tracking
hardware to visualise and detect fingertip interactions is utilised. The characterisation shows
that alignment of the virtual keyboard with a physical surface delivers significantly faster entry
rates over a mid-air keyboard. Also, users overwhelmingly fail to effectively engage all ten
fingers in mid-air typing, resulting in slower entry rates and higher error rates compared to just
using two index fingers.
In addition to identifying the envelopes of human performance for the four strategies
investigated, Section 4.5.2 provides a detailed analysis of the underlying features that distinguish
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each strategy in terms of its performance and behaviour. The implications of these results for
the design of a fully-fledged text entry system for mixed reality is then discussed in Section 4.6.
4.1 Introduction
Text entry is a fundamental human-computer interaction task [18]. Even in novel interaction
environments, such as those enabled by virtual and augmented reality, text entry is an essential
feature for synchronous and asynchronous communication, annotation and documentation.
The delivery of seamlessly integrated and efficient text entry methods can potentially improve
engagement and sense of presence by avoiding the need to switch between input devices or
platforms. However, how to best deliver a productive and enjoyable method for entering text in
such environments remains an open research question.
Recent advances in speech recognition have increased the popularity of voice transcription
as a text entry method. Speech entry rates are fast and recent technical advances mean that
accuracy rates are also comparable with conventional text entry methods [154]. However, pri-
vacy considerations and ambient noise mean that speech-to-text is not always viable. In reality,
voice and touch-based text entry are complementary. Ultimately, a robust text entry solution
for mixed reality will likely be delivered through a range of different and complementary input
methods. Delivering a touch-based text input method that is familiar to users and leverages
existing typing skills is therefore a desirable feature in mixed reality.
This chapter presents an exploratory study examining the human performance envelopes,
that is, the feasible range of text entry rates and error rates, of four alternative touch-based typing
configurations in VR. Results are reported from a controlled experiment with 24 participants
that examines two fundamental design parameters: 1) aligning the keyboard with a physical
surface compared to having the keyboard float in mid-air; and 2) typing with all ten fingers
compared to just the two index fingers. This investigation thus concentrates on two fundamental
factors likely to reflect the different circumstances of use of a virtual keyboard.
The central objective is to characterise the probabilistic qualities of the text entry interface in
order to understand the empirical human performance potential of particular text entry strategies,
independent of current device and software limitations. This motivates the elimination of
tracking and statistical text decoding performance as factors in the experiment, as current
state-of-the-art tracking and statistical text decoding performance would effectively result
in an artificial ceiling effect on text entry rates. To address this concern, the VR typing
setup developed for this investigation uses precision finger tracking provided by an OptiTrack
motion capture system and robust auto-corrections delivered through a simulated statistical text
decoding strategy (based on relaxed point-based matching [90]). The focus on VR over AR
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is also motivated by efforts to control for confounding variables in the experiment. However,
many of the investigated principles are anticipated to be directly relatable across target display
environments (see Section 4.7.1 for further discussion).
In addition to investigating potential entry and error rates, the recording of precision
fingertip tracking data facilitates the examination of more subtle micro metrics of performance
and behaviour. These micro metrics include: touch accuracy variation over the layout; variation
of mistypes over the layout; press depth, duration and velocity; as well as hand and finger usage
proportions. These micro metrics assist in refining an understanding of touch-based typing
requirements in two important ways. First, understanding the behaviour of the fastest typists
helps formulate reasonable minimum requirements for tracking fidelity. Second, understanding
what behaviours yield high entry rates and low error rates can inform the design of the layout
and interactions in order to guide users towards more optimal typing behaviour.
The primary contributions of this chapter are:
1. A quantitative evaluation of the performance potential of four feasible touch-based
keyboard text input strategies for VR covering two key design dimensions.
2. A probabilistic characterisation delivering a provisional set of indicative micro metrics
of performance and behaviour that inform the design of a fully functional keyboard.
In highlighting the above contributions, this chapter begins by first reviewing the related
work on touch-based typing in virtual and augmented reality. The system and apparatus used
in the controlled experiment is then described along with details of the experimental protocol.
The key results of the experiment are highlighted and then qualified and discussed. Finally,
the conclusion of this chapter summarises the main results and revisits the contributions in
the context of the broader objective of delivering a productive and enjoyable text entry system
tailored to mixed reality.
4.2 Related Work
This section examines the literature relevant to enabling productive text input in VR. The
research in this area is particularly interesting given the very broad range of strategies explored.
Early work in this area experimented with handwritten notes (e.g. Poupyrev et al. [146]) and
audio annotations (e.g. Harmon et al. [61], Verlinden et al. [181]). The potential of glove-
sensed hand gestures (e.g. Rosenberg and Slater [153], Kuester et al. [93]) has also been widely
explored. Bowman et al. [14] investigated the relative merits of these and other approaches
by examining speech, glove, pen and chording keyboard approaches in a single experiment:
entry rate results were 13 wpm, 6 wpm, 10 wpm and 4 wpm respectively. Speech-to-text has
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advanced significantly over the past decade and now provides a viable and widely implemented
input strategy for head-mounted displays (HMDs). For this reason, no further focus is given in
this review to speech-based text entry research.
To help compartmentalise these various approaches and contextualise their relative advan-
tages and disadvantages, the following categorisation is applied: virtual Qwerty keyboards;
non-Qwerty layouts; and input device/glove based approaches. Also relevant to this study
is work which examines the more rudimentary behaviours of how people type and these are
examined at the end of this section.
The familiarity of the standard Qwerty layout strongly motivates its use in mixed reality
settings. The significant challenge becomes how to effectively capture input on that layout.
ARKB [98] describes an early implementation for vision based tracking of fingertips enabling
multi-finger typing in AR. Tracking accuracy and latency were noted to be major challenges
to usability given the technology limitations at the time. Leveraging significant technology
advancements, ATK [198] makes use of the Leap Motion to demonstrate a full 10 finger
mid-air keyboard supported by a probabilistic decoder. Participants achieved 29 wpm after one
hour of practice although stimulus phrases were selected to ensure only words in the known
vocabulary were included. VISAR [38] also leverages probabilistic decoding, in an approach
derived from Vertanen et al. [187], and demonstrates single-finger mid-air text input specifically
tailored for AR HMDs. After various refinements, including the provision of error-tolerant
word predictions, the touch-based approach yielded a mean entry rate of 17.8 wpm. Although
focussing on interaction with large wall displays, Markussen et al. [114, 115] examine both
discrete and gesture-based approaches for mid-air text entry.
The challenges of delivering robust touch-based interaction with a virtual keyboard has also
motivated the investigation of alternative articulation strategies. Yu et al. [199] compare tap
selection on a gamepad, gaze-dwell and gaze-gesture articulation strategies for typing in VR:
entry rates achieved were 10.6, 15.6, and 19.0 wpm respectively. With further refinement of the
gaze-gesture approach, participants were able to reach an average entry rate of 24.7 wpm when
typing the same 10 phrases repeatedly.
Non-Qwerty layouts have received attention as a way to mitigate restricted input and/or
visual space on mixed reality HMDs. For example, Palmtype [190] re-appropriates the palm as
a display and interaction surface for a virtual keyboard in AR. This approach builds on the more
general body of research demonstrating the benefits of passive haptic feedback for interactions
in virtual environments [101, 85]. Both Grossman et al. [55] and Yu et al. [200] examine
simplified input strategies that accommodate the limited interaction surface on smart glasses.
Other exotic layouts and interaction methods include: a 12 key keyboard with selections made
by a combination of taps and slide gestures [134]; and a radial layout rotated using a controller
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[201]. Eliminating the need for a layout altogether, AirStroke [128] allows users to input
characters in mid-air using the Graffiti alphabet. Such approaches are, however, clearly rate
limited, but AirStroke [128] applies a clever strategy of allowing the non-gesturing hand to
select word predictions.
Finally, hand held input devices (e.g. Twiddler [110]) and gloves (e.g. Rosenberg and Slater
[153], Kuester et al. [93]) offer a potential avenue for delivering text input functionality in AR
and VR. Several of the studies previously mentioned use game controllers as an alternative
means for articulation. While such approaches may be appropriate in certain circumstances
and applications, a significant downside is that they encumber the user. Further, users’ existing
typing skills and keyboard layout awareness are not easily leveraged in these approaches.
More general efforts to better understand and exploit typing performance and behaviour
in novel input arrangements also inform this study. Findlater and Wobbrock [42] examine
the potential for adaptive keyboard layouts in 10 finger touchscreen typing that update based
on observed patterns of behaviour. Influence is also taken from Sridhar et al. [171] who take
a considered approach to understanding dexterity as a precursor to building a mid-air finger
articulation based text input system.
In summary, the literature offers a somewhat confusing landscape of different strategies
for supporting text entry in mixed reality. It can be difficult to understand the raw potential
of these various approaches given the different experimental protocol choices and technical
limitations that inevitably colour these results. This factor is, in part, what motivates the
examination of high-level design choices using an experimental protocol that is inherently
optimistic in determining envelopes of human performance but robustly supports relative
comparison between the techniques under investigation within the same experiment. There are
clearly many factors which ultimately determine the entry rate potential of a particular input
strategy in practical use. Rather than pursuing and demonstrating a ‘practical’ text entry system
at this juncture, this chapter instead takes an exploratory approach to characterising the text
input task that will inform subsequent design efforts.
4.3 Approach
This study has three key objectives. These are:
1. Determine the human performance potential of alternative text entry strategies for MR.
2. Capture hand and finger tracking data representative of typical typing behaviour.
3. Mine the recorded tracking data to identify implications for the design and development
of a fully functional keyboard and input system tailored to these strategies.
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Objectives 1 and 2 above are pursued in parallel. To facilitate the examination of perfor-
mance ‘potential’ and to ensure user typing behaviour is representative of a properly functioning
virtual keyboard, an express decision was made to test an ‘ideal’ system where conventional
tracking and statistical text decoder limitations are removed. Therefore, precise marker-based
tracking (OptiTrack) is employed and a simulated auto-correction strategy is introduced.
Clearly the elected approach yields an optimistic assessment given that currently available
low-cost head-mounted or remote finger tracking technology cannot achieve the accuracy levels
of an OptiTrack setup. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the simulated auto-corrections may
exceed the performance of a conventional statistical text decoder naïvely applied. Nevertheless,
the approach does effectively inform the development of next-generation text entry methods
for mixed reality by: i) determining which strategies are worthy of practical examination under
conventional device limitations; and ii) highlighting technical requirements for tracking and
statistical text decoder components to enable high levels of typing performance. The pursuit of
objective 3 above informs an understanding of this second point. This analytical approach is
inspired in part by prior work performed by Feit et al. [41] and Dhakal et al. [30].
4.4 Test Bed for High Performance Text Entry in VR
In preparation for the controlled user experiment, a test bed was developed for examining
text entry strategies delivering high-precision finger tracking and the illusion of robust auto-
corrections. These two main system components, in addition to the virtual environment in
which they are embedded, are described in detail in the following sections.
4.4.1 Finger Tracking
Precision (sub-millimetre) fingertip tracking is provided by an OptiTrack motion capture
system (using Prime 13 cameras). A rigid markerset is attached to the back of each hand to
provide position and orientation tracking. Individual markers are then temporarily attached to
participant fingertips (on the fingernail). The HMD is also tracked using a separate rigid-body
markerset. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.1. The position and orientation of
each palm is coarsely represented by the purple rectangular prisms shown in Figure 4.2. The
fingertip positions are represented by purple spheres.
4.4.2 Simulated Auto-Correction
The behaviour of a standard error correcting statistical text decoder is approximately replicated
by performing point-based matching. This approach is introduced by Kristensson and Zhai [90].
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Fig. 4.1 User shown typing in mid-air with HMD, hand and fingertip tracking markers (left).
OptiTrack camera setup for precision marker tracking (right).
Fig. 4.2 The keyboard, hands (represented by the purple prisms and spheres) and virtual work
environment as viewed in the VR headset.
The point-based matching procedure determines the number of substitutions, insertions or
deletions required to align the observation sequence with the target sequence. Importantly,
however, it is possible to apply a tolerance on what is considered a successful match. Through
pilot studies a suitable tolerance of 2.5× the nominal key radius was identified. Several example
traces illustrating this approach are presented in Figure 4.3.
It is important to note that this approach only works because participants must type known
preset stimulus phrases. To mimic the behaviour of an auto-correcting decoder, the known
words in the stimulus phrase are supplied to the simulated auto-correction component. The
latest observation points are sent to the decoder upon particular input events, e.g. space and
punctuation (other than apostrophe). If at least 80% of the observation sequence matches
the target sequence for a given word in the stimulus phrase, it will be substituted as an
auto-correction. Clearly this penalises shorter words, however, such is also the behaviour










Fig. 4.3 Five example observation sequences (traces) for typing the word ‘ACE’. Trace 1 is
the target sequence (ideal observations) where the centre of every key is hit. Trace 2 is a
good observation sequence in that all observations are within the tolerance of the targets, even
though ‘V’ is actually struck instead of ‘C’. Trace 3 is a bad observation sequence since the last
observation is outside the tolerance for the target ‘E’; this is a substitution error (substitution
edit required). Trace 4 is a bad observation sequence since four points are observed; this is an
insertion error (deletion edit required). Trace 5 is a bad observation sequence since only two
points are observed; this is an omission error (insertion edit required).
current stimulus phrase is substituted, it is removed from the list used to evaluate subsequent
observation sequences.
4.4.3 Virtual Environment and Keyboard
A virtual work environment was constructed to provide a thematically relevant context for the
text entry task. This environment featured a simple wooden desk against a painted wall. The
virtual keyboard and work desk are visible in Figure 4.2. The surface of the virtual table was
aligned with the surface of a physical table in the experiment space. The table can be seen in
Figure 4.1.
A full Qwerty virtual keyboard was designed with all 26 characters and a reduced set of
punctuation (,’?!.). Keys are placed with compact tessellation, with each key having an apparent
diameter and separation of approximately 25 mm. The top row of keys (Q–P) therefore has an
apparent width of 250 mm making it roughly 30% wider than the top row of a typical physical
keyboard (190 mm). The two-dimensional keyboard layout is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
Keyboard touch events are generated when a spherical collider attached at the fingertip
marker location first intersects with the keyboard detection plane. The collider attached at
each fingertip marker site has a fixed size since no online association of markers to specific
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Fig. 4.4 The keyboard layout used in the experiment. Note the reduced set of punctuation.
Fig. 4.5 The keyboard shown in its mid-air configuration (left) and aligned with the table (right).
fingertips is performed. Note that to generate subsequent touches with the same fingertip, the
collider must completely leave and re-enter the detection plane. A simple visual animation
at the touch point, synchronised with an audible click sound, provides feedback indicating a
generated touch event.
The stimulus phrase is shown in the top row above the keyboard. Entered text is shown
immediately below this. For the purpose of the experimental task, a DONE key is included for
users to press when their entry is complete. The interface layout experienced by participants
can be seen in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.5 illustrates the positioning of the keyboard in the mid-air
and surface-aligned conditions.
Importantly there is no backspace or delete key. As described later, participants were given
no opportunity to correct errors.
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4.5 Experiment: Typing Performance Potential
The experiment required participants to complete a text transcription task. This task was
performed in the following four typing conditions:
• MA2: Mid-air, two (index) fingers only
• SUR2: Aligned with physical surface, two (index) fingers only
• MA10: Mid-air, all fingers
• SUR10: Aligned with physical surface, all fingers
After obtaining ethics approval for the study, a call for participants was placed on a public-
facing university website and 24 people (10 female, 14 male, median age = 25) from a range of
disciplines and professions were recruited. The condition order was fully balanced to address
potential learning effects (i.e. no two participants experienced the same order of conditions).
The experiment was split into two sessions, with each session examining two of the four
conditions. Participants were required to perform these sessions on separate days but with no
more than two days break between sessions. A single session would typically run for between
1.5 and 2 hours, resulting in a total experiment time of between 3 and 4 hours. As part of the
participant briefing, participants were instructed to notify the researcher if they experienced
any VR induced nausea so that the experiment could be suspended. Note that this situation did
not arise.
The experiment controlled for posture by enforcing a seated position. In addition, par-
ticipants were not permitted to rest any part of their hand or arm on the table in the mid-air
conditions, but were free to do so in the surface aligned conditions.
Within each condition, participants were presented with 10 practice sentences and 160 test
sentences. During the practice sentences, participants were encouraged to attempt different
typing strategies and to develop an understanding of the keyboard behaviour.
The 160 test sentences were split into four blocks of 40 sentences with the opportunity for
a short break between each. Stimulus sentences were taken from the extended Enron mobile
message dataset [185] and filtered based on phrases containing four words or more, and 40
characters or less. Stimulus phrases were selected from this subset without replacement, such
that participants never saw the same sentence twice. In summary, a total of (24p×4c×160s)
15,360 test entries were captured in this experiment.
To remove error correction time as a confounding factor in the experiment, no backspace or
deletion functionality was provided by the keyboard. Participants were instructed to type as
accurately as possible, but in the event of an error, to continue typing as if no mistake had been
made.
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4.5.1 Results
The results of the controlled experiment are summarised in this section. First, the human
performance potential of the four conditions in terms of entry and error rates are examined.
Later, the various micro metrics that yield a greater understanding of underlying factors that
explain user performance and behaviour are explored. Finally, the participants’ qualitative
feedback and general observations of typing behaviour in VR are reviewed.
Performance Potential
The key metrics describing performance in text entry are entry and error rate. The standard
metric for entry rate is words per minute (wpm), that is, number of words entered divided
by time taken. In practice, the numerator is an effective word count where a nominal word
length of five ‘keystrokes’ is used (including spaces). Therefore, the effective word count is the
entered phrase length minus one (since timing starts from the first touch) divided by five. To
highlight the distinction between the standard assessment of entry rate and the investigation
incorporating simulated auto-corrections, the measure, wpmsim, is used.
Error rate is typically reported as Character Error Rate (CER), which is the minimum
number of character insertion, deletion and substitution operations that transform the response
text into the stimulus text, divided by the length of the stimulus text. However, given the
behaviour of the simulated auto-corrections it is more appropriate to report error rates in
terms of their geometric trace match. Therefore, the relaxed geometric match error rate is
reported as ERrelax. ERrelax reflects the number of required edits normalised by the length of
the observation sequence. The numerator is the count of substitutions, insertions or deletions
required to align the observation sequence with the target sequence given a tolerance of 2.5×
the nominal key radius on each target key (this is consistent with the simulated auto-correction
procedure outlined in Section 4.4.2). The denominator is simply the length of the observation
sequence.
The entry and error rate results for all captured entries are summarised in Figure 4.6.
Entry rates are observably higher in the on-surface conditions (SUR2, mean = 55.6 wpmsim
and SUR10, mean = 51.6 wpmsim) than in the mid-air conditions (MA2, mean = 42.1 wpmsim
and MA10, mean = 34.5 wpmsim). Using a repeated measures analysis of variance finds a
significant effect for the keyboard test condition on entry rate (F3,69 = 29.370, η2p = 0.561,
p < 0.05). Using an initial significance level of α = 0.05 and performing multiple comparisons
with a Bonferroni correction (note that all subsequent reported multiple comparisons use this
same procedure) shows a significant difference between all conditions except for between
SUR2 and SUR10. This result suggests that physical surface alignment is an important factor in
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Fig. 4.6 Boxplots of participant mean entry rate (left) and relaxed error rate (right). In this and
subsequent boxplots, red crosses indicate outliers based on Q1/3 ±1.5× (Q3 −Q1).






















Fig. 4.7 Plot shows individual participant Q1 (first quartile), median and Q3 (third quartile)
entry rates sorted by median entry rate to help better illustrate the structure of the distribution.
Note that the plot only includes entries where the error rate is below 10%. Aggregate Q1,
median and Q3 across all participants for an individual condition are also shown as the outer
bars (coloured lines with white infill).
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producing high entry rates. Section 4.5.2 will later examine the lower-level features that relate
the presence of a physical surface to typing performance.
Interestingly and somewhat counter-intuitively, the ten finger conditions (MA10 and
SUR10) do not yield significantly faster entry rates than their two finger alternatives. In fact,
having ten fingers in mid-air appears to be detrimental to performance. This result correlates
with the significantly higher error rates in the ten finger conditions (F3,69 = 31.431, η2p = 0.577,
p < 0.05). The effect is significant between the two and ten finger conditions but not within
each. Although the experiment protocol did not enforce corrections, high error rates will
typically lead to a negative impact on uncorrected entry rates: users pause to re-evaluate their
place in the phrase and/or make more careful and precise movements to avoid further errors.
Figure 4.7 provides an alternative perspective on the entry rate results. Here the interquartile
range is plotted for each participant. Only entries where the error rates were below 10% are
included in this plot. Note that within each condition the plot order is sorted based on participant
median to better illustrate the distribution. It is interesting to note the clear upper tail effect is
more prevalent in certain conditions. This will be examined in more detail later in Section 4.5.4
when the metrics of the high and low performing participants are analysed.
4.5.2 Micro Metrics of Performance and Behaviour
This section examines a collection of lower-level features that are key determinants of typing
entry and error rate. These features are subsequently referred to as micro metrics of performance
and behaviour and they represent a finer grained characterisation of the text entry system and
the user.
These features help reveal what aspects of the typing task are most influenced by the
different conditions. For example, in the following section the accuracy of touches over the
layout is examined. This analysis finds that higher accuracy is achieved in the two-finger
conditions. Conversely, ten finger typing yields less accurate touches and this result correlates
closely with heightened error-rates identified for conditions MA10 and SUR10.
Touch Accuracy
Figure 4.8 provides a summary representation of the touch accuracy variation over the layout.
Note that these plots are generated from entries where the error rate was below 10% to ensure
reasonable confidence in the realignment of the ideal and observed sequence. The ellipse
on each key reflects the centroid and covariance of the touches associated with that key.
Recall that the relaxed point-based matching used in delivering the simulated auto-correction
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Fig. 4.8 Touch point covariance for each key over the layout represented as ellipses. From top
to bottom: MA2, SUR2, MA10, and SUR10. Ellipses describe the 50% confidence interval.
The variance in touch error is visibly higher in the x-axis than the y-axis across all conditions.
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behaviour meant that users could touch outside the bounds of the target key and still experience
a successful auto-correction provided it was within the distance threshold.
Several interesting observations can be made from Figure 4.8. First, in all conditions the
variance in touch error tends to be higher in the x-axis than in the y-axis. This feature is
suggestive of more precise finger articulation (i.e. to switch between key row) than wrist and/or
forearm articulation (i.e. to move over the layout laterally). When all touches are collapsed
together, the standard deviation in the x-direction is approximately double that in the y-direction.
The larger spread in the x-direction is consistent with touch accuracy observations over the
layout made by Azenkot and Zhai [6] (examining single finger and single/dual thumb typing on
a smartphone) and Shi et al. [168] (examining 10 finger typing on an interactive tabletop). The
results of Azenkot and Zhai, however, suggest considerably higher precision in key targeting
when typing on a smartphone.
Second, Figure 4.8 highlights the fact that touches are more precise at the centre of the
keyboard than at the edges. The additional variation in touch error towards the edges generally
appears to radiate away from the very centre of the keyboard. One likely interpretation of this
result is the fact that typical strategies in standard typing involve maintaining the fingers in an
approximate ‘home’ position. It can be logically reasoned that moving fingertips away from
their ‘home’ position at high velocity may be introducing this ‘smearing’ effect on touch error
radiating outwards. Azenkot and Zhai [6] also hint at this mechanism producing variation over
the layout in their examination of typing on a smartphone.
Touch Errors: Substitutions, Insertions, Omissions
In this section, the distribution of common typing errors over the keyboard layout is examined.
Understanding any relationship between key position and/or typing configuration may inform
alternative strategies for addressing such errors. Standard mistypes fall into three categories:
substitutions—an incorrect key is pressed; insertions—an additional undesired key is pressed;
and omissions—a desired key is not pressed.
Figure 4.9 illustrates the frequency of the three main mistype categories over the layout
for the four conditions. A frequently observed mistype among participants in the ten finger
conditions was the pinky finger inadvertently generating key presses at the extreme edges of
the layout. This is observable in Figure 4.9 as a high proportion of insertions on keys Q!?P’.
for conditions MA10 and SUR10.
Another common mistype observed, but less visible in Figure 4.9, are omissions on com-
monly doubled characters such as T, L, and O. This error stems from participants failing to
raise their finger sufficiently high to exit and re-enter the detection plane. This particular issue
is investigated in more detail later in Section 4.5.2.
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Fig. 4.9 Relative proportions of standard mistypes for each key over the layout. The stacked bar
on each key represents the relative proportion of mistypes categorised into one of three groups:
substitutions—an incorrect key press; insertions—an additional undesired key press; and
omissions—a desired key is not pressed. The overall frequency of mistypes (of all categories)
on a given key as a percentage of total presses for that key is represented by the red shading.
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Fig. 4.10 Boxplots of participant mean inter-key interval. The inter-key intervals in the on-
surface conditions, SUR2 and SUR10, were significantly faster than in the mid-air conditions,
MA2 and MA10.
The most obvious distinction between the two finger conditions and the ten finger conditions
is the dominant mistype being omissions for two fingers and insertions for ten fingers. This
result is consistent with the higher error rates observed and general difficulty participants had
in avoiding inadvertent touches with other fingers.
Inter-Key Interval (IKI)
The inter-key interval (IKI) metric reflects the time between key presses. It therefore correlates
closely with entry rate. Figure 4.10 summarises the IKI in each of the four test conditions.
Repeated measures analysis of variance shows the test condition effect to be significant
(F3,69 = 48.318, η2p = 0.678, p < 0.05). The differences are significant between MA2 and all
other conditions and MA10 and all other conditions. In other words, significantly faster IKIs
were observed in the on-surface conditions (with interquartile ranges of approximately 200 to
300 ms). This is consistent with the faster entry rate results for these conditions. More time
taken between key presses for MA2 (median of approximately 300 ms) and MA10 (median of
approximately 400 ms) is correspondingly a significant contributor to the slower entry rates for
these mid-air conditions.
It is likely that this additional time taken to transition between keys in the mid-air conditions
is in part a result of the longer trajectory followed by the fingers. For on-surface typing the
height of the fingertip is comparatively simple to regulate given the potential to rest the palm of
the hand on the physical surface. By contrast, mid-air typing involves more challenging depth
regulation given the lack of a fixed surface reference plane. The implication of this difference
on press depth is examined later in this section.
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Fig. 4.11 An illustrative example of P22 typing the phrase ‘How are things with you?’ with
two index fingers in SUR2. Purple trace is left index finger, green is right.
Fingertip Trajectory
The captured tracking data enables the examination of lower-level features describing the
fingertip trajectories in executing the typing task. Figure 4.11 provides an illustrative plot of
the path traced by the tip of each index finger in P22’s execution of the phrase, ‘How are things
with you?’ Figure 4.11 highlights the complex coordinated movement of fingers while typing.
Figure 4.12 illustrates the z-component (in the direction out of the keyboard plane) of the same
fingertip trace resolved into the keyboard frame.
A key objective of such analysis is identifying features that might help discriminate between
re-positioning (i.e. preparing for a key press) and striking (i.e. executing a key press) motion of
the finger. To this end, mean fingertip velocity as the touch event is first initiated is examined
in all typing conditions. Figure 4.13 shows the velocity of each fingertip during the execution
of the same trace shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. The press velocity is computed based on
the three dimensional velocity as the fingertip enters the detection plane. With reference to
the example shown in Figure 4.13, the press velocity is the velocity value at entry into each
red shaded region since this region indicates the period during which the fingertip is inside the
detection plane.
Figure 4.14 summarises the participant mean press velocity in each condition. A significant
effect of test condition on fingertip velocity at touch time is observed (F3,69 = 22.383, η2p =
0.493, p < 0.05). The differences are significant between MA2 and all other conditions and
SUR2 and all other conditions. This result highlights the fact that the fingertip is travelling
significantly faster when touches are generated in the two finger conditions than in the ten
finger conditions. This result is intuitive when considering the fact that when only two fingers
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H o w a r e  t h i ng s  wi t h  yo u ?
Fig. 4.12 The z-offset resolved into the keyboard frame for the trace shown in Figure 4.11. The
depth, frequency and duration of touches can be easily observed in the z-offset trace generated
by the left index (LI) finger (middle plot) and right index (RI) finger (bottom plot). The top
plot shows the closest key at each touch event.








































H o w a r e  t h i ng s  wi t h  yo u ?
Fig. 4.13 Velocity of each fingertip during the example trace shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12.
Note that this is the three dimensional velocity and not just the velocity in the z-component.
The red shading indicates the finger is inside the detection plane. LI: left index (middle), RI:
right index (bottom).
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Fig. 4.14 Boxplots of participant mean press velocity. The press velocities in the MA2 condition
are significantly faster than all other conditions.
are available, the motion between target keys must be faster to maintain a given entry rate. The
significant difference between MA2 and SUR2 is likely a consequence of the absence of the
physical limit and therefore no penalty (i.e. potentially painful striking of the surface with the
fingertip) on high speed touches.
Press Duration
The press duration is the period of time spent inside the detection plane when executing a key
press. This z-offset resolved in the keyboard frame (as shown in Figure 4.12) enables simple
analysis of press duration. Figure 4.15 summarises the participant mean press durations for
each of the test conditions. Shorter presses were observed in the surface-aligned conditions
(SUR2, mean = 120.3 ms and SUR10, mean = 118.9 ms) than the mid-air conditions (MA2,
mean = 142.9 ms and MA10, mean = 128.7 ms). The effect of the test condition is observed
to be significant (F3,69 = 9.017, η2p = 0.282, p < 0.05). Performing multiple comparisons, a
significant difference is observed between MA2 and all other conditions. In other words, the
presses in the MA2 condition last significantly longer than those in the two surface-aligned
conditions as well as the ten finger mid-air condition. It is likely that the longer period spent
within the detection plane is a consequence of deeper travel as examined in the following
subsection.
Press Depth
The press depth is the maximum distance past the detection plane travelled by the finger. This
measure is observable in Figure 4.12 as the local minimum in the z-offset at each of the touch
events. The mean press depth in each condition is summarised in Figure 4.16. Clearly the
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Fig. 4.15 Boxplots of participant mean press duration. The duration of presses in the MA2
condition is significantly longer than in all other conditions.




















Fig. 4.16 Boxplots of participant mean press depth. The depth of press in both mid-air conditions
is considerably larger than in the surface-aligned conditions as expected. The presses in the
MA2 condition are significantly deeper than all other conditions.
press depth is physically constrained in the surface-aligned conditions. Recall, however, that
touch events are raised based on a simple collision detection between a collider attached at the
fingertip marker location and the keyboard plane. Since real time association of fingertips is
not performed, the same fingertip collider size is used for all fingers. For this reason, as well
as other potential sources of minor variation (e.g. marker attachment location, finger sizing,
finger orientation while pressing), it is possible for touch events to occur before the physical
limit is reached. As can be observed in Figure 4.16, these inadvertent touches are clearly more
prevalent in the SUR10 condition.
A repeated measures analysis of variance shows the test condition to be a significant effect
(F3,69 = 99.461, η2p = 0.812, p < 0.05). The difference between all conditions is significant
except for between the two surface-aligned conditions. For the mid-air conditions, the depth of
touch is considerably larger in MA2 than MA10. One interpretation of this result is that when
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only the index finger is engaged there is no penalty for deep movements into the detection
plane. By contrast, when all fingers are engaged the user must be conscious of not moving
other fingers into the detection plane. The deeper penetration into the detection plane for the
mid-air conditions has a corresponding impact on press duration as highlighted in the previous
subsection.
Press Reversal
As discussed in Section 4.5.2, a commonly observed mistype was an omission of repeated
characters. This motivates examination of the trajectory followed by the finger in such circum-
stances. In particular, it is useful to determine what distance users will typically lift their fingers
in order to indicate a ‘press-and-release’. The press reversal therefore describes the minimum
distance travelled to generate a double-tap of a repeated key. Figure 4.17 provides a helpful
illustration of this motion. Here the user generates two presses on ‘t’ in order to type ‘little’
and the press reversal here was 12 mm.
Figure 4.18 summarises the distribution of mean press reversal distances across the four test
conditions. The effect of test condition is significant (F3,69 = 63.887, η2p = 0.735, p < 0.05).
Performing multiple comparisons, the difference is significant between all conditions except for
between the two surface aligned conditions. The significantly shorter press reversals observed
in the surface aligned conditions is likely a reflection of the higher degree of control that can be
exercised when the palm of the hand is resting on a physical surface. Press reversal distances
are highest in the MA2 condition which is consistent with the generally more pronounced
movements observed in the mid-air conditions and also reflected in the analysis of press velocity
and depth.
Hand and Finger Usage
The usage proportions for each hand and finger help give a sense of what typing behaviours
are promoted by each of the typing conditions. Clearly, the two finger conditions constrain
participants to type with index fingers only, yet understanding right/left dominance can be
informative. More relevant, however, is the extent to which participants are able to fully exploit
the full complement of ten fingers.
Recall that tracking was performed with passive markers and so there was no real time
association of fingertips with markers. Nevertheless, such an association is relatively simple to
apply in post-processing given the recorded left/right hand poses.
Figure 4.19 summarises the usage percentages across each of the test conditions for each
touch event. Recall that the two finger conditions used only the index fingers so the hand usage
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L i t t l e  
Fig. 4.17 Illustration of a double tap executed with the left index (LI) finger while typing the
word ‘little’. The top plot shows the closet key at each touch event while the bottom plot shows
the z-offset of the left index finger as it performs a double tap on the ‘t’ key.






















Fig. 4.18 Boxplots of participant mean press reversal. The reversal distance is significantly
shorter in the surface aligned conditions.
percentage is the same as the finger usage. The index fingers are also dominant in the ten finger
conditions, followed by the middle fingers then right thumb (used for space).
The usage percentage of the ring and pinky fingers is higher in MA10 than SUR10.
Referring back to the common mistype results presented in Section 4.5.2, however, it is likely
that this additional involvement of the outer fingers is actually a reflection of inadvertent
insertions. Otherwise, the usage distribution in the ten finger conditions is remarkably similar.
4.5.3 Qualitative Feedback
After each experimental session, participants completed a short survey asking them to reflect
on their experience with the typing conditions. Three statements examined the participant’s
perception of their speed (‘How quickly were you able to type in this condition?’), accuracy
(‘How accurately were you able to type in this condition?’) and comfort (‘How comfortable
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MA2 Sur2 MA10 Sur10
Left Right
Fig. 4.19 Boxplots of participant mean hand and finger usage rate (%). Percentage values
shown to the right of each plot are the median values. The MA2 and SUR2 conditions used
only the index fingers so the hand usage percentage is the same as the finger usage. The index
fingers are also the most frequently used in the MA10 and SUR10 conditions, followed by the
middle fingers then the right thumb.
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was typing in this condition?’) while performing the typing task. Responses were collected on
a five-point Likert scale (1: negative; 5: positive). The median response of the 24 participants
to these statements are summarised in Table 4.1.
It is interesting to observe that these median results for speed and comfort correlate well
with the recorded entry and error rates. The two surface-aligned conditions (SUR2 and SUR10)
received a median rating of 4 for speed and these were also the two fastest conditions in terms of
entry rate. The 3 rating for condition MA2 and 2 rating for condition MA10 are also consistent
with the entry rate trend observed in the quantitative data. Similarly, the accuracy rating of 4
for the two finger conditions (MA2 and SUR2) is consistent with the lower error rates observed
in these conditions. The marginally higher error rates in condition MA10 compared with
condition SUR10 is also consistent with the accuracy ratings of 2 and 3 respectively.
In terms of comfort, the on-table conditions were both perceived positively (median ratings
of 4). By contrast the perception of comfort for two fingers in mid-air was neutral (3) and
negative (2) for ten fingers in mid-air. This result is to be expected given the additional effort
required in maintaining the hand cantilevered in space when typing in mid-air.
After completing both experimental sessions, participants were asked to select their pre-
ferred test condition. Note that participants were not made aware of their quantitative per-
formance at any stage. The preference counts were 1, 14, 0 and 9 for each of MA2, SUR2,
MA10 and SUR10 respectively. This result indicates a clear preference for the virtual keyboard
plane being aligned with a physical surface. The subjective preference for the surface aligned
conditions is also consistent with the quantitative entry rate results obtained. The most pre-
ferred condition overall was SUR2. This demonstrates good correlation between the subjective
experience and quantitative performance given that SUR2 also yielded the highest mean entry
rate and lowest mean error rate.
Table 4.1 Median response in post session survey on a Likert scale from 1-strongly disagree to
5-strongly agree. Questions asked participants to reflect on speed, accuracy and comfort in the
typing condition.
Aspect MA2 SUR2 MA10 SUR10
speed 3 4 2 4
accuracy 3.5 4 2 3
comfort 3 4 2 4
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Table 4.2 Comparison of mean performance and behavioural measures for top and bottom
performing users. Bold values indicate a significant difference based on an independent
two-sample t-test at a 5% significance level.
Metric MA2 SUR2 MA10 SUR10
Bot-6 Top-6 Diff. Bot-6 Top-6 Diff. Bot-6 Top-6 Diff. Bot-6 Top-6 Diff.
wpmsim 32.6 54.0 65.8% 41.2 82.0 99.1% 25.1 49.3 96.8% 35.0 69.5 98.4%
ERrelax 3.7 6.0 62.9% 4.0 4.4 10.7% 7.3 8.3 14.4% 7.8 6.7 -14.1%
IKI (ms) 387.8 232.0 -40.2% 314.7 154.9 -50.8% 495.7 270.6 -45.4% 369.1 188.5 -48.9%
Press Vel. (m/s) 0.49 0.62 26.5% 0.37 0.53 42.6% 0.30 0.48 61.6% 0.32 0.43 32.3%
Press Dur. (ms) 167.9 130.3 -22.4% 131.6 97.0 -26.3% 139.5 101.9 -26.9% 133.2 101.7 -23.7%
Press Depth (mm) -14.0 -11.9 -14.8% 0.4 0.1 -71.5% -2.8 -4.1 45.6% 1.7 1.6 -2.7%
Press Rev. (mm) 29.2 28.0 -4.1% 12.2 12.7 4.5% 23.1 25.2 9.2% 11.1 11.0 -1.0%
4.5.4 Indicators of High and Low Performance
In this section the key metrics that most clearly distinguish high performers from low performers
in the typing task are examined. To this end, a comparison is made between the indicators of
performance for the top six participants and the bottom six participants. Such an analysis can
help highlight what constitutes ‘ideal’ typing behaviour.
The top and bottom six participants are each selected based on their mean entry rate
across all conditions. Table 4.2 summarises the entry and error rates for these two groups
in each condition and revisits several of the core micro metrics introduced and examined in
Section 4.5.2.
As expected based on the group selection strategy, the top performers achieve significantly
faster entry rates in all conditions. The top performers do, however, exhibit higher error rates
in the MA2, SUR2 and MA10 conditions, with significantly higher error rates in the MA2
condition. This reflects a common performance trade-off of speed for accuracy.
The micro metrics presented in Table 4.2 highlight how the top group is generally faster
in their movements. Table 4.2 suggests that the performance difference between the groups
largely stems from shorter inter-key intervals and shorter press durations.
4.6 Implications for a Functional Keyboard
This section returns to the third objective of this study and the second part of Research
Question 1: informing the design of a functional keyboard tailored for use in VR. Several
examples of the way in which high-fidelity performance and behavioural data can inform the
design of a fully functional keyboard system are reviewed.
First, as highlighted in Section 4.5.4, the behaviour of top performers informs tracking
accuracy and ‘touch’ detection threshold target levels. For example, if the sub-group of top
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performers is able to type in the vicinity of 80 to 100 wpm this implies a minimum detection
threshold to make this feasible. For example, if an intersection based approach such as the one
used in this study is used, the period between tracking position updates must be at least several
times smaller than the typical press duration in order to avoid frequent failed detections.
Second, understanding the error distribution over the keyboard layout can inform likelihood
estimates, that is, P(key|touchx,y), in a probabilistic auto-correction strategy [192]. Similarly,
understanding the specific performance of a given hand or finger can likewise inform the
likelihood estimate, that is, P(key|hand, touchx,y) or P(key| f inger, touchx,y). Such modulation
of the confidence in particular touches might, for example, help to address the frequent insertion
errors highlighted in Section 4.5.2 at the edges of the keyboard layout associated with the pinky
fingers.
Third, understanding common errors can inform layout refinement and/or alternative ‘touch’
detection strategies. For example, frequent double-character omissions due to a failure to
leave and re-enter the detection plane were observed. The analysis in Section 4.5.2 provides
some preliminary insight into how such intent might be discriminated. For example, it may be
feasible to detect the intent of a repeated character when a press reversal above a set threshold
occurs while still inside the detection plane.
4.7 Discussion
This study highlights the complex nature of novel text entry system design. At the conception
of this reported experiment, it was hypothesised that participant performance in mid-air with ten
fingers would match, if not exceed, two finger performance. The results clearly indicate that the
opposite is the case. The comparatively similar performance between the two surface-aligned
conditions suggests that it may be hard for people to visually attend to more than two fingers
on a virtual keyboard. There is precedence in this result with Kin et al. [80] determining that
novice users employing two fingers (one per hand) can perform as well or better than when
using ten fingers in a multi-target selection task.
The micro metrics introduced and examined in Section 4.5.2 form an attempt to shed light
on the factors that dictate performance. Another perspective on this analysis comes from a brief
consideration of the physiology of the hand and how this relates to typing. The physiology of
the human hand means that movement of the middle, ring and pinky fingers can be difficult to
decouple. The resistance provided in a physical keyboard is sufficient to prevent such coupled
motion from generating insertions errors, however, there is clearly no resistance provided by a
virtual keyboard in mid-air. Particularly problematic in ten-finger mid-air typing is the inability
for users to decouple hand motion from fingertip motion. For example, a user may intend to
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strike a key with their middle finger and move their wrist to do so but without a corresponding
retraction of the ring and pinky finger this motion is likely to yield three distinct intersections
with the detection plane. Intelligently addressing such errors represents a particularly difficult
discrimination and inference challenge.
At this point it is also worth reflecting on the implications of the experiment protocol for
the human performance envelopes that have been identified. Clearly a transcription typing task
is very distinct from text composition. Vertanen and Kristensson [186] found that entry rates
dropped by between approximately 15 and 35% depending on the nature of the composition
task. When composing text other factors may dictate what features of a text entry system
are preferable. Furthermore, the experiment exposes participants to extended periods of one-
phrase-at-a-time text entry. This may not be representative of typical text entry use cases in VR.
Despite best efforts to control for learning and exhaustion effects by fully balancing condition
order, individual quantitative and qualitative results may inevitably be influenced by these
factors.
Also of interest is a general sense of how the performance envelopes obtained compare
with other studies conducted in this space. Walker et al. [189] and Grubert et al. [57] both
examine the use of a physical keyboard with an HMD. Grubert et al. [57] found that entry rates
on a physical keyboard were approximately 50% slower when wearing an HMD (with virtual
representations of fingertips and keyboard) than when not wearing one. Participants in the
study performed by Walker et al. [189] experienced only a marginal drop in performance when
wearing an HMD but were supported by a probabilistic decoder.
4.7.1 Limitations and Future Work
There are several important limitations of this study and aspects of mixed reality typing requiring
more detailed investigation. While the ultimate goal of this research is to develop highly
efficient and easy to learn text entry methods for use with AR and VR HMDs, today’s display
and tracking technology necessitates an experiment conducted in VR. Current commercially
available AR HMDs suffer from tracking, resolution and field-of-view limitations that were
predicted to have a confounding effect on the investigation of raw performance potential.
Nevertheless, many of the results obtained and behaviours observed are likely common to both
deployments. Key differences, such as the effect of being able to see one’s own physical hands
as opposed to a virtual representation, require further investigation.
The use of the OptiTrack system meant that it was possible to ignore the limitations of
conventional MR device-based tracking systems. As discussed in Section 3.4, this thesis is
scoped to focus primarily on the boundary of the user interface exposed to typical application
developers. It is important to highlight, however, that incorporating the uncertainty of a device-
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based tracking system into the probabilistic reasoning around input for text entry would likely
be fruitful. Research work is required to investigate the potential benefits of expanding the
system boundary to incorporate such information.
It is also important to highlight that this study examines text entry without enforcing or
requiring error correction. Clearly this fact means that the entry rate envelopes of human
performance identified are optimistic. A fully functional text entry system for mixed reality
must provide a means to perform error corrections and the best strategy for achieving this also
requires future investigation. Also related to this point is the reduced keyboard layout used
in this study. Again, a fully functional keyboard is likely to require the full complement of
punctuation, numerals and support case modification.
For experimental purposes, participants in this study were confined to a seated posture. For
any practical text entry system in mixed reality, however, a range of postures must ideally be
supported. Posture may clearly have a strong influence on the performance and enjoyment of a
given text entry strategy, and understanding this sensitivity remains as future work.
It is also important to highlight how certain design choices in the development of the test bed
might necessitate caution in the generalisation of the results obtained. In the implementation
examined, fingertips are represented as spheres instead of virtual hands. The effect of this
choice has been examined by Grubert et al. [56] and Knierim et al. [83]. Grubert et al. [56]
find that representing the fingertips alone can perform as well as live video of the user’s hands
with the added benefit of minimising keyboard occlusion. Note too that this presents a key
distinction from potential performance in AR where users can see their own hands. Similarly,
the choice of keyboard sizing and placement as well as placement of the input field may
influence performance. For example, placement of the input field immediately above the
keyboard potentially promotes focusing on keys rather than falling back on learned touch-
typing skills. Likewise, some behaviours are potentially specific to keyboard layout, sizing and
placement. The effects of these various design choices require future investigation.
A further avenue of future work is the expansion of the range of potential text entry strategies
evaluated in the test bed. It is important to avoid design fixation and limiting investigation to
those methods that are minor variations on conventional text entry strategies. For example, the
virtualisation of the keyboard enables many novel input strategies such as split keyboards and/or
keyboards that are fixed relative to certain joints. This does, however, expose a well-known
factor in text entry research: the significant time investment required to learn a fundamentally
new text entry strategy—and the fact that historically users have been unwilling to adopt a text
entry method that demands upfront learning investment [88].
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4.8 Conclusions
This chapter describes an empirical investigation of two fundamental design choices for text
input in VR: the number of fingers engaged and whether the virtual keyboard is aligned with a
physical surface or floating in mid-air. Aligning the keyboard with a physical surface is found
to yield significantly higher entry rates, with greater user comfort. Contrary to expectations,
the results suggest that users struggle to effectively leverage the availability of all ten fingers.
In fact, when typing in mid-air, the availability of more fingers appears to be detrimental to
performance. Nevertheless, the choice between surface or mid-air typing may be dictated by
the user’s circumstance and so it is useful to understand the anticipated envelopes of human
performance of these different but complementary strategies.
In addition to identifying the envelopes of human performance for the four strategies
investigated, this chapter also provides a detailed characterisation of the underlying features
that distinguish each strategy in terms of its performance and behaviour. These insights in turn
inform the design of a fully functional text entry system, including its tracking characteristics
and statistical text decoder design. It is important to highlight that the conditions examined
and distinctions made in their analysis are not a reflection of a desire to find a single ‘best’
input strategy for VR. Rather, in line with the overarching research methodology described in
Chapter 3, it is hoped that a better understanding of the influence of various design decisions
and underlying performance and behavioural indicators will ultimately yield a flexible and
adaptable text entry system suitable for a variety of use-contexts.
4.9 Research Question 1 and the Design Process
This chapter investigated Research Question 1: How can a designer obtain an understanding
of the probabilistic characteristics of an interface; and, how can this understanding inform
design in mixed reality? The text entry use case examined serves as an illustrative example of
how the probabilistic characteristics of an interface and its users can inform design. The use of
a simulated decoder demonstrates how this understanding can be obtained with comparatively
little developmental effort. Section 4.6 shows how the specific insights obtained through the
characterisation can inform subsequent detailed design.
With reference to the emergent design process described in Section 2.3, this chapter serves
as an example of Stages 1 and 2. The characterisation of the user and the system as part of
Stage 1 was achieved by building a minimally featured test bed to simulate more advanced
functionality to the user. Subsequent user testing as part of Stage 2 allowed the identification of
the key determinants and feasible envelopes of performance.
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The next chapter brings an alternative perspective to the characterisation problem by
deriving design guidance through crowdsourcing. This is applied to the problem of adapting
AR content to the user’s context, with a specific focus on text presentation in AR. Later,
Chapter 6 returns the focus to text entry and illustrates a more complete design process. It
builds on this chapter by also demonstrating Stages 3 and 4 of the emergent design process:




A central design objective for next-generation mixed reality interfaces is the seamless melding
of digital content into their deployment environments. Unlike most conventional HCI design
problems, mixed reality is characterised by a complete lack of control over the physical
context. The developer cannot reliably predict the range of physical environments in which
their application will be deployed. This challenge is reflected by Research Question 2 and the
focus of this chapter: How can a data-driven probabilistic preference model for the appearance
of virtual content in mixed reality be efficiently obtained; and, how can this be leveraged to
enable adaptation of mixed reality applications to uncertain deployment contexts?
This chapter explores mixed reality interaction design conducted in the end-user’s own
context through crowdsourcing. The research question is investigated using a mobile web
application that provides a guided MR experience while also facilitating the extraction of user
context. This approach is applied to the challenge of dynamically adapting AR text content
to the user’s environment. Images of crowdworker contexts and subjective visual preferences
given those contexts are captured to build a probabilistic preference model. Specifically, two
key aspects of AR text content are examined: colouration and placement.
While secondary to the development of the model, this chapter also addresses the privacy
concerns related to conducting in-context experiments that capture personal image data. Finally,
Section 5.8 examines the opportunities, and improved external validity, afforded by large-scale
deployment of web-based AR experiences in the development of emerging design guidance.
5.1 Introduction
The emergence of head-worn augmented reality represents an enormous opportunity for ubiqui-
tous computing, potentially rivalling the dominance of the smartphone. With suitably compact
and capable near-eye displays the smartphone screen becomes at best complementary and
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at worst redundant. Despite the popularity of early examples of AR games and experiences,
such as Pokémon GO [139], nascent AR designers lack the guidance, solution principles, and
analytical approaches required to create aesthetic and seamless user experiences.
Compounding this lack of established principles for effective AR interface design is the
fact that designing AR applications is considerably more difficult than designing smartphone
applications. This additional complexity stems from three key factors: i) additional dimension-
ality; ii) unconstrained interaction spaces; and iii) unknowable deployment contexts. Research
is required in all three of these areas. This chapter focuses on the third factor: unknowable
deployment contexts, that is, the inability for the developer to foresee the environment in which
their application will be deployed.
An example of the influence of context on AR interface design is the presentation of virtual
text in the physical environment. Depending on the use case, the designer may wish this text to
either subtly blend content with the physical environment or explicitly draw the attention of the
user. Clearly an awareness of the user’s physical context is necessary to deliver this behaviour.
A current obstacle to the derivation of generalisable and informative design principles
for contextually adaptive AR is the limited availability of the head-mounted form-factor
(for example, Microsoft HoloLens and Magic Leap). While researchers have demonstrated
techniques with merit for commercial environments (e.g. [60, 37]), these demonstrations
neither offer broader external validity nor do they illustrate practical techniques for developing
more widely applicable design guidelines. Nevertheless, applications such as Pokémon GO
have demonstrated that users can be engaged and immersed in AR experiences using simple
smartphone-based low-fidelity approximations. Motivated by the increasing opportunities
afforded by mobile crowdsourcing [74], this chapter hypothesises that crowdworkers might
be similarly employed to gather information on AR deployment contexts and virtual-physical
context dependence.
This chapter demonstrates how crowdsourcing can be leveraged to obtain a greater un-
derstanding of AR context dependence. A low-fidelity AR experience is deployed as a web
application to prompt crowdworkers to capture images of their local environment while also
obtaining feedback on the visual qualities of virtual elements overlaid on that context. The
ubiquity of mobile devices and the increasing capabilities of web-based frameworks allow
simple AR experiences to be quickly prototyped and rapidly deployed to a large number of
users. This approach therefore allows large-scale testing and diverse dataset collection not
afforded by lab-based studies.
The collection of image data from anonymous crowdworkers does expose potential privacy
concerns. The method presented in this chapter accommodates these concerns by providing
a user-driven obfuscation and acceptance protocol for sharing images. In demonstrating the
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viability of this method, the investigation is thus conducted on two concurrent trajectories:
1) mediating the privacy concerns of crowdworkers; and 2) crowdsourcing AR deployment
contexts and context-dependent data. In addition, the method is specifically employed in this
chapter to an investigation of how virtual text content might be dynamically styled in AR given
the physical setting. As a further illustration of the value of this approach, the understanding
derived from this investigation is demonstrated in a high-fidelity head-mounted AR application.
Therefore, the three key novel contributions of the chapter are:
1. A method for conducting AR experiments in the user’s own context via crowdsourcing.
2. A protocol for mitigating the privacy concerns of crowdworkers as they share images of
their local contexts.
3. A demonstration of the method in building a probabilistic preference model to enable
dynamic adaptation of virtual content given background context in AR.
5.2 Related Work
The interplay between background context and virtual content presentation is a well-recognised
challenge in AR [92]. From a technical rendering perspective, even ensuring virtual content
colours appear as intended given the background is a non-trivial problem [106, 66]. More
relevant to this work, however, is the challenge of selecting appropriate colouration of content
given the background. A better understanding of this selection problem can enable dynamic
adaptation of content appearance.
The legibility of text is particularly sensitive to appearance characteristics. The specific
problem of ensuring text is legible in AR has been examined from various perspectives. A
key step is understanding and predicting when text is not legible. Leykin and Tuceryan [99]
trained a classifier aided by user evaluation to determine whether text overlaid on particular
textures is readable. Similarly, Manghisi et al. [112] identified background texture qualities
that determined whether text will be legible. Such knowledge is informative to interface
designers but must be partnered with active strategies to change text appearance. As observed
by Manghisi et al. [112], there are three distinct strategies for actively promoting text legibility
in AR: i) adjust the text placement; ii) adjust the text appearance; and iii) place a panel
behind the text. This first strategy of dynamic text placement has been widely explored in
the literature [175, 176, 135, 136]. Rather than adapting the content, these implementations
promote legibility by finding regions of dark, uniform texture on which to place text. However,
many practical AR applications and interfaces are unlikely to support such free control over
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the positioning of text. In many cases, it will still be necessary to fall back on the appearance
adjustment and background panel strategies.
Gabbard et al. [48] examined three alternative schemes for actively modifying text colour
in AR: complement, maximum HSV (hue, saturation, value) complement, and maximum
brightness contrast. Their active schemes did not perform well, however, and a simple solution
of blue text on an opaque white background panel (commonly referred to as a ‘billboard’)
yielded the best performance. Gabbard et al. [47] subsequently find that maximising the
luminance contrast ratio aids readability on billboards. Debernardis et al. [29] evaluated
different presentation styles and billboard colours and suggest that white text on blue billboards
yields good legibility. This result is reinforced by Kruijff et al. [91], who also examined
preferences associated with the presentation of text labels in AR. Although evaluated on
limited semi-static backgrounds, they find that blue background panels were overwhelmingly
preferred. The findings of Kruijff et al. [91] correlated well with the maximum background
colour brightness contrast. Interestingly, Albarelli et al. [3] performed a comparative evaluation
between text with no background panel and text with a background panel. Based on their
limited user study, they observe that no background panel was preferred or performed better in
an assisted search task.
A common theme in the literature is the complexity of robustly accommodating diverse
background textures and colours. Human perception capabilities and preferences are difficult
to isolate in even the most tightly controlled psychological study. It is therefore unsurprising
that small-sample HCI studies in this area uncover numerous perplexing results. While perhaps
beneficial as preliminary guidance, the fact that a particular design, for example, white text on a
blue billboard, has good general performance provides limited real insight to designers. It also
ignores many implementation considerations, such as a desire to maintain a common aesthetic.
Complicating this design problem further is the fact that, as observed by Ahn et al. [1], naïve
approaches to dynamically updating visual properties of content can introduce flickering that is
both distracting and annoying to users.
Crowdsourcing offers a potential strategy for greatly expanding the range of contexts in
which perceptual issues are explored. Prior research has also previously demonstrated that
crowdsourcing studies can replicate in-the-lab human perception studies [63]. There is also




This chapter demonstrates a crowdsourcing method for conducting AR experiments in the
user’s own context. Specifically, it explores how crowdworkers can be employed to distil
design guidance for building contextually-adaptive text content in AR. The AR crowdsourcing
method (described in detail in the following section) constructs a low-fidelity mobile-based
AR experience that guides the user to collect spatially varied images of their environment.
The user then adjusts the appearance of a text panel overlaid on the captured image. Two
key sub-problems related to text panel presentation in AR are investigated in two separate
experiments: Experiment 1 focuses on panel colouration; and Experiment 2 focuses on panel
placement. The privacy concerns of crowdworkers related to sharing images of their private
settings are also investigated concurrently as part of Experiment 1. Finally, the results from
Experiments 1 and 2 are exploited to build a data-driven preference model for text panel design
in AR. This model is demonstrated in a short validation study.
5.4 AR Crowdsourcing Method
The crowdsourcing method is based on a low-fidelity AR experience delivered by a mobile
web application. The user’s rear-facing camera stream is fed directly into the web page frame
and virtual content is overlaid on this stream to deliver a through-the-screen AR experience.
A web framework for building VR experiences1 provides the functionality to ensure device
movements produce corresponding changes in the virtual elements. Crowdworkers can then
be instructed to perform specific activities or provide feedback on interface features in this
setting. It is hypothesised that incorporating the crowdworker’s own environment into the task
promotes better engagement and more critical assessment of features.
There are two key advantages of this crowdsourcing approach over a conventional lab
study. First, crowdsourcing facilitates the recruitment of a large and diverse participant group.
This is important for the contextual adaptation use case as it helps provide good coverage
over the range of background scenes. Second, such studies can be completed quickly and
with relatively low cost compared with lab studies. This is particularly attractive when the
goal of the research is exploratory. Qualifying these two advantages, however, is the lack
of experimental control that can otherwise be exercised in lab studies. In general, there is
always a balance to be struck between internal and external validity. Recognising these and
other trade-offs, it is important to find ways to validate data obtained from crowdsourced
user studies. By design, and as highlighted in the review of related literature, there exists
1A-Frame <https://aframe.io/>
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Fig. 5.1 Distinct bird textures applied to the same bird model. From left to right: blackbird,
blue jay, cardinal, canary, robin, wren.
a corresponding body of lab-based studies against which the crowdsourced results can be
compared. The experiments conducted and their results are presented later in this chapter but
first the established experimental framework is described.
5.4.1 Mobile AR Web Application
This investigation pursues a web-based architecture for two key reasons. First, online tasks
are more readily integrated into existing crowdsourcing platforms. Second, a web-based
implementation minimises the imposition on crowdworkers (that is, there is no requirement to
install software) and removes friction in the steps between recruitment and completion.
To facilitate the capture of contextual information for the two experiments conducted,
the application instructed participants to complete a series of simple target acquisition tasks.
Participants located targets, styled as virtual birds (see Figure 5.1), that were presented at semi-
random locations within their local environment. The rear-facing device camera stream provides
the background of this virtual environment, producing a low-fidelity through-the-screen AR
experience.
The virtual component of the AR scene was implemented using A-Frame. This framework
helpfully manages the scene camera adjustment based on device orientation changes. It is
important to note, however, that the framework does not currently support translation within
the environment for mobile users: the position of the scene camera is permanently fixed.
The lack of registration between the physical and virtual scene also means that the AR ex-
perience is imperfect. Nevertheless, it remains sufficiently convincing for simple experimental
and data collection tasks. The decision to frame the target acquisition task as an exercise in
locating and photographing ‘birds’ mediates the disruptive effect associated with imprecision
in the virtual-physical alignment. Participants may reasonably expect a bird to move around
whereas this same behaviour may be more disruptive if the target is a fixed inanimate object.
The web application was deployed as a Human Intelligence Task (HIT) on the Amazon
Mechanical Turk service. In order to commence the HIT, participants had to visit the listing
using a mobile device. Upon accepting the HIT, participants reviewed a short description of the
task and its purpose. This included the fact that images of their environment may be captured
but would only be recorded after explicit approval from them. Participants were then required
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Fig. 5.2 Illustration of the spatial variation in the range of images captured around the partici-
pant’s local environment. Targets are labelled Tn and camera orientations are labelled Cn where
n is the sequence in which images were captured. Note that the camera frames, Cn, are shown
with a z-offset from the origin to aid visualisation. This offset is not present in practice.
to explicitly express consent in order to complete the task. More detailed instructions were then
provided on the role of the device camera and the image review process. The first bird capture
activity was guided and then participants repeated the activity a further four times without
explicit guidance.
The task phase of the AR web application involved three key stages: i) image capture; ii)
appearance refinement; and iii) image review. The capture stage is described in the following
section while the review stage is described later in the section addressing user privacy. The
appearance refinement stage differs for the two experiments presented and so is described later
in the context of the specific tasks performed.
5.4.2 Image Capture
The location of birds was quasi-randomised to promote spatial diversity in the context images
captured from the participant’s environment. For each instance of the target acquisition task (a
participant performs 5 instances over the experiment), the new bird was located at between 60
and 100 degrees rotation from the current view azimuth. The sign of this offset was randomised.
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The elevation of the bird was placed between -10 and 30 degrees elevation from the horizontal
plane. An icon would appear at fixed time intervals in the centre of the participant’s view to
indicate where they must look to find the target. Figure 5.2 illustrates a single example of the
spatial variation in captured images achieved through this dynamic target placement strategy.
This figure shows how the placement of and guidance towards the target locations promotes the
capture of environmental images from various perspectives.
Once the target is found, the participant must hold the reticle (mimicking the viewfinder
of a camera) fixed on the bird. This serves two purposes: stabilising the virtual scene and
ensuring captured images do not inherently suffer from motion blur. An animation of the
reticle indicates when the bird is in focus. After the required focus period, the capture button is
enabled. Participants then simply press the capture button and the background image from the
rear-facing camera is temporarily recorded in memory on the client. It is at this point, with the
image now recorded on the client side, that potential privacy concerns begin to emerge. These
concerns and the mitigating solution applied are described in the following section.
5.5 Accommodating User Privacy
In developing the AR web application, it was hypothesised that privacy would be a key
concern for crowdworkers. Although well placed to do so, there have been limited HCI efforts
(e.g. [138]) to help users better understand and protect their online privacy. The challenge of
supporting user privacy and accommodating concerns is exacerbated by the widely varying
attitudes held by people about the disclosure of their personal details [75]. These concerns
may additionally vary depending on context and the anticipated consumer, i.e. human versus
autonomous agent. There is limited guidance available to designers as to the best strategy for
maximising data capture while accommodating user specific concerns.
The privacy considerations in crowdworking have been examined from various perspectives.
Daniel et al. [27] provide a survey of quality related issues in crowdsourcing and potential
mitigation strategies. As an outcome of this survey, Daniel et al. define a quality model for
crowdsourcing tasks which notably includes privacy as a potential factor influencing quality.
Legion:AR [96] is a framework for augmenting activity recognition models by allowing
crowdworkers to label uncertain cases while preserving privacy. The faces of people in the
videos to be labelled by crowdworkers are obscured by auto-generated ‘veils’. Beyond just
individual privacy concerns, Lasecki et al. [96] suggest that reducing the resolution of video
or image data is a reasonable strategy to avoid sharing sensitive information contained in the
scene. The influence of blurring on the accuracy of crowdworkers performing behavioural
coding of people in videos has also been investigated by Lasecki et al. [95]. These approaches
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examine the preservation of privacy for people who appear in crowdsourced tasks but do not
provide insight on how to manage the privacy of the crowdworkers themselves.
The objectives of McDuff et al. [116] and Tan et al. [174] are similar to this work in that they
operate at the uncomfortable nexus of information capture and potential intrusions into privacy.
McDuff et al. [116] solicited webcam footage of people watching commercials to generate a
dataset of facial responses. Privacy was managed using an opt in approach. Participants entered
the study through an advertised link and had to provide consent to enable access to the webcam.
The consent rate for webcam access was 46.2% however this result is confounded by rejections
stemming from incompatibility with the task, i.e. no webcam, or does not meet basic system
requirements. Tan et al. [174] proposed a game suited to crowdsourcing for capturing user
images in order to construct a diverse dataset of facial expressions. Its approach to dealing with
privacy is to allow users to only send facial feature locations as opposed to raw images.
The literature suggests, therefore, two guiding principles of: i) limiting information capture
to strictly what is necessary, and ii) giving users ultimate control over what is shared. In this
chapter, these principles are applied in developing a privacy sensitive experimental protocol that
has good generalisability beyond the specific investigation of context-dependence of textual
content.
5.5.1 Image Review Protocol
To accommodate user privacy concerns, an architecture was chosen that ensured image data
remained on the client side until it was approved. Only after approval would the image be
sent to the server and saved in the database. Reflecting the hypothesis that workers would be
generally unwilling to share personal image data, effort was taken to forestall the situation in
which the majority of images were rejected. To this end, an obfuscation layer was included in
the review protocol. Pixelation (also known as mosaicing) was the elected technique used for
obfuscation. As part of the image review stage, the worker may increase or decrease the level
of pixelation. To counter overuse of pixelation, the instruction given to users was to, “Please
share as much image detail as you are willing.”
Pixelation was chosen for two key reasons: i) it is broadly familiar to a non-technical
audience; and ii) it produces non-recoverable information loss. For completeness, it is important
to note that pixelation is not necessarily a perfect de-identification method. If there is access
to a database of images it may be possible to apply the same pixelation and match faces or
objects [127]. In the absence of such a database, however, it is not possible for this kind of
information to be recovered. Other advanced techniques (e.g. [156, 26]) could also be used
to generate a depixelated image that is an estimated simulation of the original. While the
raw detail cannot be recovered, it may be possible that the simulated image is sufficiently
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s = 1 s = 4 s = 12 s = 20
Fig. 5.3 Illustration of the effect of increasing sub-block size, s, from left to right. No pixelation
is s = 1 while s = 20 produces pixelation at 20×20 pixels.
realistic to raise the suspicions and concerns of a privacy conscious user. Addressing this type
of concern among participants unfamiliar with the limitations of these techniques requires
targeted investigation but is outside the scope of this current study.
In the review stage, the user may adjust the level of pixelation applied to the raw image by
setting the sub-block size. Sub-blocks in the image are averaged and the average colour is used
to replace all the pixels in the sub-block. Increasing the size of the sub-block removes more
information from the image. This control was presented as a range slider with sub-block sizes:
1,2,4,6,8,10,12,16,20. Note that a sub-block size of 1 represents no pixelation. This range of
values was chosen as they are factors of the default image resolution setting (480×480 pixels).
Figure 5.3 illustrates the obfuscation achieved with a subset of the pixelation levels available.
After completing the capture and appearance refinement stages to the tasks, the participant
was presented with the image review interface shown in Figure 5.4 (right). The default sub-
block size upon presentation of the image review page was s = 1 (no pixelation). At this stage,
the worker may choose to: a) approved the image; b) reject the image; or c) increase the level
of pixelation and then approve the image. In practice, workers were far less concerned about
sharing contextual images than hypothesised. Of the 2000 images captured by participants
across both experiments, only 10 were rejected. Nevertheless, crowdworkers showed strong
appreciation of the ability to reject and pixelate images with sensitive content. Detailed results
are presented as part of Experiment 1.
5.6 Experiment 1: Panel Colouration
To make this investigation concrete, a text panel design use case was selected. Participants
refine the appearance of a billboard-style virtual text panel appearing in the environment. When
a bird is in focus (i.e. inside the view reticle), the bird name and a short description appear
below on a coloured panel with 50% opacity (see Figure 5.4). Once the image is captured,
participants are instructed to refine the appearance of the description panel.
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Fig. 5.4 The appearance refinement interface (left) allows the user to adjust the panel hue and
lightness as well as choose between black or white text. The image review interface (right)
allows the user to add pixelation to the image and accept or reject its transmission to the server.
To highlight the flexibility of this approach, participants were primed with the intentionally
qualitative instruction, “Choose a colour that you think is best given the background. Please
try to maximise visibility and readability of the text.” This use case exposes an interesting
and subtle interplay between subjective user impressions related to aesthetics and practical
concerns relating to legibility. The interface for customising the description panel appearance
is illustrated in Figure 5.4 (left). The top slider adjusts the hue while the bottom slider adjusts
the lightness. The hue slider was initialised with a random rotation applied to the standard hue
circle and the initial midpoint value was used as the initial panel colour. The lightness slider
was always initialised to the midpoint value. A toggle is available to change the text colour
between black and white. The toggle state was randomly initialised. The random initialisation
of hue and text colour was done to prompt participants to make colour changes when required.
5.6.1 Results
A total of 200 participants (113 male, 84 female, 3 unspecified, 32.4 mean age) were recruited
through Amazon Mechanical Turk for the study. The country-level location of participants
is summarised in Table 5.1. Each received US$1 as compensation for their time. The mean
completion time for the task was 8.5 minutes (including training and instructions).
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Table 5.1 Participant locations in Experiments 1 and 2. For Experiment 1, ‘Other’ consists of
one worker from each of Bahrain, Colombia, France, Mexico, Peru, Philippines, and Poland.
For Experiment 2, ‘Other’ consists of one worker from each of Colombia, Dominican Republic,
Ireland, Morocco, Pakistan, Peru, Poland and Romania.
Location Exp. 1 Exp. 2









South Africa 0 6
Other 7 8
Approval Rate and Participant Behaviour
With five task instances per participant and 200 participants there were a potential 1000 images
to capture. The image approval rate was very high with only five images rejected in total by
five different participants (an approval rate of 99.5%).
The degree of pixelation (sub-block size) was left unchanged in 54.5% of approved images.
Recall that the sub-block range slider had a default initial value of s = 1 (no pixelation). In
an additional 4% of images, participants raised the degree of pixelation before returning it to
s = 1. The distribution of pixelation levels employed by participants is summarised in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 appears to show three distinct modes. The no pixelation default, s = 1, dominates
(58.5%) but there is a second peak at s = 6 (6.8%) and a third peak at the other extreme, s = 20
(6.7%). This result suggests some stratification in the behaviour of participants. Additionally, a
small number of the images appeared to be provided as extreme close-ups or with the camera
lens covered, yet with no change to the pixelation level. This suggests that these users were
further, conscientiously, trying to ensure their privacy. While this mechanism is entirely carried
out on-device, these users may have been taking active steps to ensure images were not being
surreptitiously captured without their consent.
The proportion of approved images in which the panel and text colour was altered provides a
proxy measure for task engagement. The panel colour was adjusted in 75.7% of images and the
text colour was adjusted in 47.6%. Note that a participant may not choose to change the panel
colour if they consider its initial value to be appropriate given the background. Nevertheless, a
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Table 5.2 Participant usage (%) of pixelation sub-block sizes, s, in Experiments 1 and 2. Note
that no pixelation, s = 1, is the default and also the most frequently used setting. The usage
results show three distinct modes at s =1, 6 and 20 across both experiments.
Exp. 1 2 4 6 8 10 12 16 20
1 58.5 3.1 4.2 6.8 6.5 5.6 5.1 3.4 6.7
2 54.0 3.7 5.6 6.6 6.1 3.7 4.8 3.4 12.0
very conservative estimate can be made that approximately three quarters of participants were
actively engaged in the appearance refinement activity as instructed.
Billboard Colour Choice
This section describes the process of mining the collected context image and appearance
refinement dataset for common patterns that inform the billboard colour selection problem. It
is reasonable to anticipate that the dataset suffers from various noise factors, such as individual
user preferences, user apathy2, and interpretation differences. These types of factors appear in
lab studies but their effect is more extreme in crowdsourcing due to the fact that only limited
and unsupervised training can be provided in a HIT. Nevertheless, these effects can be combated
by collecting large volumes of observations. To demonstrate the potential of a more complete
dataset, this section shows that useful information, on par with similar lab studies, can still be
extracted from the 200 participant dataset.
In addition to the noise factors described above, there are also aspects of the signal that
frustrate simple analysis techniques. For an identical background context there are likely
to be multiple billboard colour choices that yield similar legibility and aesthetics from the
user’s perspective. The concept of hue templates, for example, suggests that there are multiple
alternative colour combining schemes that produce aesthetic results (see O’Donovan et al. [132]
for an interesting discussion).
Accepting that the dataset likely contains both of these noise and signal effects, the analysis
seeks to uncover any summative patterns reflected in the data. This analysis strategy involves; i)
identifying informative groupings of similar background contexts; and ii) identifying common
panel colours selected for these groupings. To do this, the sub-region or patch of the full image
upon which the description panel was displayed is extracted. The dominant colour of this patch
is then extracted by taking the mode of the hue histogram and the mean of the S and V values in
HSV space. It is hypothesised that the patch hue is unlikely to influence panel colour selection
2A small minority of crowdworkers are known to race through tasks providing nonsensical data in order to
minimise completion time [49].
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Fig. 5.5 Top plot shows a grouping of collected samples based on the dominant colour of the
image patch with binning based on hue, lightness (L∗) and saturation (a∗b∗). Each pixel shows
the dominant patch colour of an image sample. Notably, the full dataset contains comparatively
few samples with a dominant patch colour of Green, Cyan, Blue or Magenta. Bottom plot
shows the distribution of selected panel colours for each group, binned according to panel
hue and lightness (W: L < 0.1, K: L > 0.9, R: red, Y: yellow, G: green, C: cyan, B: blue, M:
magenta). A preference for blue and red panel colouration is observable, particularly in the



























Fig. 5.6 Most (A) and second most (C) frequently selected billboard colour overlaid on the
median colour of the corresponding groups in Figure 5.5. Billboards at 50% opacity shown by
(B) and (D). Note that the Magenta group only includes a single sample and so no secondary
billboard colour is shown.
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at high (i.e. white) and low (i.e. black) lightness values and at low saturation (i.e. grey) values.
To group on low saturation a threshold is placed on the vector a*b* (<5) of the dominant colour
in CIE 1976 L*a*b* colour space. High and low lightness values are grouped by thresholds on
L* (>80 and <20 respectively). The remaining ungrouped patches are then binned based on
their hue value. Binning was performed according to standard 60◦ segments around the hue
circle (with ‘red’ on the interval -30◦ to 30◦). The resultant groups are illustrated in the top of
Figure 5.5. Each patch is represented by a single pixel coloured based on the patch’s dominant
background colour.
The groupings show in Figure 5.5 are highly illustrative of typical background contexts
to be encountered in AR. Review of the collected images indicates that the vast majority of
images were captured indoors. Grey and white are common interior colourings. Similarly, the
large groups for red and yellow correspond well with the large number of wood panelling and
brick backgrounds captured. Far less common are background contexts with prominent green,
cyan, blue and magenta colouring. The prevalence of black is largely due to images captured in
low light.
The billboard colours chosen by participants corresponding to each of these background
contexts were then grouped. To support summative review, the selected hue value was binned
into its corresponding segment on the hue circle (again 60◦ segments, with ‘red’ on the interval
-30◦ to 30◦). Billboard colours with extreme lightness values (recall participants could modulate
lightness) were separated into black (<0.1) and white (>0.9) bins. Figure 5.5 (bottom) shows
the panel colour selection based on this binning. An interpretation, therefore, of Figure 5.5 is
the distribution of billboard colour choice given the dominant background colour.
Figure 5.6 summarises the results of the background groupings by overlaying billboards
of the most (A) and second most (C) frequent colour choices on the median colour of the
clustered backgrounds. Also shown are the billboards at 50% opacity (B and D respectively).
Clearly these groupings are sensitive to small datasets but the exploratory results are promising.
Figure 5.6 shows a consistent preference for red and blue panels despite diverse background
settings. Figure 5.7 shows a similar plot for grouping based solely on lightness. The corre-
sponding most and second most frequent billboard colour choices are shown in Figure 5.8.
These plot again highlight the general preference for blue panels, except when the background
is very dark, in which case bright colours such as red and green are preferred. This result shows
good alignment with the lab-based findings of Debernardis et al. [29] and Kruijff et al. [91]
who found a distinct preference for blue panels. In contrast to these studies, however, a much


























Fig. 5.7 Top plot shows a grouping of collected samples based on the dominant colour of the
image patch with binning based on lightness (L∗) only. Each pixel shows the dominant patch
colour of an image sample. Bottom plot shows the distribution of selected panel colours for
each group, binned according to panel hue and lightness (W: L < 0.1, K: L > 0.9, R: red, Y:
yellow, G: green, C: cyan, B: blue, M: magenta). Again, a preference for blue and red panel













Fig. 5.8 Most (A) and second most (C) frequently selected billboard colour overlaid on the
median colour of the corresponding groups in Figure 5.7. Billboards at 50% opacity shown by
(B) and (D).







































Fig. 5.9 Boxplots of the perceived brightness of the chosen billboard colour with grouping
based on the user’s selection of black or white text. The left plot contains all collected samples
while the right plot contains only those samples where the text colour was changed by the user.
Text Colour Choice
The second critical aspect for text billboard design is the assignment of text colour. In the
web application deployed, participants were allowed to toggle between black and white text.
Therefore, the scope in this analysis is constrained to choosing between these two options.
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) provides a simple recommended formula for
calculating the perceived brightness of a colour [150]. This yields a brightness value on the
range 0 to 255. The W3C suggests a brightness difference of 125 promotes good visibility [150].
Intuitively, black text is more legible on bright backgrounds while white text is better on dark
backgrounds. However, the web and its appearance characteristics are significantly different
from those produced in AR so it is unclear how well this recommendation translates to
environments with uncontrolled and potentially noisy backgrounds.
Figure 5.9 (left) shows the boxplots of perceived billboard colour brightness grouped
according to the choice of black or white text in all samples. Figure 5.9 (right) shows the
same boxplots but excluding samples in which the text colour was not changed. The median
brightness for black text selection is significantly higher than that for white text selection as
expected. The spread of each group does, however, highlight the fact that there is no clear
threshold indicating the point at which one is clearly better than the other. Indeed, there is
limited evidence-based guidance on an appropriate choice of this threshold. From Figure 5.9
(right) it can be observed, however, that the interquartile range of white text selection does
not overlap with the interquartile range of black text. Therefore, the range between white text
q3 = 131.0 and black text q1 = 147.7 may suggest a reasonable region of transition.
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Fig. 5.10 Responses to survey questions from 1. not at all to 5. very much. Q1. Do you have
any privacy concerns about sharing images of your workspace via a Mechanical Turk HIT? Q2.
Do you think it is important to be presented with your images for review before sharing? Q3.
Did you find the blurring capability useful for removing private detail from captured images?
Privacy Survey
After capturing the last image in Experiment 1, participants completed a short survey examining
their privacy concerns. They were asked to respond to three questions on a five-point Likert
scale. These questions and the allocation of responses to each are summarised in Figure 5.10.
58.5% of participants indicated that they were either not at all concerned or somewhat un-
concerned about sharing images via a Mechanical Turk HIT from a privacy point of view.
This result is remarkably consistent with the usage proportion of the default pixelation value.
However, 79% of participants thought it was either somewhat or very important to be presented
with these images for review. As a method for mediating privacy concerns it appears that the
obfuscation capability was considered either very or somewhat useful by 76% of participants.
If a participant rejected an image they were asked to provide an explanation as to their main
reason for rejection. For the five rejections among the 1000 total images in Experiment 1, the
reasons offered were: sensitive information in the image (in two cases), family photos in the
image, and lack of clarity (in two cases). It is interesting to note that the two images rejected
due to the participants deeming them to be of poor quality reflects an eagerness to provide
useful data rather than an express concern about privacy.
In summary, the findings related to privacy highlight that Mechanical Turk workers are
generally willing to provide images of their local context. A majority are not overly concerned
about privacy. The ability to obfuscate or reject sensitive images appears to successfully
accommodate those with stronger reservations. As a strategy for maximising data acquisition
while addressing participant concerns, the image review protocol presented appears to be very
effective.
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Fig. 5.11 The panel placement interface allows the user to adjust the label position by directly
touching or dragging within the image region. The apparent depth of the label in the scene can
also be adjusted using the slider.
5.7 Experiment 2: Panel Placement
Experiment 2 investigates the placement of text panels within the environment. Specifically,
this experiment captured contextualised user feedback on the preferred placement of text panels,
accounting for colouration, given the physical background. The process of capturing the initial
image was identical to Experiment 1. Upon targeting the bird, however, rather than the full
description panel shown in Experiment 1, only a label of the bird name was shown. This label
was placed randomly around the bird but within the view frame and a leader line connected the
bird model and the label. Once the image was captured, the participant was instructed to, “Place
the label so as to maximise visibility and readability of the text.” The label could be moved by
simply touching on the screen within the image frame and/or by modifying the apparent depth
of the label in the scene using a slider. The label placement interface is shown in Figure 5.11.
Note that label colour was randomised and text colour was randomly assigned to be either black
or white. Participants were still given the opportunity to review, reject or pixelate their images
as required, however, the survey examining privacy concerns was removed.
5.7.1 Results
As with Experiment 1, 200 participants (125 male, 74 female, 1 unspecified, 31.2 mean age)
were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk. Each received US$1 as compensation for
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their time. Participants were only permitted to complete the task once (participants from
Experiment 1 were not prevented from completing Experiment 2). The mean completion time
for the task was 7.2 minutes (including training and instructions). The geographical location of
participants in Experiment 2 is summarised in Table 5.1.
Approval Rate and Pixelation Behaviour
With each participant again capturing five images, there were a potential 1000 total images
from 200 participants. Approval rate was again very high with only five images rejected in
total by five different participants (an approval rate of 99.5%). The distribution over the usage
of different pixelation levels is also roughly consistent with Experiment 1 (see Table 5.2).
No pixelation, s = 1, again dominates (54.0%) but with secondary peaks at s = 6 (6.6%) and
s = 20 (12.0%).
Label Placement Behaviour
Figure 5.12 illustrates the initial and final label placement centres. The target (virtual bird) is
always centred in this window. Recall that the initial label location was randomised relative to
the bird target. The left plot in Figure 5.12 clearly shows the random initialisation that places
the label relative to the bird. The right plot in Figure 5.12 reflects the distribution of placement
locations across all samples. Notable in this plot is the frequency of label placements above
and below the bird model while also avoiding overlap with the model itself. This behaviour
suggests a label placement preference that is, in part, independent of the background context.
It is interesting to test the hypothesis that a highly colourful background region will be
avoided when placing the label. Hasler and Suesstrunk [62] introduce a simple colourfulness
metric that can be computed based on an image’s RGB colour space. Hasler and Suesstrunk [62]
define the colourfulness metric, M, to provide correspondence with human judged attributes of
an image ranging from not colourful to extremely colourful. Colourfulness, M, is computed
using the formula:
rg = R−G, (5.1)











M = σrgyb +0.3 ·µrgyb. (5.5)
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Fig. 5.12 Black dots denote the initial (randomised) label placement location (left) and final
label placement location (right) within the captured image window. Frequency of placement
within image sub-regions (regular 40×40 pixel blocks) is represented by the colouration.
Figure 5.13 shows boxplots of the change in colourfulness, ∆M, between the initial label
placement region and the final label placement region for three groups of initial region colour-
fulness. The change in colourfulness, ∆M, will be negative when the label is moved from a
colourful region to a less colourful region. Figure 5.13 suggests that when the initial region is
not colourful (M < 15), users typically find a region that is similarly flat in colour. When the
initial region is slightly colourful (15 ≥ M < 33), there is some sign of a general preference for
placement in regions yielding a negative ∆M. When the initial region is moderately colourful or
more (M ≥ 33), there is a definite bias towards a negative ∆M. This suggests that less colourful
regions are preferred for label placement.
Another informative point of analysis is the influence of background clutter on label
placement. Edgeness per unit area, F , is a simple metric for quantifying the degree of texturing
or ‘busyness’ of an image [172]. F is computed for a region of N pixels by counting the number





The change in edgeness between the initial label patch and the final label patch, ∆F ,
provides an indication of the effect of background ‘busyness’. Figure 5.14 shows boxplots of
∆F over three groupings of initial patch edgeness (T = 100). Moving from a patch with high
edgeness to a patch with less texture will yield a negative ∆F . Figure 5.14 suggests that when
the initial patch has low edgeness (<5%) the ∆F is likely to be close to zero. As the edgeness of
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the initial patch increases, however, participants increasingly relocate the label to less textured
regions (yielding a negative ∆F).
In summary, Experiment 2 highlights several key determinants of label placement prefer-
ence: offset, colourfulness and edgeness. Recall that users were unable to set the panel colour
in Experiment 2 and so placement related concerns are expected to dominate. Clearly, the
preferred placement location may be influenced by the panel colour and this interaction requires
investigation. Nevertheless, in instances where a billboard can be dynamically placed, it is
advantageous to select a preferred region before adjusting the colouration.













Fig. 5.13 Boxplots of change in colourfulness, ∆M, between initial and final label placement
region. Red crosses indicate outliers based on Q1/3 ±1.5× (Q3 −Q1).









Fig. 5.14 Boxplots of change in edgeness per unit area, ∆F , between initial and final label
placement region. Red crosses indicate outliers based on Q1/3 ±1.5× (Q3 −Q1).
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Fig. 5.15 Estimated probability distributions of the likelihood of sub-region selection given
colourfulness, M, (left), and edgeness, F (right). Note that the binning of colourfulness, M, is
based on the groupings defined by Hasler and Suesstrunk [62].
5.8 Validation Study: Dynamic Text Panels
The purpose of the Validation Study is to highlight the viability of the described AR crowdsourc-
ing experimental method. To confirm the design guidance obtained is useful and implementable,
a solution for contextually adaptive text panels is demonstrated in a high-fidelity AR appli-
cation. This application, designed for use with the Microsoft HoloLens, provides dynamic
placement and colouration of billboard style tooltips. The performance of this dynamic tooltip
functionality is compared with a non-dynamic baseline in a short user study. The design of the
dynamic text panel procedure derived from the collected data is now presented.
5.8.1 Design
Formalising the colour selection and placement problem for text panels in AR necessitates the
consideration of three sub-problems: i) billboard colour choice; ii) text colour choice; and iii)
billboard placement. A simple strategy for dynamic text appearance adaptation can be derived
from the collected data using a compounding probabilistic approach. The approach converts the
frequency responses observed for colour choice and placement (in terms of offset, colouration
and edgeness) into probabilities. It then combines them to yield a mixture distribution estimating
the preferred placement sub-region, r, in an image and the preferred colour, c, given that
region. The estimated distributions for placement region given colourfulness and edgeness are
presented in Figure 5.15. The estimated distribution for placement offset (normalised based
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Fig. 5.16 Estimated probability distribution of the likelihood of sub-region given normalised x,
y offset. Note that the normalised offset is taken to be symmetric about the x and y axes.
on the billboard width for x and height for y in image coordinates) is presented in Figure 5.16.
This procedure requires transforming the tooltip anchor location (i.e. the point to which the
tooltip is to refer) into the image coordinate system and the selected tooltip location in image
coordinates back into the world frame.
Accepting too that designers typically wish to provide an interface with a consistent colour
palette, a final uniform distribution is applied over a set of predetermined colours. This
distribution serves to bias the colour selection towards selecting only from within the palette,
but informed by the preference model. The steps involved in delivering this dynamic tooltip
functionality are summarised in Algorithm 1.
The estimated likelihood of selecting region, r, given edgeness (i.e. line 5) for an example
tooltip target location in this study is illustrated in Figure 5.18. The combined mixture distri-
bution for this same target location (i.e. summing log probabilities at line 7) is illustrated in
Figure 5.19. The resulting tooltip placement and colouration for this target location is then
illustrated in Figure 5.21.
A three colour palette (see Figure 5.17) was selected for the study using an online colour
scheme generator (using the triad scheme at paletton.com). This scheme was chosen to reflect
79 , 91 , 168 202 , 184 , 173 245 , 240 , 96
Fig. 5.17 Selected colour palette for constraining the dynamic tooltip colour assignment in
accordance with an established aesthetic.
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Region Assignment Log Probability, log(P(r|F))
-3.5 -3 -2.5 -2 -1.5 -1 -0.4
Fig. 5.18 Tooltip placement probabilities given edgeness of sub-regions in the background
image. The tooltip anchor centre is indicated by the red circle.
Region Assignment Log Probability, log(H(r))
<-15 -12.5 -10 -7.5 -5 -2.5
Fig. 5.19 Resultant tooltip placement mixture probabilities of sub-regions in the background
image. The tooltip anchor centre is indicated by the red circle.
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Algorithm 1: Contextually Adaptive Tooltips
1 Function AdaptTooltip(I,a)
Input :Background image, I, and tooltip anchor location, ax,y,z
Output :Tooltip position, tx,y,z, billboard colour, cb, and text colour, ct
2 Transform anchor position, ax,y,z, into its equivalent position in image coordinates, ax′,y′
3 foreach Sub-region, r, of the background image, I do
4 Lookup P(r|M), i.e. probability of selecting r given colourfulness, M
5 Lookup P(r|F), i.e. probability of selecting r given edgeness, F
6 Lookup P(r|a), i.e. probability of selecting r given offset from anchor position, ax′,y′
7 Combine P(r|M), P(r|F) and P(r|a) to yield mixture distribution, H(r)
8 end
9 Choose sub-region, rmax, corresponding to the maximum of the mixture distribution, H(r)
10 Extract dominant patch colour, cp, and patch lightness, lp, from image region rmax
11 foreach Billboard colour group, g, in billboard colour groupings do
12 Lookup P(g|cp), i.e. probability of selecting g given patch colour, cp
13 Lookup P(g|lp), i.e. probability of selecting g given of patch lightness, lp
14 Lookup P(g|palette), i.e. probability of selecting g given defined colour palette
15 Combine P(g|cp), P(g|cp) and P(g|palette) to yield mixture distribution, G(g)
16 end
17 Choose group, gmax, corresponding to the maximum of the mixture distribution, G(g)
18 Choose billboard colour, cb, corresponding to gmax in palette
19 Choose text colour, ct , based on threshold of the perceived brightness of colour cb
20 Transform image coordinates of the centre of rmax to equivalent world position, tx,y,z
21 end
the general preference for red and blue observed in Experiment 1. A pale red was selected to
reflect the preferred use of red on dark. Yellow completes the colour scheme (note this was
the only other colour achieving the most preferred rank in Experiment 1, excluding white on
magenta for which there was only one sample).
5.8.2 User Study
The dynamic tooltip functionality described was evaluated in a short user study with 8 par-
ticipants (1 female, 7 male). Participants were instructed to locate physical objects in the
environment, to which virtual tooltips are attached. For experimental control purposes, partici-
pants were instructed to remain seated while completing the task. Once a tooltip location is
found, the participant must focus on the tooltip anchor for 5 s before it is displayed. This delay
serves two purposes: i) it steadies the participant’s head and primes them for the subsequent text
scanning task; and ii) it provides an opportunity to perform the dynamic text panel assignment.
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Fig. 5.20 Tooltip placement and styling in the
BASELINE condition.
Fig. 5.21 Tooltip placement and styling in the
DYNAMIC condition.
When the tooltip is displayed, the participant scans the text to locate a single digit among a
collection of pseudo random characters. The user enters this digit on the keyboard and the
elapsed time since tooltip display is recorded. This task is derived from that proposed by
Gabbard [46]. Participants perform the task in two conditions, BASELINE and DYNAMIC, with
eight tooltips per condition (order of conditions was balanced over participants).
The BASELINE condition places panels randomly directly above, below, left or right of
the anchor location. Colouration is allocated randomly (though ensuring 4 of each colour)
from two standard materials used widely in HoloLens example applications (MRTK): dark
grey and blue, both with white text. The DYNAMIC condition produced tooltips using the
procedure described. For convenience of development, the assignment procedure ran remotely
on a server with the image sent over a dedicated wireless network and the corresponding tooltip
location and appearance details returned to the HoloLens. Examples of tooltips produced by
each condition for the same participant at the same target location are shown in Figures 5.20
and 5.21.
5.8.3 Results
The quantitative results presented in this section should be interpreted with a degree of caution
given the limited number of participants involved. A comparison between the mean participant
reaction time results in each condition is informative as to the viability of the procedure
presented. Figure 5.22 presents boxplots of the mean reaction time for each participant in each
condition. The median reaction times of the participant group were 1673 ms and 1297 ms for
BASELINE and DYNAMIC respectively. This suggests a marginal reduction in reaction time
but more importantly, that the DYNAMIC procedure delivers behaviour at least on par with















Fig. 5.22 Boxplots of mean participant reaction time. The median reaction times of the
participant group were 1673 ms and 1297 ms for BASELINE and DYNAMIC respectively.
functionality successfully selects a tooltip location and appearance that, at least for this single
case, is preferable to the naïve approach.
In summary, these results suggest that there may be value in the dynamic tooltip procedure
described. A more complete experiment is required to definitively test this hypothesis. The
aim in this section, however, is to validate the AR crowdsourcing method and illustrate how
collected data can be operationalised. Although provisional, these findings do satisfy that aim.
5.9 Discussion
This chapter serves as a vehicle for demonstrating the value of crowdsourced AR evaluation
datasets. In this investigation, context and physical-virtual dependence information was cap-
tured across heterogeneous settings. This information was readily operationalised to build a
prototype application delivering contextually-adaptive text content on an early commercial AR
HMD. Several limitations of the investigation and promising avenues of future research are
discussed below.
5.9.1 Limitations
A limitation of this work is the confined set of design controls given to users for changing the
description panel appearance. Only billboard hue, luminance and text colour could be varied in
Experiment 1, while only panel placement could be modified in Experiment 2. This constrained
interaction space was designed so as not to overwhelm users and to avoid excessive ‘twiddling’
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behaviour. However, future work will be necessary to examine how additional design control
can be provided to users without these disruptive effects.
The pass-through AR approach demonstrated, while readily available using mobile devices,
may not be suited to all types of augmented reality experiences. For example, mobile AR does
not face many of the additive colour effects introduced by optical see-through AR. However,
as demonstrated, other aspects of a particular design problem, such as colour blending and
contrast, could be rapidly prototyped. Some specific use cases may also not be as suitable
to this type of low-fidelity AR implementation. One such example might be non-intrusive
persistent notifications, where a fixed user-relative position (rather than world-fixed position)
may be desired.
The perception of colour is sensitive to a great number of factors. In this investigation,
no calibration or specific display settings on the device were enforced. This means that
colour rendering differences between devices may introduce noise into the user feedback. The
experimental choice was made to not control for this factor since this is more realistic of an
actual user’s experience with a simple application: it is useful to have a model for dynamic
adaptation that works for most users in most cases. Nevertheless, there is an opportunity
for a strict investigation of how device variation might influence design choices and what
experimental controls can be applied to address this factor.
Another important point of discussion related to privacy is the influence of the nature of
the task, and the affiliation of the task requester. The image capture aspect of the task was
intentionally embedded within the bird finding activity. The plausible reason for capturing
context images was designed to positively bias participants towards the task, but was not
specifically investigated as a factor. Related to this is the task introduction, which made
explicit mention of the university affiliation. As highlighted in one of the participant comments,
tasks requested by researchers (affiliated with a well-known institution) may again positively
influence participants. Such aspects of participant behaviour are difficult to quantify without
running studies that are intentionally misleading (e.g. [73]).
5.9.2 Future Research Opportunities
There is active work in streamlining mobile AR frameworks for use in the web. The WebXR
Device API3 is a working draft for supporting VR and AR on the web. This standard outlines
support for 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) pose tracking with mobile devices. This presents a
significant opportunity for enhancing the fidelity of the mobile AR experience presented to
crowdworkers. With 6DOF tracking, the experiments described in this chapter could examine
3https://www.w3.org/TR/webxr/
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a wider range of additional factors influencing label placement specifically and AR content
presentation more generally.
While the example experiments were limited to static image capture, the approach, where
sufficient bandwidth is available, could be extended to real-time video capture and processing.
This would enable the investigation of temporal and spatial coherence of virtual content.
Lastly, these preliminary results motivate the collection of a more extensive dataset as
future work. However, to make such datasets available to the HCI and AR community it will
be necessary to deal with still more complex privacy concerns, especially around image release.
In the images collected as part of this study there were a total of 10 images that captured
people who, based on the orientation of the image and scene, were not the main participant.
Furthermore, there were a number of images containing documents or photos as well as outdoor
locations that might enable identification of individuals. There is careful research work required
to ensure streamlined methods of data capture, such as the methodology proposed, do not
inadvertently leak identifying information to public datasets. Furthermore, as highlighted in
Section 5.5.1 there are ethical issues to be addressed around making users fully aware of the
effectiveness and limitations of various image de-identification techniques.
5.10 Conclusions
This study demonstrates that crowdsourcing context information for adaptive AR is not only
feasible but also efficient. For only US$440 (including commission), two context-dependent
AR user studies were conducted with 400 users spanning 22 countries to assemble a dataset of
almost 2000 images and user-defined billboard preference profiles. Crowdworkers were willing
to engage with a low-fidelity AR experience and to share images of their local environment.
Overall, this chapter highlights new avenues for investigating and evaluating contextually-
informed AR applications using crowdsourcing. Considering the inherent complexity in
AR user interface design, crowdsourcing is a promising complementary method to assist
evolving new data-driven designs which are difficult to achieve using traditional lab studies.
The potential improvements in external validity offered by the AR crowdsourcing method
for obtaining emerging design guidance is a crucial contribution at this early stage of AR
development.
5.11 Research Question 2 and the Design Process
The focus of this chapter is the investigation of Research Question 2: How can a data-driven
probabilistic preference model for the appearance of virtual content in mixed reality be ef-
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ficiently obtained; and, how can this be leveraged to enable adaptation of mixed reality
applications to uncertain deployment contexts? This chapter demonstrates an effective strategy
for building a probabilistic preference model through crowdsourcing. This strategy is shown to
be both efficient and effective. The second part of the question is examined in Section 5.8. The
ability of the derived model to adapt content to the deployment context is demonstrated in an
illustrative use case.
With regard to the emergent design process described in Section 2.3, the approach described
in this chapter is a further example of efficient characterisation of the user and the system
(Stage 1). Crowdsourcing delivers this outcome with good efficiency and at relatively low cost.
The data in turn enables the implicit encoding of the determinants of performance (Stage 2)
into the probabilistic preference model. At this point, the model is already capable of delivering
useful application behaviours but further refinement and validation could be performed in line




This chapter explores Research Question 3: How can probabilistic inference be exploited to
accommodate high levels of input noise in mixed reality applications to deliver more efficient
interactions? Continuing the theme from Chapter 4, this case study also investigates text entry
but with a particular focus on augmented reality. The specific focus on augmented reality is
interesting in this context given the high levels of input noise typical of currently available AR
head-mounted displays.
In examining the research question, this chapter presents the VISAR keyboard: a text entry
system tailored to AR head-mounted displays supporting error-tolerant input via a virtualised
input surface. Users select keys on the virtual keyboard by imitating the process of single-
hand typing on a physical touchscreen display. The system uses a statistical decoder to infer
users’ intended text and to provide error-tolerant predictions. There is also a high-precision
fall-back mechanism to support users in indicating which keys should be unmodified by the
auto-correction process. A unique advantage of leveraging the well-established touch input
paradigm is that the system enables text entry with minimal visual clutter on the see-through
display, thus preserving the user’s field-of-view.
This chapter describes the process of iterative refinement and evaluation of the system, with
the final iteration of the VISAR keyboard supporting a mean entry rate of 17.75 wpm with a
mean character error rate less than 1%. This performance represents a 19.6% improvement
relative to the state-of-the-art baseline investigated: a gaze-then-gesture text entry technique
derived from the system keyboard on the Microsoft HoloLens. Finally, Section 6.10 validates
that the system is effective in supporting text entry in a fully mobile usage scenario likely to be
encountered in industrial applications of AR HMDs.
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6.1 Introduction
Recent progress in head-mounted displays (HMDs) for augmented reality (AR), such as the
Microsoft HoloLens, demonstrates the commercial potential of AR to support new forms of
interaction and work in a range of industries including construction, education and health. Text
entry is an integral activity in such AR environments, allowing users to, for example, send
short messages, annotate physical objects and digital content, compose documents or fill out
forms. The placement of the user within a virtually augmented environment introduces new and
exciting opportunities for the interface designer. The design space is considerably broadened
by the additional dimensionality available and new forms of interaction are made possible.
New challenges also emerge in providing effective text entry for AR HMDs. First, currently
available devices are typically limited in terms of their display region size. Compounding the
limited size is the fact that the display region is located in the centre of the user’s field-of-
view. Delivering a text entry method that preserves field-of-view while supporting effective
input presents a unique design challenge. Second, delivering immersive and fully mobile AR
applications in which the user can freely explore and interact with both the physical and virtual
environment suggests avoiding input devices that encumber the user. Avoiding encumbering the
user while maintaining freedom of mobility means that external (off-body) sensing to support
text entry is also not practical. Third, a key goal of AR applications in general should be to
minimise or eliminate the distinction between physical and virtual content from the perspective
of the user. A text entry method for AR should thus be consistent with the broader experience
and maintain any developed sense of immersion.
In response to the identified challenges, this chapter presents a novel system that enables
users to type on a virtual keyboard using a head-mounted AR device and hand localisation
derived from body-fixed sensors. This system is subsequently referred to as the Virtualised Input
Surface for Augmented Reality (VISAR) keyboard. The VISAR keyboard is a probabilistic
auto-correcting translucent keyboard system with variable occlusion, specifically designed for
AR HMDs, such as the Microsoft HoloLens. The design of VISAR is underpinned by six
design principles for AR text entry which are distilled from the literature and prior experience
in text entry design. The system seeks to leverage learned keyboard interaction behaviour
and exploit the additional dimensionality of the design space available in AR. By adapting a
state-of-the-art probabilistic decoder, people are able to type in a fashion that is familiar and
akin to typing on their mobile phone keyboard or on a wall-mounted touch-capable display.
This is the first investigation of providing a touch-driven text entry method specifically designed
for AR and based upon body-fixed (as opposed to space-fixed) sensor data. The system is
thus fully encapsulated by the head-mounted device and enables truly mobile, unencumbered
text entry for AR. Furthermore, the system seeks to specifically address the unique design
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requirements of optical see-through head-mounted AR by accommodating design objectives
that relate to the constrained display size and therefore explores minimising occlusion of the
user’s field-of-view.
The investigation described in this chapter is built upon four user experiments. These
experiments seek to isolate the role probabilistic inference can play in AR text entry and the
features that are necessary to make it effective. Experiment 1 compares the VISAR keyboard
with a non-probabilistic baseline to evaluate the potential performance benefits of the error
tolerant, touch driven interaction method. Encouraged by the potential of the VISAR keyboard
revealed in Experiment 1, Experiments 2 and 3 examine two specific interaction features
enabled by the application of probabilistic inference: i) a method for providing greater control
over the decoding functionality; and ii) the ability to reduce occlusion of the user’s field-of-
view. After making further improvements, such as including word predictions, Experiment 4
compares the now enhanced VISAR keyboard with the similarly improved non-probabilistic
baseline. The key findings of these experiments are now briefly summarised.
Experiment 1 revealed that novice users with minimal practice reach entry rates that are
comparable with the current standard interaction technique used within the Microsoft HoloLens
default system keyboard, which requires that users move their head to place a gaze-directed
cursor on the desired key and then perform a hand gesture. However, Experiment 1 finds that
in terms of discrete selection events, the virtual touch technique used in VISAR is on average
17.4% faster than the baseline method.
In Experiment 2 the effect of allowing users to seamlessly shift from probabilistic auto-
correcting text entry to literal text input without an explicit mode-switch was investigated. The
results revealed that users most commonly exploited the inferred-to-literal fall-back method to
pre-emptively enter words they did not expect the decoder to recognise. The inferred-to-literal
fall-back method introduces a speed penalty due to the requirement to dwell on a key to make
a selection. Despite this penalty associated with dwell, for phrases with a high degree of
uncertainty under the language model, participants were able to type as quickly as they did
without the fall-back method but with reduced character error rates.
Experiment 3 revealed that the interaction techniques applied in VISAR enable users to
type effectively even when key outlines and labels are hidden. Out of the 12 participants who
completed both Experiment 2 and 3, 10 achieved their highest entry rates in one of the two
reduced occlusion configurations examined. This shows that the majority of participants were
able to readily transfer their learned typing skills to the novel interface approach. Varying
keyboard occlusion in AR typing has not been proposed or explored before.
Experiment 4 returns to the baseline comparison but with the design improvements identified
in Experiments 1 to 3 incorporated into VISAR and with the addition of word predictions. User
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performance was evaluated under extended use with participants typing between 1.5 to 2 hours
in each condition over a fixed number of test blocks. The refined VISAR design achieved a
mean entry rate of 16.76 words-per-minute (wpm) compared with 14.26 wpm in the baseline
condition. Analysing only the results from the final four blocks in each condition (i.e. after the
most pronounced learning effect has subsided), the mean entry rates are then 17.75 wpm and
14.84 wpm for the VISAR and the baseline conditions respectively.
Finally, a validation study was conducted, which demonstrated that the VISAR keyboard
is a viable text entry method for typical text entry tasks anticipated for productive use of AR
HMDs. The user experience of the system is examined in four sub-tasks involving transcription,
composition, replying to a message, and freely annotating real world objects.
Future text entry design for AR HMDs is informed by the results of these four experiments
and the one validation study which investigate the implications of the design choices in the
VISAR keyboard. To summarise, the three key novel contributions of this chapter are:
1. Six design principles informed by the literature and prior interface design experience.
2. A novel keyboard system specifically adapted to AR HMDs leveraging probabilistic
inference to enable an error-tolerant touch-driven interaction paradigm.
3. Empirical results from a comparison with a gaze-then-gesture baseline entry method, and
an investigation of the influence of various design decisions.
6.2 Related Work
The technological advancements in head-mounted displays are frequently accompanied by
research seeking to empower their users with productive text entry methods. This section
reviews the literature relevant to developing efficient text entry for HMDs. Text entry is an
active field of research that has produced a plethora of input techniques. The scope in this
section is constrained to work which informs the design of text entry techniques in AR, both
from an interaction and language perspective.
First, efforts to support productive text entry in circumstances where user selections are
subject to high levels of error are reviewed. This includes circumstances such as are potentially
encountered in HMD contexts exploiting coarse hand tracking. Next, the research that specifi-
cally targets productive text entry for HMDs in both virtual and augmented reality is examined.
Last, this section looks at work which explores providing mid-air text input not necessarily
accompanied by a head-worn display.
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6.2.1 Intelligent Text Entry
A distinction can be drawn between text entry methods which simply insert a selected letter
versus those which provide intermediary intelligence to infer user intent. Patterns in language
and knowledge of human behaviour can be exploited to improve text entry performance (both
in terms of entry rate and error rate) for a given input technique. Adding intelligence to a text
entry method is of particular value when the input process is constrained by some physical
limitations.
Small keyboards constrained by the size of device on which they are deployed, are an
obvious target for application of smart methods for inferring input and correcting errors.
Goodman et al. [53] demonstrated the potential of a character-level language model to help
reduce error rate by inferring user’s intended key presses on a PDA soft keyboard. Thumb
typing on small keyboards is similarly error prone due to key occlusion. Faster entry rates
typically also exacerbate error rates. For example, Clarkson et al. [23] observed that participants
could thumb type on a small QWERTY keyboard at 31.72 wpm in session 1 with error rates
of 6.12% but that this then grew to 60.03 wpm with error rates of 8.32% after 20 sessions of
20 minutes. Kim et al. [79] evaluated a small wrist worn keyboard intended for a wearable
computing environment that allowed users to achieve 18.9 wpm after five 20 minute sessions.
They also noted an issue with small keyboard size and error rates which were consistently
averaging above 6% over the five sessions. To address such error rates in small keyboards,
Clawson et al. [24] applied a decision tree approach to correct 32.37% of user errors on
a miniature physical thumb typing keyboard. Kristensson and Zhai [90] use an alternative
approach based on pattern-matching to compare user’s tapped points to ideal point templates.
In a pilot evaluation of the entry technique on a stylus keyboard, peak entry rates in the range
of 37.7 to 51.8 wpm were achieved.
Rather than relying on a character or symbolic approach to text input, it is possible to
exploit people’s most efficient language communication channel: voice. In situations where
there is low environmental noise and privacy is not a concern, speech recognition offers the
potential for very fast input. Accuracy has historically been a problem for speech-to-text
input but recent advances have substantially lowered error rates [67]. Entry rates can also be
improved by providing effective interfaces to support rapid correction of recognised speech.
Pick et al. [145] investigated text entry in a CAVE virtual environment using speech recognition
with correction taking place via a hand-held point-and-click device. Participants achieved an
average of 23.6 wpm with word error rates of 0.56%. The SpeeG2 [71] interface allows text
input via speech recognition with correction taking place via gestures sensed by a depth sensor.
SpeeG2 supported entry at 21 wpm with users interacting in front of a wall-sized display.
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In general, user performance can be considerably enhanced by exploiting the predictability
of language and behaviour. There is, however, an inevitable trade off against agency and false
positives should the user intent and inferred intent diverge in an intrusive fashion.
6.2.2 Text Entry for Head-Mounted Displays
Determining how best to enter text or other symbolic input in VR has been a long standing re-
search problem. Early systems allowed short text input or annotation of the virtual environment
via handwritten graphical notes/drawings (e.g. [146]), audio annotations (e.g. [181, 61]), or via
hand gestures sensed with a glove (e.g. [153, 93]). Bowman et al. [14] compared four different
input methods for entering text in VR while wearing an HMD: speech recognition (performed
by a human), pinch gloves, a pen and tablet, and a chord keyboard. Entry rates were: 4 wpm
chord keyboard, 6 wpm pinch gloves, 10 wpm pen and tablet, and 13 wpm speech.
Yu et al. [199] also evaluated three alternative text entry methods for VR by exploiting
the fine head-motion tracking capability of modern HMDs. Using a head-fixed fixed gaze
cursor, the three methods examined alternative approaches to indicate a key selection: dwell,
button-press on a game pad, and gaze-based-gesture path (also using a game pad to indicate
gesture start and finish events). In a comparative study, the three methods achieved average
entry rates of 10.59, 15.58 and 19.04 wpm respectively in the sixth session (eight phrases per
session). After further refinement of the gaze-based-gesture entry method, including correcting
for an observed performance difference between head movement up and down versus left and
right, an average entry rate of 24.73 wpm was achieved after 8 sessions of typing the same 10
phrases repeatedly.
Text entry for augmented reality has received less attention in the literature. The Augmented
Reality Keyboard (ARKB) [98] uses a stereo visible light camera on an HMD to track coloured
markers attached to a user’s fingers. ARKB detects collisions with a virtual QWERTY keyboard
displayed in the HMD. No user trial results were reported.
SwipeZone [55] exploits the touch region on the side of Google Glass to deliver a text
entry method involving swiping to select key groups then the desired letter. In a controlled
experiment involving entry of 10 five-letter words per block for 20 blocks, participants achieved
a mean entry rate of 8.73 wpm in the final block. Also focusing on the Google Glass, Yu et al.
[200] present a one-dimensional unistroke gesture technique that allows text input. The input
system made use of a probabilistic stroke and language model. In their second study session,
participants were able to enter words at 9 wpm.
The PalmType system [190] used Google Glass to display a QWERTY keyboard interface
on a user’s palm. In a user study that used a Vicon tracking system, users were able to type on
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the palm of their hand at 8 wpm. Using a wrist-worn IR sensor users typed at 5 wpm. Input
was literal with no auto-correction algorithm.
The various studies of text entry methods specifically targeting HMDs suggest typical entry
rates in the range of 5 to 25 wpm without use of a physical keyboard. It should be noted,
however, that the approaches that prove effective for VR may not transfer well to AR and vice
versa. The distinction between AR and VR is not always meaningful, particularly in terms of
the physical execution of interactions and more generally in aspects of software architecture.
There are, however, prominent distinctions between AR and VR that should not be ignored. For
example, the fact that many VR systems are tethered or for other reasons preclude extended user
mobility means that the use of controllers or other input devices and fixed sensing infrastructure
may be appropriate. Tracking provided by input devices or fixed infrastructure is likely to be
characterised by higher accuracy and lower system delays. Similarly, the lack of control over
the background scene in AR means that the visual features of a text entry interface may need to
be considerably different from the same approach used in VR.
6.2.3 Mid-Air Text Entry
A variety of work has looked at how to capture input for text entry with unobtrusive sensing
rather than with input-specific devices such as a glove or strap-on mini-keyboard. DigiTap
[147] uses a wrist-mounted camera to detect the thumb touching 12 different points on a user’s
finger. No formal user study was presented, but one of the authors was able to achieve 10 wpm
entering text via a literal multi-tap keyboard mapped to the finger locations.
Markussen et al. [114] evaluate three alternative text input methods for interactive large
wall displays. Hand tracking was provided by an OptiTrack system and a glove with reflective
markers. Hand movements were mapped onto the wall display and ‘taps’ were recognised
based on an angle threshold of the vector between the hand and fingertip. After six 45 minute
sessions, participants recorded a mean entry rate of 13.2 wpm in the best performing condition:
a projected full QWERTY keyboard implementation in which users would select individual
keys by moving their hand and then ‘tapping’.
Iterating on these techniques, Markussen and colleagues produced Vulture [115], a word-
gesture keyboard [202] designed to operate in mid-air. Again using a wall-sized display and
an OptiTrack motion-capture system, users wrote at 21 wpm. As is typical with word-gesture
keyboards, a probabilistic language model and template matching algorithm was used.
AirStroke [128] allows users to type using freehand gestures based on the Graffiti alphabet.
The non-gesturing hand can also be employed to select word predictions. When word predic-
tions were included, participants were able to achieve entry rates of approximately 13 wpm and
with error rate under 5%.
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The emergence of sensors that support fine hand and finger articulation tracking, such as
the Leap Motion, has enabled the investigation of a variety of free-hand mid-air text entry
techniques. Sridhar et al. [171] demonstrate text entry using a multi-finger gesture set. Using
a repeated word evaluation as proposed by Bi et al. [10], participants achieved a mean peak
performance of 22.25 wpm. The Air Typing Keyboard (ATK) [198] allows ten-finger typing in
mid-air with the location of fingers detected by a Leap Motion depth sensor. A probabilistic
decoder is used to infer the user’s typing, although ATK did not model insertions or deletions.
The ATK thus allows users to type as they would on a typical mechanical keyboard by extending
their fingers as if pressing keys. Users were reportedly able to type at 29 wpm after an hour of
practice, however, stimulus phrases were purposely selected to only include words within the
vocabulary.
Fully articulated hand tracking to support 10 finger mechanical-keyboard-like text entry
is perhaps the holy grail for mid-air text entry. The work of Yi et al. [198] suggests that this
may be achievable but currently available sensor technologies face difficulties supporting such
an interaction in a fully mobile AR use case. The requirement for on-body sensors to perform
hand localisation and articulation estimation is challenged by observability constraints and
independent, non-rigid movement of appendages. These issues may be remedied to some extent
through careful sensor placement and improved sensor design with the AR HMD use case
specifically in mind. As it stands, however, the various studies suggest that hand-based mid-air
text entry, even with external fixed sensors, is typically in the range of 10 to 30 wpm. The
interactions that are feasible under external tracking of hand position and articulation are not
necessarily feasible in a body-fixed sensing scenario.
6.3 Approach
This chapter begins by reviewing work relevant to the design of an effective text entry method
for AR HMDs. A set of six key design principles is distilled from the literature and prior
experience derived from AR interface design. These design principles inform the design of the
VISAR keyboard which is described in detail in Section 6.5. The results of the five experiments
briefly described above are then presented. Finally, the chapter is concluded with a discussion
of the limitations and open issues related to designing and deploying a fully featured AR
keyboard based on a touch-driven paradigm.
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6.4 Design Principles
The VISAR keyboard is intended to satisfy the design goal of providing an efficient and accurate
text entry method for use in AR. The design of the VISAR keyboard is guided by six key
principles that are proposed as critical features to an effective AR text entry solution. These
design principles are derived with reference to the recognised features that make conventional
two-dimensional text entry methods effective as well as the unique requirements of immersive
interfaces for AR.
It is envisioned that the majority of mobile AR text entry use cases will be light text entry
only, i.e. occasional entry of usernames, passwords, search terms or short phrases. This
imagined usage behaviour also informs the following design principles.
DP 1. Rapid Input Selection
Presenting a virtual keyboard using a HMD enables a variety of potential selection methods.
Text entry may be thought of as a connected sequence of discrete key selections. In order to
maximise overall entry rates, interaction techniques that support rapid selection are preferable.
The speed of key selection does, however, expose a potential trade off against input error, hence,
the following corresponding design principle, Tolerance to Inaccurate Selection.
DP 2. Tolerance to Inaccurate Selection
Mid-air keyboard text entry by hand tracking is an inherently noisy process with a high risk of
false identification of intended keys. Unmitigated, the error prone user is likely to fall back
on a closed loop strategy involving selection then review. This strategy is highly detrimental
to entry rate. To mitigate the inaccurate selection process, it is possible to interpret the user’s
input via a probabilistic decoder which treats each attempted key press by the user as an
uncertain observation. The decoder then decodes an observation sequence of such key presses
into individual words by assigning a posterior probability distribution over candidate words.
Performance of the decoder is related to the span-length of the statistical language model and
the size of the text corpora.
DP 3. Minimal Occlusion of Field-of-View
AR optical see-through displays are designed to allow users to be highly mobile and maintain
visibility of the real environment. The current commercially-available devices provide fairly
limited display regions that are unavoidably located in the centre of the user’s field-of-view.
This constrained display real estate introduces unique considerations related to the placement
and styling of content. Future iterations of the AR HMDs will likely seek to expand the usable
display region. While there are no doubt technical challenges that will make this difficult
to achieve, AR delivered over the user’s full field-of-vision is an eventuality for which HCI
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researchers should prepare. Even in this eventuality, however, it will be preferable to avoid
obscuring the user’s central field-of-view when non-essential so that they may continue to
attend the physical environment. Supporting text entry under this constraint is thus a necessary
but difficult to accommodate design objective. Where possible, text entry methods should seek
to minimise the occlusion of the real-world.
DP 4. Intelligent Word Predictions
When key selection speed is limited due to physical constraints on the interaction method,
entry rates may be significantly increased by exploiting word predictions based on probabilistic
language models. The user may only need to type several characters before the desired word is
presented as a predicted option based on the prefix. Fortunately, users are increasingly exposed
to such models within many mobile text entry keyboards and so the same approaches may be
readily applied in AR.
DP 5. Fluid Regulation between Input Modes
The application of a decoder to auto-correct typing mistakes and errors due to sensor noise
is discussed within DP 2 above. However, sometimes users intend to write text which is
unlikely to be predicted by a statistical decoder, for instance usernames or passwords, which
are often intentionally designed to exhibit high perplexity under a statistical language model. It
is therefore important to support fluid regulation of the user’s uncertainty which allows users
to easily indicate to the system whether they desire their key presses to be decoded or to be
interpreted literally.
DP 6. Walk-up Usability and Acceptance
It is notoriously difficult to design a text entry method that will be adopted by users. Hundreds of
text entry methods are proposed in the HCI literature but very few achieve mainstream adoption.
A theory in economics known as path dependence helps explain this phenomenon [28] (for an
alternative view, see [100]; see also [203, 88]). In order to use a new text entry method, users
need to invest learning time. If the text entry method is radically different from a QWERTY
keyboard, this learning time can be substantial.
Also relevant in the context of text entry applications for AR HMDs is the requirement
to smoothly transition into other tasks. For example, users may wish to effortless transition
between labelling an object with text and adjusting its position. Modes of interaction that
minimise the effort required to switch between discrete tasks are thus desirable.
In summary, the above design principles guide the design decisions behind the development
of the VISAR keyboard. The following section describes the system design, and where relevant,
reference is made to the corresponding design principle that has informed the choices made.
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6.5 VISAR System Design
The VISAR system splits function between two principal components: the decoder and the mid-
air virtual keyboard. The mid-air virtual keyboard provides the visual interface and supports
the direct-touch interaction technique. The decoder provides corrections of noisy key selections
made on the virtual keyboard. Together they deliver a natural and immersive interaction method
that enables text entry at moderate speed with acceptable error rates.
6.5.1 Decoder
Due to inaccuracies in the tracking of a user’s hand and in the perceived location of the virtual
keyboard, the recorded tap location and that of the user’s actual intended key target will very
likely differ. To infer a user’s intended text from this noisy input data, the VelociTap [187]
decoder was extended. Enabling error-tolerant typing is anticipated to allow users to maintain
higher entry rates according to DP 2. Details from [187] are repeated here for completeness.
The decoder allows users to enter text by tapping out all the letters of a sentence on a
touchscreen virtual keyboard. After entry, the entire sentence of noisy touch locations is
provided as the input observations for decoding. The decoder searches for the most probable
sentence that is consistent with the observations but that is also probable under a language
model. The goal of the decoder’s search is to find the sequence of actions that consumes all the
observations and does so with the highest probability. The first action the decoder can take is to
generate a character from the keyboard. The probability of generating a character is based on
the likelihood of the observation’s location under a two dimensional Gaussian centred at the key
labelled with that character. The two-dimensional Gaussians are axis-aligned with two separate
parameters controlling the x- and y-variances. All keys share the same two parameters. This
action prefers characters near a tap’s location, but generates new hypotheses for all possible
keyboard characters with probability diminishing for further away keys.
The input sequence may contain an extra observation (e.g. if a user accidentally taps a key
twice). The second decoder action is to delete an observation without outputting a character.
A deletion penalty is assessed whenever this action is taken. The input sequence could also
be missing an observation (e.g. if a tap fails to register). The third decoder action inserts an
output character without advancing in the observations. This action proposes the insertion of
all possible characters. Each new hypothesis pays an insertion penalty.
In the above actions, whenever a hypothesis proposes the generation of a character, including
space, the hypothesis is assigned an additional penalty based on the probability of that character
given the previously written text under a character n-gram language model. Whenever a
space is output, the hypothesis is further penalised by a word language model based on the
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previous words. The character and word language model probabilities are multiplied by either
a character or a word scale factor. Words that are not in a known vocabulary list incur an
additional out-of-vocabulary penalty.
The trade-off between speed and accuracy is controlled by a beam width. The decoder
tracks the highest probability hypothesis seen at every point in the observation sequence.
Hypotheses passing through that observation that are too improbable compared to this previous
best probability are pruned. The decoder’s search proceeds in parallel with multiple threads
extending hypotheses. Once a hypothesis consumes all observations, it represents some possible
text with a given probability. The decoder remembers the n-best finishing hypotheses for a
given observation sequence.
To date, VelociTap has only been used for decoding an entire sentence of input. The design
goal for the VISAR keyboard required that users be able to perform word-at-a-time entry. The
decoder was extended to utilise known text context to both the left and to the right of the noisy
input sequence. The left context is the previously written words for a given sentence. If no
text has been written yet, the left context is the language model’s sentence start pseudo-word.
The left text provides context to the character and word language models during the decoder’s
search, i.e. it biases the search towards text that makes sense given what was previously written.
If right context is given, a hypothesis before finishing is assessed with character and word
language model probabilities based on generating this right text. This makes sure the hypothesis
makes sense given whatever comes after the word. For this application of the decoder, the right
context was always set to be a space. This had the effect of biasing the search towards complete
words.
The language models were trained using SRILM [173] on billions of words of twitter,
usenet, blog, social media, movie subtitle, and web forum data. A 12-gram character model
was trained using Witten-Bell smoothing. A 4-gram word model was trained using interpolated
modified Kneser-Ney smoothing. Entropy pruning reduced the model size to 578 MB for the
character model and 1.0 GB for the word model. The decoder incorporated a vocabulary of
64,000 words.
The free parameters of the decoder such as the variances, deletion penalty, insertion penalty,
out-of-vocabulary penalty, and language model scale factors were optimised with respect to
development data recorded by two of the study’s researchers and two other volunteers who did
not take part in any of the user studies. The development data consisted of sentences not used
in the user studies. As will be discussed, experiments were performed with a normal virtual
keyboard with key outlines and labels as well as keyboards with reduced visual features. Two
sets of parameters were optimised for this purpose, one for the normal keyboard and one for
keyboards with reduced visual features.
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Fig. 6.1 Illustration of a user typing on the VISAR keyboard.
6.5.2 Mid-Air Virtual Keyboard
The Microsoft HoloLens provides the hardware platform for the implementation of the mid-air
virtual keyboard. The HoloLens is a head-mounted see through display which also provides
coarse hand-tracking. The HoloLens constructs and maintains a spatial map of the environment.
This map can subsequently be exploited to maintain fine tracking of the user head location and
orientation within the environment. Virtual objects can then be placed in the user’s view such
that they appear fixed within the local environment.
The virtual keyboard in this study is generated as a two-dimensional panel of keys. Fig-
ure 6.1 illustrates the virtual keyboard concept. The keyboard layout employed in this study
was simplified to contain only characters A to Z and apostrophe (total of 27 character keys).
The SPACE key is used as the trigger to activate the decoder on the most recent observation
sequence. The DONE key is used in the experiments described to indicate completion of the set
phrase. The BACKSPACE key removes previous touch input unless a space was entered and the
word decoded. If the previous user action was pressing the SPACE key (and hence a decode),
then pressing BACKSPACE would remove the whole previous word allowing the user to re-enter
the desired word from scratch. The SPACE, DONE and BACKSPACE keys were always treated
deterministically in that user selections immediately activated their corresponding behaviours
(as opposed to being inferred). For this reason, the three control keys are distinctly separated
from the 27 character keys as shown in Figure 6.1.
The experiment application runs on the HoloLens and communicates with the decoder over
a dedicated wireless network. This system architecture was chosen to enable concise separation
of functionality and support parallel development. There are, however, no known obstacles to
performing the decoding step on-device and this will be an objective of future work.
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Fig. 6.2 Typical tracking delay observable in index cursor positioning as derived from the
reported hand location. The step movement was generated by moving the hand approximately
200 mm along a single axis. Measured position was approximated from the on-device video
recording. Tracked position was logged and synchronised with the video. Left plot shows a
slow hand movement lasting approximately 2 s. Right plot shows a fast hand movement lasting
approximately 1 s.
6.5.3 Virtualised Touch Key Selection
The VISAR keyboard seeks to minimise learning time (DP 6 in Section 6.4) by exploiting an
interaction technique that is compatible with people’s pre-existing keyboard typing skills and
experience. The HoloLens provides access to the hand position, as tracked by the on-device
sensors. The documentation does not explicitly define the point being returned as the tracked
hand position but visual inspection suggest that it approximates the centre of the dorsum of
the hand, i.e. surface opposite the palm. No hand orientation information is available. The
tracked hand position is exploited to place a cursor approximating the tip of the index finger.
It is important to understand that the index finger is not tracked and so this cursor placement
is only approximate. The cursor remains at a fixed offset and orientation with respect to the
tracked hand position, and does not adjust for joint articulation or hand orientation changes.
The tracked hand position visibly lags behind the true hand position. The typical lag in
hand position tracking (approximately 220 ms) as experienced by the user in this study is shown
in Figure 6.2. Nevertheless, the reported tracked hand position shows good robustness to pose
and joint articulation changes. The lag also appears to be largely constant, allowing the user to
accommodate the delay in their pointing behaviour. Although testing an indirect control task,
Hoffmann [68] suggests that the transition between a continuous and a ‘move-and-wait’ control
strategy occurs at around 700 ms. Chung et al. [22] evaluate actual hand movements under
time delay in a virtual environment. They find that below 440 ms, the target width dominates
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Fig. 6.3 Virtualised touch driven key selection sequence. 1) The hand is in the ready position
with the index cursor showing. 2) The user moves their hand to the desired key location. 3)
The user moves their hand forward towards the key to generate an intersection between the key
and the index cursor. The key is selected.
the movement amplitude in determining movement time under delay. The application of the
decoder to mediate touch inaccuracies can be thought of as increasing the effective target width
of a key and thus also acts to reduce the detrimental effects of the tracking delay. More generally,
provided tracking delay remains within the range associated with a continuous control strategy,
the effect of delay can largely be reduced by ensuring key sizes are of a reasonable size.
It is important to highlight that the hand tracking behaviour resulting from the various
device limitations is not ideal. An ideal system for single-finger typing would provide robust
index finger position and articulation tracking with minimal delay. Superior multi-finger
tracking might also enable ten finger two-handed typing. As the enabling tracking technology
develops for integration with head-mounted AR, such enhancements to the system presented
here are worthy of examination. Nevertheless, even more advanced technologies are unlikely
to deliver perfect tracking in the fully mobile use case with no off-body sensors. There is
thus likely to be ongoing demand for intelligent mediation of mid-air touch based interactions.
The approach and design presented in this chapter for touch-driven interaction facilitated by
intelligent decoding is sufficiently flexible and extensible to accommodate advancements in the
underlying tracking technology. While the current iteration is subject to several key limitations,
it nevertheless provides a valuable baseline and foundation for future development.
To perform direct touches on the keyboard, the user moves their hand to generate an
intersection between the keyboard plane and the cursor approximating the tip of their index
finger. Upon intersection, the user’s touch location is indicated by a small circular marker while
the nearest key flashes to green then fades back to white. The intersection point is added to
the trace point list and the nearest key is added as a key press. This key selection approach is
illustrated in Figure 6.3.
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6.5.4 Experimentally-Driven Design Iteration
The sequence of four experiments reflects several key design iterations of the VISAR keyboard.
Each experiment is described in detail in the remainder of this chapter but as an aid to the
reader, the design journey taken with the VISAR keyboard is briefly outlined. The experiments
conducted are typical of user studies in text entry with participants recruited to perform a
standard text transcription task. Participants are instructed to copy stimulus phrases as quickly
and accurately as possible in the various test conditions. The experiments therefore provide
results indicative of potential user performance and experience.
Experiment 1 (see Section 6.6) evaluates the virtualised touch driven approach against
an existing text entry method derived from the standard HoloLens system keyboard. This
experiment principally seeks to investigate walk-up usability and acceptance (DP 6 in Section
6.4) in comparison with an established baseline.
The results of Experiment 1 demonstrate only marginal differences in net entry rate but the
time between key selections using the VISAR keyboard is significantly faster. This observation
is in alignment with DP 1 in Section 6.4 but the failure of more rapid key selections to translate
into faster entry rates highlighted a potential design flaw. It was hypothesised that this flaw
related to the frequency of error correction undertaken by users. One interesting source
of errors, and a unique consequence of decoder based touch mediation, is the inability to
distinguish between unknown or unusual words and an erroneous input. As an example, one
participant correctly input the key sequence ‘D-Y-N-E-G-Y’ corresponding to the company
name ‘DYNEGY’ but was overridden in the decode step to the word ‘SUNG’. This observation,
among others, suggested the investigation of methods for allowing users to indicate a literal
interpretation of their input sequence.
In broad terms, the user can provide such guidance to the decoder according to two alterna-
tive strategies: proactively or reactively. Fortunately, the use of one strategy does not preclude
the other and both can be combined to provide multiple correction pathways for the user. A
proactive approach may involve the provision of some additional information during input that
the decoder can exploit to better distinguish intent. In Experiment 2, a proactive approach to
literal input disambiguation was specifically explored. The implementation takes significant
inspiration from Weir et al. [192] who augment touchscreen text input by incorporating touch
pressure as an indicator of the degree of confidence associated with an input event. Instead of
pressure, a depth based transition is used to switch fluidly between input modes in alignment
with DP 5 in Section 6.4.
In contrast, a reactive approach is used in many conventional mobile keyboards and im-
plemented as a set of several alternative word predictions, one of which may be the as-input
literal word. The user may then either opt-out of replacing their literal input with one of
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the predictions or choose the literal input from among the displayed options. Note that this
strategy is actually introduced as part of the addition of word predictions to VISAR and tested
in Experiment 4. The results of Experiment 2 show that the proactive strategy employed did
not substantially impact the performance of the keyboard but was rated as useful by a majority
of participants.
It is not uncommon for users to type with a single finger on their smartphone, tablet or
even on large interactive information displays such as are found in shopping centres. Broad
familiarity with single finger typing gave rise to the hypothesis that users may be able to
exploit this prior experience, and possibly any ingrained muscle memory, to touch type on the
virtual keyboard with reduced visual features. This commonality with the physical interaction
paradigm also promotes walk-up usability and acceptance (DP 6 in Section 6.4). The explo-
ration of reduced visual features specifically is motivated by the objective of minimising the
occlusion of the physical world by virtual content (DP 3 in Section 6.4). In Experiment 3, it
was found that the majority of participants were in fact able to type effectively even when all
key outlines and key labels were removed.
Encouraged by the faster inter-key timings observed in Experiment 1, the flexible design
space demonstrated in Experiment 2, and the performance achieved with the minimal occlusion
keyboard in Experiment 3, further design refinements were applied to the VISAR system.
Most significantly, word predictions were added as per DP 4 in Section 6.4. Performance
was re-evaluated against a similarly revised baseline in Experiment 4. As briefly described
above, the implementation of word predictions also supported reactive disambiguation of intent
by presenting the literal input as one of the alternative word panels. This functionality is
an alternative but complementary reflection of DP 5 in Section 6.4. These various design
improvements result in higher entry rates and lower error rates with one participant achieving a
peak mean typing speed of 23.38 wpm in an experimental block.
Finally, the VISAR keyboard is demonstrated in a range of envisaged short text entry
tasks conducted by participants while standing and independently moving through a physical
environment. Participants achieved tolerable entry rates in these conditions despite very little
prior training and indicated good acceptance of the system design.
6.6 Experiment 1: Selection Method Evaluation
Experiment 1 examines the hypothesis that allowing users to engage with the keyboard through
direct touch is more intuitive and will deliver higher text entry rates than a gaze-then-gesture
interaction. The gaze-then-gesture interaction method is the primary selection paradigm




Fig. 6.4 Gaze-then-gesture key selection sequence. 1) The user is not looking at the key and
the gaze cursor is in bottom left of frame. 2) The user looks at the desired key and the key
highlights when the gaze cursor enters its region. 3) The user performs the air-tap gesture and
the key is selected.
The gaze-then-gesture interaction method leverages the gaze cursor for pointing. Strictly,
the gaze cursor does not reflect the user’s eye movements but rather the orientation of the
head-fixed frame. The gaze cursor is placed at the first intersection of the ray emanating from
the head-fixed frame along the principle forward axis. For conciseness and consistency with
the Microsoft documentation, the term gaze is used in this chapter to refer to this head-tracked
vector at the cost of semantic accuracy. The gaze cursor is thus the point of intersection of this
vector with objects in the scene.
The gaze-then-gesture interaction method is based on designating focus with the gaze cursor
and making a selection using the air-tap gesture. The air-tap gesture involves placing the hand
first in the neutral position with only the index finger raised. The index finger is subsequently
pressed down then raised again to indicate a selection. The gaze-then-gesture paradigm is used
in the system keyboard provided by default in HoloLens applications. To specify a key, the
user focuses the gaze cursor on the desired letter then performs an air-tap gesture to make the
selection. The visual appearance of the key in focus changes to provide feedback on which letter
will be selected when the selection gesture is performed. The gaze-then-gesture interaction
sequence is illustrated in Figure 6.4.
The gaze-then-gesture based keyboard evaluated in this experiment serves as an established
baseline method against which the VISAR system is compared. To provide a valid reference
point, an experience is delivered that replicates use of the HoloLens system keyboard while at
the same time standardises certain design features for the sake of a meaningful comparison. In
particular, an express choice was made not to integrate the decoder with the gaze-then-gesture
based keyboard as the underlying paradigm implies a discrete and two-step process of selection
then confirmation.
6.6.1 Method
Experiment 1 is a within-subject experiment comparing two conditions:
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Fig. 6.5 Appearance of the BASELINE key-
board condition as viewed in the HoloLens.
Fig. 6.6 Appearance of the VISAR keyboard
condition as viewed in the HoloLens.
• BASELINE: Gaze-then-gesture interaction in which user moves the gaze cursor to the
desired key, then performs the air-tap gesture with their index finger to make the selection.
• VISAR: Error-tolerant mid-air touch keyboard in which the user moves their hand to
generate an intersection between the index finger cursor and the virtual keyboard plane
to type a key. After the entry of each word, the SPACE key activates the decode method
to replace the literal entry with the most probable word.
The appearance of the BASELINE and VISAR keyboards as viewed through the HoloLens
is shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 respectively. Note that for all experiments reported in this
chapter, the potentially confounding variable of background scene colouration and clutter
was controlled for by seating participants in front of a flat colour poster board. The default
sizing and distance of the system keyboard is approximately replicated for the BASELINE
condition: the keyboard is placed at a distance of 1.2 m and the apparent key diameter was
set to approximately 45 mm. The VISAR keyboard was placed within reaching distance
(approximately 0.5 m) and scaled down to fit within the display such that the apparent key
diameter was approximately 22 mm.
As described in Section 6.5.2, selecting the BACKSPACE key on the VISAR keyboard
would either remove the previous character or the previous word depending on whether a
decode step was previously triggered. Given that no decodes were performed in the BASELINE
condition, the BACKSPACE key would always just remove the previous input key.
12 participants were recruited for a single one-hour session (4 female, 8 male). Participants
received a £5 Amazon voucher in compensation for their time. Participants were briefed on the
experimental protocol and then fitted with the AR headset. The order of the two conditions was
counterbalanced.
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Participants were instructed to type provided phrases as quickly as possible while main-
taining low error rates. To compute entry rate in words-per-minute (wpm), entry time was
measured from the first key press until the selection of the DONE key to submit the sentence.
The numerator, i.e. the effective word count, is calculated based on the entered phrase length
minus one (since entry time starts at first key press) divided by a nominal word length of five
characters. Error rate was measured using character error rate (CER). CER is the minimum
number of character-level insertions, deletions and substitutions required to transform the
response text into the stimulus text, divided by the number of characters in the stimulus text.
After selecting the DONE key to submit, participants would see a brief dialog showing their
entry rate (wpm) and their character error rate (CER) for the phrase just entered. Participants
were instructed that more care should be taken if their reported error rate was consistently
above 10%.
The stimulus sentences were taken from the memorable phrases subset of the Enron mobile
message dataset [185]. The 200 sentences in the memorable phrases subset were filtered to
those with 40 or fewer character, 4 words or more, and that contained only the letters A to
Z and apostrophe. The character limit was imposed to ensure that all phrases would appear
on a single line and within the visible display region at the nominal keyboard placement
location. The word limit was imposed to ensure a base length and complexity in stimulus
phrases. The letter constraints were necessary to ensure all phrases could be typed using the
simplified keyboard layout. All sentence terminating punctuation was removed. The resulting
set used in Experiment 1 contained 90 distinct phrases. As described in Section 6.5.1, the
decoder incorporated a vocabulary of 64,000 words. The out of vocabulary percentage for the
Experiment 1 phrase set was 0.56%.
At the start of each condition, the participant was instructed to type five practice sentences.
During this time, they were encouraged to ask questions and make sure they understood the
interaction mechanism and keyboard functionality. Upon completing the practice phase, users
began typing sentences taken at random from the stimulus set. The test phase would run for
15 minutes of cumulative entry time (sum of time between first key press on a new phrase to
selection of the DONE key).
6.6.2 Results
Results reported contain only the phrases entered during the 15 minute test period (the initial
five practice sentences are excluded from the analysis). Unless otherwise specified, statistical
significance tests were performed using within-subjects repeated measures analysis of variance
at an initial significance level of α = 0.05 for entry rate and using Friedman’s test for error














































Fig. 6.7 Boxplots of entry rate (wpm) (left) and character error rate (CER%) (right) in Experi-
ment 1. Entry and error rates are marginally higher in the VISAR condition.
rate (since errors are count data). Adjustments were made for multiple comparisons using
Holm-Bonferroni correction.
The group descriptive statistics in each condition are shown in Table 6.1. Figure 6.7 presents
boxplots of both entry rate and character error rate. The mean entry rate in VISAR is faster
than BASELINE (6.45 vs. 5.86 wpm), however, the result is not significant (F1,11 = 2.160,
η2p = 0.164, p = 0.170). Participants achieved acceptable error rates in both conditions,
although BASELINE yielded marginally higher accuracy. This difference was not statistically
significant (χ2(1) = 1.600, p = 0.206).
Although the net performance difference between the two conditions is not significant,
it is useful to examine the learning effect associated with each interaction technique. A text
entry method that is intuitive and easy to gain proficiency in is more likely to gain traction as
highlighted by DP 6 in Section 6.4. Figure 6.8 shows the boxplots of participant entry rate
corresponding to the beginning, middle and end of the 15 minute test block. Interestingly,
the boxplots illustrate a more marked improvement in entry rate between the first and last
interval in the VISAR condition compared with the BASELINE. The increase in mean entry
rate between the first and last intervals is 19.7% for VISAR versus 8.1% for the BASELINE.
Table 6.1 Entry rate (wpm) and character error rate (CER%) descriptive statistics from Experi-
ment 1. Results show mean ± 1 standard deviation [min, max] for entry rate and median [min,
max] for character error rate.
Condition Entry Rate (wpm) Error Rate (CER)
BASELINE 5.86 ± 1.12 [3.92, 7.48] 0.41 [0.00, 3.75]
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Fig. 6.8 Boxplots of entry rate (wpm) over time intervals 0-5 minutes, 5-10 minutes and 10-15
minutes in Experiment 1. Red cross indicates outlier based on Q1/3 ±1.5× (Q3 −Q1).
Also observable in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, however, is a larger variance in participant entry rate
compared with the BASELINE. This suggests that individual user characteristics may have a
more prominent influence on performance due to certain attributes of the VISAR keyboard
design.
At the completion of both conditions, participants responded to three statements in a
short questionnaire targeting their experience with the two conditions. The three statements
are included in Table 6.2 and examined perceptions of typing speed, accuracy and comfort.
Responses were recorded on a Likert scale from 1-strongly disagree to 5-strongly agree. The
full response distribution is shown in Figure 6.9 while median scores are presented in Table 6.2.
The condition effect on these responses is examined using a Wilcoxon signed rank test. The
participant median perception of typing speed was significantly higher in the VISAR condition
(Z =−2.365, p = 0.018). This perception is consistent with actual performance in that entry
rates were on average higher in the VISAR condition though not significantly so.
The participant median perception of accuracy was significantly higher in the BASELINE
condition (Z = 2.889, p = 0.004). This perception is also consistent with actual performance
in that lower (though not significantly lower) mean error rates were observed in the BASELINE
condition. There is no significant difference in participant perception of comfort although
several participants did comment on some shoulder discomfort in the VISAR condition.
Despite the marginal difference observed in raw entry rate, it was observed during the
experiment that the rate of key presses appeared faster in the VISAR condition. This suggested
an analysis of inter-key timing, that is, the time between discrete key selections. The mean
inter-key timing per participant was computed based on the inter-key times across all test
phrases, including presses of control keys and subsequently deleted letters. Inter-key timing
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Table 6.2 Median questionnaire response to questions 1 to 3 in Experiment 1. Responses were
recorded on a five point Likert scale from 1-strongly disagree to 5-strongly agree.
Statement BASELINE VISAR
Q1 The keyboard made it easy to type quickly. 2.5 4.0
Q2 The keyboard made it easy to type accurately. 4.0 2.0
Q3 The keyboard was comfortable to use. 3.5 3.0
Q1 - Quick
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Fig. 6.9 Distribution of participant responses to Experiment 1 questionnaire. The question
statements Q1-3 are defined in Table 6.2.
serves as a proxy for the upper-bound entry rate potential of the interaction method, independent
of error rate.
Table 6.3 summarises the group inter-key timing results. The inter-key timing was 17.4%
faster in VISAR and this difference was statistically significant (F1,11 = 7.600, η2p = 0.409,
p < 0.05). This result suggests that, while the VISAR text entry method supports more rapid
key selection, it loses significant speed due to the frequency of re-corrections required due
to incorrect decoder results. Recall that pressing backspace in the VISAR condition after the
decoder prediction was returned would result in the whole word being deleted. This was a
simple solution intended to allow users to quickly retype mistaken or incorrectly decoded input.
Table 6.3 Inter-key timing (s) descriptive statistics from Experiment 1. Results show mean ± 1
standard deviation [min, max].
Condition Inter-key Timing (s)
BASELINE 2.01 ± 0.40 [1.57, 2.86]
VISAR 1.66 ± 0.47 [1.06, 2.74]
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Table 6.4 Entry rate (wpm) descriptive statistics based on phrases not requiring whole-word
deletions in Experiment 1. Results show mean ± 1 standard deviation [min, max].
Condition Minor Revision Entry Rate (wpm)
VISAR 7.13 ± 2.24 [3.54, 10.63]
Clearly such actions introduce a corresponding performance penalty. The mean frequency
of whole word deletions across participants in Experiment 1 was 7.8 and the median was 6.
Assuming an error free entry rate of 7 wpm, 6 whole word deletions is approximately equivalent
to a time penalty of 50s, or roughly 5% of the total experiment duration. While improvements
to the error correction procedure are certainly necessary, the inter-key timing result is promising
in terms of DP 2 as described in Section 6.4 which suggests that rapid selection may ultimately
help realise faster entry rates.
While re-corrections are an unavoidable reality in any recognition-based approach, it is
worth evaluating the upper-bound potential for the VISAR method that might be achieved
through decoder and/or interface improvements such as the provision of a literal entry fall-back
method. To evaluate this potential, the mean entry rate was recomputed for participants after
removing entries in which one or more whole-word deletions occurred. This analysis can
provide some insight on the upper-bound potential of the method among the novice participant
group. Table 6.4 shows the results based on this post-analysis. The difference in entry rate
between all entries using VISAR and only entries without whole-word deletions is statistically
significant (F1,11 = 10.006,η2p = 0.476,p < 0.01). There is no parallel to a whole word deletion
in the BASELINE condition and therefore it is not included in Table 6.4.
6.7 Experiment 2: Fluid Fall-Back to Precise Key Selection
Experiment 1 showed that users on average typed individual keys faster using VISAR but
the overall text entry rate was not significantly improved due to the need to correct errors.
Experiment 2 investigated how to mitigate this problem by allowing users to seamlessly
combine inferred and literal keyboard entry. This was achieved by providing users with an
optional fall-back method for precisely selecting keys as informed by DP 5 in Section 6.4. This
precision selection mode can be optionally activated by users and does not interfere with the
normal direct touch interaction of VISAR. Letters entered using this mode are not subject to
change during the decode step.
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1 2 3
Fig. 6.10 Precision key selection sequence. 1) Hand is in ready position with index cursor
showing. 2) User moves hand so that index cursor is inside the keyboard plane. 3) After 1
second, a secondary cursor appears attached to the keyboard plane. The user moves their hand
to place the secondary ring cursor over the desired key. The key is selected based on a 1 second
dwell period.
6.7.1 Implementing Precise Key Selection
To activate the precision key selection mode, the user pushes the index finger cursor into the
keyboard and holds it on the far side of the keyboard plane. After one second, a new ring cursor
appears, attached to the keyboard plane. The user can make fine adjustments to move the ring
cursor so that it highlights their desired letter. The ring cursor is held on the desired key for a
further one second period until the selection is confirmed by an accept tone. If only a single
key selection is desired, the user can then retract their hand such that the index finger cursor
exits from behind the keyboard plane and the interaction method returns to standard discrete
touches. If multiple key selections are desired, subsequent letters can be chained together by
dragging the ring cursor to a new key. This allows the user to completely specify a series of
letters or an entire word without having to reactivate the precision selection mode.
The precision selection mode applies only to the letters A to Z and apostrophe. Making a
precise key selection using this feature informs the word correction decoder that the specified
letter cannot be changed or deleted, that is, the individual letter key selection has 100% certainty.
During the briefing of the experiment, this functionality was demonstrated to participants via a
video. Participants were also informed that they could specify any or all letters in a word in
this manner. The precise key selection interaction process is illustrated in Figure 6.10.
6.7.2 Method
A further 12 participants were recruited for a single two-hour session (2 female, 10 male). None
of the participants had taken part in Experiment 1. Note that the session time was split between
execution of Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 (described later in Section 6.8). Participants
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always carried out Experiment 2 before Experiment 3. Participants were compensated with a
£20 Amazon voucher for their time.
Experiment 2 examined the impact of providing a precise key selection fall-back method
on text entry performance. This was a within-subject design with two conditions:
• VISAR WITHOUT FALL-BACK OPTION: Participants touched keys to type out the
phrase. The word correction decode was triggered when the participant touched the
SPACE key. There was no provision for specifying that particular letters should be
unchanged by the correction step.
• VISAR WITH FALL-BACK OPTION: Identical to the previous condition but with
addition of the optional precise key selection mode.
The decoder’s parameters were re-tuned prior to Experiment 2 based on the trace logs
captured as part of Experiment 1. A new distinct set of 115 stimulus phrases was extracted
from the Enron dataset for Experiments 2 and 3. Again all phrases were constrained to be 40
characters or less, four words or more, and containing only the letters A to Z plus apostrophe.
The out of vocabulary percentage for the phrase set in Experiments 2 and 3 was 0.54%.
The order of the two conditions was counterbalanced. Participants began each condition by
entering five practice sentences. After completing the practice phase, the test phase began and
participants were presented with stimulus phrases in random order. The test phase ran for 15
minutes of cumulative entry time. Participants were encouraged to take a five minute break
before moving on to the next condition.
6.7.3 Results
Participant entry rates (wpm) are summarised in Table 6.5 and Figure 6.11. The precise
key selection fall-back modality was used at least once by 11 out of the 12 participants.
The difference in entry rate between the with and without conditions was negligible and not
significant (F1,11 = 0.379, η2p = 0.033, p = 0.551). The very low effect size suggests that the
provision of the precision fall-back functionality is unlikely to have significantly influenced
text entry performance.
Table 6.5 also shows the character error rate (CER%) descriptive statistics. The median
character error rate is approximately 40% less in the VISAR WITH FALL-BACK OPTION
condition, however, this difference is not significant based on a Friedman’s test (χ2(1) = 3.000,
p = 0.083). The fall-back method was used on average 5.1 (median = 2.5) times on distinct
words by participants. Out of those usages, 75.4% were pre-emptive in that there was no prior
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Table 6.5 Entry rate (wpm) and character error rate (CER%) descriptive statistics from Experi-
ment 2. Results show mean ± 1 standard deviation [min, max] for entry rate and median [min,
max] for character error rate.
Condition Entry Rate (wpm) Error Rate (CER)
VISAR WITHOUT FALL-BACK 8.67 ± 1.05 [6.45, 10.09] 1.46 [0.21, 6.42]
VISAR WITH FALL-BACK 8.34 ± 1.74 [6.43, 11.13] 0.88 [0.00, 4.40]



















































Fig. 6.11 Boxplots of entry rate (wpm) (left) and character error rate (CER%) (right) in
Experiment 2. Red cross indicates outlier based on Q1/3 ±1.5× (Q3 −Q1).
word correction failure to prompt the need for precision input. In other words, participant’s
most often employed the precision fall-back method when they expected the decoder to fail to
return the correct word.
Also worthy of investigation is whether the performance of the fall-back method was
affected by the average uncertainty (information entropy) of a phrase. It is reasonable to
conjecture that the fall-back method is likely to be more useful for phrases with higher self-
information since these are harder to predict by the decoder. The self-information, I, expressed
in bits, of a phrase is determined by computing
I = log2(1/P), (6.1)
where P is the probability of the phrase under the decoder’s character language model.
Figure 6.12 shows the usage profile of the precision fall-back method according to the
self-information of the stimulus phrase set. It lists the percentage of phrases that fall within a
given self-information interval for: bar 1) all phrases in the Experiment 2/3 phrase set, bar 2)
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Fig. 6.12 Precision fall-back usage profile according to phrase self-information interval. Each
horizontal bar shows the distribution of stimulus phrases split into three intervals of self-
information. A phrase with higher self-information indicates greater uncertainty under the
character language model. From top to bottom, the bars show the proportion of phrases in each
self-information interval after conditioning on: 1) all phrases in the Experiment 2/3 phrase set;
2) phrases where the fall-back method was used; and 3) phrases where the fall-back method
was available but not used. The middle bar reveals that the fall-back method was used more
frequently when phrases of moderate to high self-information were encountered.
phrases where the fall-back method was used, and bar 3) phrases where the fall-back method
was available but not used.
The usage profile indicates that the fall-back method was used more frequently in the mid
and high self-information phrase intervals and less frequently in the low self-information phrase
interval. This is an intuitive result given the intended purpose of providing a precision fall-back
method is to assist in typing unusual or out-of-vocabulary words (i.e. words that would increase
the self-information of a phrase) that might otherwise be falsely corrected by the decoder.
Figure 6.13 shows the entry rate and character error rate for the VISAR WITHOUT FALL-
BACK OPTION condition and the subset of the VISAR WITH FALL-BACK OPTION condition
where the fall-back method was actually used. The phrase sets are binned according to the
three intervals of phrase self-information and the average entry rate and character rate are
computed. In Figure 6.13, it can be seen that the entry rate is distinctly lower than that observed
in the VISAR WITHOUT FALL-BACK OPTION condition when the fall-back method is used
in the low (10-20) and mid (20-30) phrase self-information intervals. This can be explained
by the inherent time penalty introduced by the dwell period required to activate and select
in the precision fall-back mode. However, the entry rate is only marginally slower in the
VISAR WITHOUT FALL-BACK OPTION condition subset for phrases in the high (30-40) self-
information interval. This result suggests that the fall-back method can assist in maintaining
entry rates when difficult phrases are encountered.
The character error rates shown in Figure 6.13 indicate that the precision fall-back method
was not always effective at reducing errors. Indeed, it was observed that some participants
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Fig. 6.13 Text entry performance in the VISAR WITHOUT FALL-BACK OPTION condition
compared against the subset of phrases typed in the VISAR WITH FALL-BACK OPTION
condition where the fall-back method was actually used. Entry rate (wpm) (left) and character
error rate (CER%) (right) for phrases binned according to self-information.
would mistakenly add additional characters using the precision fall-back method, and (by
design) these would then not be corrected by the decoder. Figure 6.13 does, however, suggest
that the fall-back method was effective at reducing errors in the high self-information interval
(30 - 40). The results presented in Figure 6.13 highlight that further refinement is required to
ensure the fall-back method can be reliably leveraged by users. Additional training and practice
in use of the method is also likely to improve performance. Nevertheless, the performance
observed in the high phrase self-information interval does suggest that the precision fall-back
method can help to reduce error rates without a significant cost to entry rates.
Participant subjective feedback was obtained in the form of a summative questionnaire
which gauged overall impressions of the keyboard and queried specific distinctions where
relevant. This short questionnaire was completed after participants finished both Experiment 2
and 3. The statements relevant to Experiment 2 are summarised in Table 6.6 along with the
participant median response. The implementations of VISAR WITH and WITHOUT FALL-
BACK differed only in the provision of the fall-back functionality. For this reason, it was
considered reasonable to examine participant’s overall impressions of using the keyboard (Q1-3)
and then specifically target their experience of the fall-back functionality (Q4). Responses were
recorded on a Likert scale from 1-strongly disagree to 5-strongly agree. The full distribution of
responses is shown in Figure 6.14.
The responses to Q1-3 provided limited information in an absolute sense due to the lack
of an alternative condition to compare against. The response to statement Q4 indicates that
participants generally found the fall-back method to be useful (58.3% indicated agree or
strongly agree). Only two (16.7%) participants specifically felt that it was not useful.
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Table 6.6 Median questionnaire response in Experiment 2 on a five point Likert scale from
1-strongly disagree to 5-strongly agree.
Statement Median Response
Q1 The keyboard made it easy to type quickly. 3.0
Q2 The keyboard made it easy to type accurately. 3.5
Q3 The keyboard was comfortable to use. 3.0
Q4 The precision selection method was useful. 4.0
Q1 - Quick
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Fig. 6.14 Distribution of responses to Experiment 2 questionnaire. The question statements
Q1-4 are defined in Table 6.6.
In summary, the provision of the fall-back mechanism did not deliver the increase in entry
rate that was anticipated. Clearly there are other aspects to the task of dealing with unusual
vocabulary and error corrections that require further investigation. Nevertheless, the negative
impact on entry rate is negligible (<4%) and the questionnaire results indicate that it was
considered useful by the majority of participants. This suggests that the precision fall-back
approach delivers some valuable functionality and may ultimately serve as a useful component
within a more complete suite of error correction interactions. In conclusion, the fall-back
method does not adversely affect entry rates and can help to reduce error rates when employed
effectively.
6.8 Experiment 3: Minimising Keyboard Occlusion
Experiment 3 investigates the implications of design principle DP 3 which is critical for AR
HMD text entry—minimising field-of-view occlusion. By reducing the number of visual
features of the keyboard which are displayed in the HMD, the user can focus their attention on
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Fig. 6.15 The VISAR REDUCED OCCLUSION
condition with no key labels.
Fig. 6.16 The VISAR MINIMAL OCCLUSION
condition with no key labels or outlines.
the AR scene, rather than on the text entry interface. It was hypothesised that users could be
trained to type using the VISAR keyboard by just providing an outline of the keyboard and
hiding both the outlines of the individual letter keys and the labels on the individual keys.
6.8.1 Method
As described in Section 6.7.2, Experiment 3 was conducted with the same participant group as
Experiment 2 but in the second half of the participant’s two hour session. The same phrase set
covered both experiments, with stimulus phrases randomly presented without replacement. To
manage fatigue, participants were encouraged to take a five minute break between conditions.
Experiment 3 was a within-subject design with two conditions:
• VISAR REDUCED OCCLUSION: Letter labels were removed from keys as shown in
Figure 6.15. All other keyboard features remained the same. The optional precision
fall-back method was also available.
• VISAR MINIMAL OCCLUSION: Identical to the previous condition but with the
hexagonal key outlines also removed as shown in Figure 6.16.
The order of conditions was fixed to deliberately exploit the learning effect associated with
a sequential reduction of visual features, i.e. participants would perform the test in the VISAR
REDUCED OCCLUSION condition first and the VISAR MINIMAL OCCLUSION condition
second. The keyboard outline was held constant across all conditions, as was the position and
visual appearance of the BACKSPACE, SPACE and DONE keys.
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Table 6.7 Entry rate (wpm) and character error rate (CER%) descriptive statistics from Experi-
ment 3. Results show mean ± 1 standard deviation [min, max] for entry rate and median [min,
max] for character error rate.
Condition Entry Rate (wpm) Error Rate (CER)
VISAR REDUCED OCCLUSION 10.39 ± 2.48 [7.02, 14.90] 2.04 [0.00, 4.57]




















































Fig. 6.17 Boxplots of entry rate (wpm) (left) and character error rate (CER%) (right) in
Experiment 3. Entry and error rates are marginally higher in the minimal condition.
Users continued to receive visual feedback of the detected touch intersection with the
keyboard plane via the small circular marker indicating the most recent touch location. In
the VISAR REDUCED OCCLUSION condition, the nearest key outline would flash to green
then fade back to white. No letter labels were shown in either condition in response to the
basic touch event. Activation of the optional precision fall-back method would show the letter
label and outline of the key currently in focus only. The key would fade back to its original
visual configuration (depending on the condition) upon change of focus or deactivation of the
precision fall-back mode.
6.8.2 Results
The key performance metrics for the two conditions in Experiment 3 are presented in Table 6.7.
The difference in text entry rate between the reduced and minimal conditions is marginal and
not significant (F1,11 = 0.428, η2p = 0.037, p = 0.526). The reader is reminded that condition
order was not balanced in this experiment and so the asymmetric learning effect represents
a second plausible explanatory variable. The significance tests presented in this section thus
reflect the coupled influence of minimising visual features and additional practice. The null
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Table 6.8 Median questionnaire response in Experiment 3 on a five point Likert scale from
1-strongly disagree to 5-strongly agree.
Statement Median
Q5 It was still possible to type effectively without key labels. 5.0
Q6 It was still possible to type effectively without key labels and outlines. 5.0
Q5 - Effect. in reduced





























Q6 - Effect. in minimal
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (5)
Fig. 6.18 Distribution of responses to Experiment 3 questionnaire statements Q5-6 as defined
in Table 6.8.
result is still interesting as the practical application of a minimal occlusion interface would
likely be introduced with a similar process of staged reduction of visual features. The entry
rate result suggests that minimal visual features combined with additional practice yields
performance largely indistinct from the keyboard with just key labels removed.
Interestingly, out of the 12 participants who completed the four conditions in Experiments
2 and 3, 10 achieved their highest entry rate performance in either the minimal or reduced
occlusion configuration despite the lack of visual features. The maximum entry rate across
all the conditions that comprised Experiments 2 and 3 was achieved in the VISAR MINIMAL
OCCLUSION condition: 15.26 wpm with a character error rate of 0.35%. Figure 6.17 provides
a boxplot of these performance metrics.
There was a small error rate difference between reduced and minimal occlusion, though not
significant (χ2(1) = 3.000, p = 0.083). As a point of comparison, VISAR with no reduction
in visual features in Experiment 2 yielded a median character error rate of 0.88%. Minimising
field-of-view occlusion by removing visual keyboard features therefore does increase error rate,
however, the resulting error rate with minimal occlusion is still below a tolerable threshold for
CER (<5%).
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Fig. 6.19 Mean entry rate (wpm) across participants plotted in chronological order of test block
in Experiments 2 and 3, irrespective of condition. Shaded region shows ± 1 standard deviation.
After completing Experiment 3, participants were asked to respond to a short questionnaire.
The two statements Q5 and Q6 in Table 6.8 examined perceived typing effectiveness under the
reduced and minimal occlusion conditions. The median responses are presented in Table 6.8
while the full distributions are shown in Figure 6.18.
Interestingly, participants were overwhelmingly positive in their self-assessment, with
91.67% either agreeing or strongly agreeing that they could type effectively without key labels.
This proportion was only slightly lower for the statement corresponding to no key labels or
outlines (83.33%).
The result that group mean entry rate was highest in the two conditions with the least visual
features raises the question: to what extent does learning influence performance improvement?
Figure 6.19 plots the mean entry rate for each condition performed during the single session that
comprised Experiments 2 and 3. Recall that Experiment 2 balanced the order of presentation of
the with and without fall-back conditions. This has been taken into account, such that Figure
6.19 shows tests results of each participant as they were performed in chronological order
and irrespective of keyboard condition. The positive gradient observable across blocks 1 to 3
indicates the presence of a distinct learning effect and suggests a correlation between practice
and performance.
6.9 Experiment 4: Design Iteration and Extended Use
This section describes several refinements of both the VISAR and BASELINE keyboard
interaction methods and interface designs. The main design change involves the addition of
word predictions based on the current input text. This design modification stems from DP 4
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described in Section 6.4. The revised VISAR and BASELINE conditions are subsequently
evaluated in an extended-use experiment in which participants are exposed to each keyboard
condition over a 1.5 to 2 hour session. The revised conditions are subsequently referred to as
BASELINE* and VISAR*.
6.9.1 Word Predictions and Decoder Refinement
The relatively low mean entry rates observed in the previous experiments (6 wpm in Experiment
1 and up to 10 wpm in Experiment 3) suggests that users are inherently rate limited by the two
selection methods available. A potential strategy for improving entry rates is the provision
of word predictions. Here, word predictions are defined as the presentation of the n most
likely words based on the currently entered characters and sentence context. The user selects
from among these presented word predictions to insert the word rather than typing all the
remaining characters. Indeed, the system keyboard on the Microsoft HoloLens does provide
word predictions and so the investigation of their potential effect is particularly relevant.
A trigram language model was integrated into both keyboard implementations. Preliminary
testing indicated that a trigram language model provided comparable predictive power with
the HoloLens system keyboard for the typical phrases used in the experiment. This trigram
language model was trained in the same manner and on the same data as the 4-gram model
used by the decoder. In the implementation described, three alternative word predictions were
presented above the keyboard and updated as the user typed. If the user made a selection from
among these alternatives, predictions for the next word in the sentence were shown.
The participant entry logs from Experiments 2 and 3 were used to further refine the decoder
parameters. Furthermore, the decoder in VISAR* was extended to provide relevant word
predictions even under input error. For example, a user might have typing errors in the literal
interpretation of the current word’s prefix. The algorithm provides the most probable word
predictions taking into account the distribution over possible word prefixes and the language
model probability of possible word predictions.
Typing a full word and entering a space on the VISAR* keyboard initiated the standard
correction behaviour as described in Section 6.5.2: the most likely word given the observation
sequence replaced the typed string. Importantly, however, when the decoder is activated by
entering a space, the VISAR* keyboard temporarily re-purposes the three slots introduced to
present the word predictions. The three next most likely decoder results are presented in these
slots and can be selected to replace the inserted word. If the literal string typed is not already
among these three alternatives, it is included and replaces the least likely of the presented words.
This approach enabled users to select and re-insert the literal input in circumstances where the
decoder incorrectly replaced the typed string.
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Fig. 6.20 The BASELINE* keyboard condition
as viewed through the HoloLens.
Fig. 6.21 The VISAR* keyboard condition as
viewed through the HoloLens.
6.9.2 Interface Design Changes
The appearance of the BASELINE* and VISAR* keyboard conditions as seen through the
HoloLens are shown in Figures 6.20 and 6.21 respectively. The following interface changes
described were made based on observation of participants using the keyboard and informal
qualitative feedback obtained during the previous experiments. Several participants observed
that it was at times difficult to be close enough to reach the keyboard comfortably while
maintaining a sufficient amount of the keyboard within view. Note that the Microsoft HoloLens
provides a somewhat limited display window which means that near objects are prone to
extending outside the render region and so appear cut-off. A decision was thus made to bring
the keyboard closer to the user so that it was easier to reach, while also reducing it in size so
that it was fully rendered. Adding the word prediction selection functionality also required that
the position of the BACKSPACE and DONE keys be adjusted to make more efficient use of the
available display region. These changes resulted in an apparent key diameter of approximately
17.5 mm and a key layout (keys A to Z plus apostrophe) of width 175 mm by height 52.5 mm.
During previous experiments, several participants also complained that typing on a vertically
oriented keyboard plane was uncomfortable after extended use. It was suggested that the
keyboard plane might be tilted and lowered to better map with how the hand traverses the space
with minimal shoulder movement. This proved an effective suggestion and was incorporated
into the revised design. The centre of the top keyboard row was thus positioned relative to the
headset origin (a point approximately located slightly in front and above the user’s eyebrows)
with an offset of 500 mm away and 70 mm down and the whole layout was inclined at 20◦.
The index cursor was also modified from a single flat circle to a pair of circles and a
wireframe pyramid (compare the original cursor shown in Figure 6.6 with the revised cursor
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shown in Figure 6.21). This change was made in response to feedback from participants that
they had difficulty judging the depth of the original index cursor.
Note that the precision fall-back method introduced in Experiment 2 was also included in
the VISAR* condition. It behaved in the same way as described in Section 6.7.1.
6.9.3 Method
In this experiment and in contrast with Experiment 1, the size and location of the keyboard
was held constant in both conditions. This was done to reduce potential confounding effects
associated with interactions between the selection method and the keyboard placement and/or
sizing.
The test protocol was also revised from that used in the previous experiments to assess
performance over blocks of a fixed number of phrases, rather than fixed time periods. This was
done in part to encourage users to maintain high entry rates but also to ensure that participants
would type the same number of phrases over the full session in both conditions. Participants
would thus type 20 phrases per block for eight blocks to complete one session. Participants
were encouraged to take a short break between each block. The eight blocks of 20 phrases
that constituted a single session were all completed in the same keyboard condition. The two
conditions were thus allocated to their own individual sessions, and were conducted on different
days. Sessions were scheduled such that there was no more than one day break between each
session. The order of conditions experienced by the participants was counterbalanced. Each
session would typically last between 1.5 and 2 hours depending on participant typing entry
rates. Participants were compensated with a £30 Amazon voucher for their time.
An introductory familiarisation task was also added to the experiment protocol to ensure
participants achieved basic competence with the relevant selection method before beginning to
type on the keyboard. The task serves to separate the device and interaction familiarisation from
the keyboard familiarisation in order to better isolate the specific learning and performance
effects associated with the two test conditions. The task involved selecting targets in a fixed
sequence (a simplified circular target acquisition task). Participants were required to select
all 10 targets within 15 s. If all targets were not selected within 15 s, the task would reset
and repeat until this was achieved to ensure a minimum level of selection method proficiency
was achieved. Following the familiarisation task, participants were then instructed to type
five practice sentences. As in prior experiments, participants were encouraged during this
practice period to ask questions and make sure they understood the interaction mechanism and
keyboard functionality. Finally, one additional block was added to the VISAR* condition to
investigate how predictions and extended use influenced performance in the minimal occlusion
configuration.
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Fig. 6.22 Mean entry rate (wpm) across participants over the eight experimental blocks. Shaded
region shows ± 1 standard deviation.
A total of 340 distinct phrases (20 phrases per block with eight blocks in the BASELINE*
condition and 9 blocks in the VISAR* condition) were selected from the wider Enron dataset.
These phrases were then randomly allocated over the conditions, blocks, and participants.
Consistent with previous experiments, all phrases were constrained to be 40 characters or
less, four words or more, and containing only the letters A to Z plus apostrophe. The out of
vocabulary percentage for the phrase set in Experiments 4 was 1.18%. None of the phrases had
been used in the previous experiments.
6.9.4 Results
A new group of 12 participants were recruited for the experiment (7 female, 5 male). None
had participated in any of the previous experiments or had any experience with the Microsoft
HoloLens.
Figure 6.22 shows the mean entry rate across participants over the eight blocks in each
condition. The shaded region shows the standard deviation across participants in the given
block number. The gradient is steepest in both conditions between blocks 1 and 2 then increases
more gradually. This suggests a pronounced initial learning effect before a transition to a more
gradual performance improvement with increased exposure and experience.
Table 6.9 shows the descriptive statistics for Experiment 4 following the completion of
all eight test blocks. Entry rate and error rate results are also presented in Figure 6.23. The
mean entry rate (wpm) over all eight blocks was 14.26 in the BASELINE* condition and 16.76
in VISAR*. Both methods achieved this with median character error rates (CER) under 1%.
The difference in text entry rate over all eight blocks between the BASELINE* and VISAR*
conditions is significant (F1,11 = 9.014, η2p = 0.450, p < 0.05).
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Table 6.9 Entry rate (wpm) and character error rate (CER%) descriptive statistics from Experi-
ment 4. Results show mean ± 1 standard deviation [min, max] for entry rate and median [min,
max] for character error rate.
Condition Entry Rate (wpm) Error Rate (CER)
BASELINE* 14.26 ± 2.12 [11.22, 18.24] 0.29 [0.02, 0.85]























































Blocks 5 - 8
Fig. 6.23 Boxplots of entry rate (wpm) (left) and character error rate (CER%) (right) in
Experiment 4. Plots show performance over all eight blocks as well as in just the final four
blocks (blocks 5-8).
Another relevant point of analysis is the performance difference once the dominant learning
effect has subsided. This is examined by computing entry rates in the final four blocks only.
Figure 6.23 also presents boxplots based on the final four blocks only. The mean entry rate
in the final four blocks was 14.84 and 17.75 for the BASELINE* and VISAR* conditions
respectively. This represents a speed increase from the baseline of 19.6%. This difference is
significant (F1,11 = 8.237, η2p = 0.428, p < 0.05).
The highest mean entry rate for a given 20 phrase block for VISAR* was achieved by
participant 7 during block 6 with 23.38 wpm at a character error rate of 0.24%. The best
performing block for BASELINE* was participant 2, also in block 6, with 20.55 wpm at an error
rate of 0.00%.
In addition to net entry rate, it is useful to examine the underlying efficiency of both
selection methods. An interesting first point of comparison is the number of repetitions
required to complete the initial target acquisition familiarisation task. Recall that this task
required participants to select 10 targets appearing at opposing points on a circle of fixed radius
within 15 s. The mean number of executions in the gaze-then-click and touch based selection
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techniques were 7.3 and 2.2 respectively. These results are distorted by some participants
who found the air-tap gesture particularly difficult to perform reliably. The median number of
repetitions, 5 for gaze-then-click and 2 for touch, is perhaps a better reflection of the relative
efficiency of the two techniques. This result is likely a consequence of two key factors: i)
the touch driven interaction technique exploits a familiar paradigm allowing users to apply
already established motor skills; and ii) discrete target selection is inherently more efficient and
reliable without the use of a hand gesture. The first factor was observed to some degree in both
Experiment 1 and Experiment 4, where a steeper learning effect was observed in the VISAR
conditions. The second factor is further explored in more detail below through an analysis of
input efficiency based on Fitts’ law.
Typing on a keyboard may be abstracted to a sequential target acquisition task. Fortunately,
it is possible to leverage established analytical approaches to estimating the underlying qualities
of a selection technique that are scale independent.
The key log data collected during this experiment was post-processed to extract the key-
to-key transitions. Only those input phrases that contained no interim selection errors were
included in this analysis. The key-to-key transitions form the basis for estimating throughput
according to Fitts’ law.
Fitts’ law predicts that Movement Time (MT) in making a selection is linearly proportional
to Index of Difficult (ID), a non-dimensional metric representing the difficulty associated with
a selection.
Thus, movement time can be defined as
MT = a+bID, (6.2)









where D is the movement distance, and W is the target (key) width.
The next step is to extract the movement times associated with the different key transi-
tions encountered while typing (only considering keys A to Z and apostrophe). The regular
tessellation of the keyboard layout means that there are only 23 distinct key-to-key movement
distances. Furthermore, the key sequences corresponding to two of the extreme movement
distances (e.g. Q to P and A to apostrophe/Z to P as well as their inverses) do not occur in the
stimulus phrase set. This leaves 21 distinct key-to-key movement distances which form the
basis for the ID sample points (W is constant).
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MT = 0.12 ID + 1.07
Fig. 6.24 Movement Time (MT) versus Index of Difficulty (ID) based on key transitions
encountered while typing. Error bars show ± 1 standard deviation. The dashed lines show a
linear regression of the two conditions.
Figure 6.24 shows the movement time versus index of difficulty for the two keyboard
conditions. Throughput is computed as TP = 1/b, where b is the gradient of the regression
line. The computed throughput was 8.26 bps for VISAR* and 2.68 bps for the BASELINE*.
The time taken to make a discrete key selection is clearly an emergent property and influenced
by multiple factors such as the human perception, motor control, and processing systems as
well as device attributes such as tracking accuracy and latency. It is reasonable to assume
that many of these factors are consistent across both conditions and this is corroborated by
the similar intercept values, a, shown in Figure 6.24. The difference in slopes (and hence
difference in throughput) visible in Figure 6.24 indicates that the negative effect of increasing
task difficulty (ID) is lower in the VISAR* condition. In other words, participants could select
distant keys nearly as well as nearby keys in the VISAR* condition whereas the BASELINE*
condition saw a more prominent negative effect as the distance between keys increased. This
may stem from inherently superior motor control of the hand in contrast to head movements.
The throughput values reported here should, however, be interpreted with caution given that
the free-form typing task does not closely replicate the traditional protocol used in a typical
Fitts’ law experiment. Furthermore, constraining the analysis to only phrases with completely
accurate selections likely inflates the computed throughput values. Nevertheless, the relative
magnitude of the two values does provide an indication of the comparative efficiency of the
two selection methods.
The character error rates were significantly higher in the VISAR* condition (χ2(1)= 5.333,
p < 0.05), although the mean character error rate over all eight blocks was less than 1% for
11 of the 12 participants. Error rates of this magnitude are typically considered tolerable in
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most text entry tasks. Nevertheless, this result does highlight the speed-accuracy trade-off
typically observed in alternative text entry methods. The specific usage scenario may dictate
whether a user is willing to accept a higher error rate for the sake of higher entry rates. It
also highlights the importance of error correction and error prevention functionality being
considered in parallel with underlying keyboard and interaction design. For example, it was
observed that entry errors would occasionally occur when users failed to check the word
returned after a decode. Improving the visibility of the decode process through careful interface
cues may thus help to further reduce these types of errors.
Although the precision fall-back method was available in the VISAR* condition, it was
only used by five of the 12 participants. Among these five participants, the fall-back method
was used on average 3.0 (median = 1.0) times on distinct words. This rate of usage is a distinct
reduction from that observed in Experiment 2, where the average usage per participant was 5.1
distinct words and a median of 2.5. Only one usage of the fall-back method was a response to a
decoding failure that the user sought to correct. All other intentional usages of the fall-back
method were pre-emptive in that participants had not experienced a prior decoding failure on
that word. The reduction in usage of the fall-back method is likely a consequence of both the
introduction of word predictions and a reduced explicit emphasis on the feature within the
experimental briefing and protocol. Furthermore, it was observed that in instances where a
possible decode failure was anticipated, several participants found that simply taking more time
and care to hit the desired keys was sufficient to correctly type the word.
Participants completed a post-experiment questionnaire targeting impressions of their typing
speed, accuracy and comfort under the two keyboard conditions. The questionnaire statements
responded to, and their median responses are presented in Table 6.10. Note that participants
were asked to exclude their experience of the minimal occlusion condition described in the
following section when considering their assessment. Figure 6.25 presents the full distribution
of responses to the statements in Table 6.10. No distinct difference is apparent in terms of
typing speed (Z =−1.730, p = 0.084) or accuracy (Z = 0.741, p = 0.458). Participants were
generally less willing to agree with the statement that VISAR* was comfortable although the
difference from the BASELINE* was not significant (Z = 1.801, p = 0.072). From inspection of
Q3 in Figure 6.25, a bimodal distribution of responses for VISAR* is observable. This result is
consistent with informal comments from several participants that the VISAR* condition caused
some discomfort for the shoulder. The final question on the questionnaire asked participants to
indicate a preference between the two conditions. VISAR* was preferred by eight of the 12
participants (67%).
As described in Section 6.9.3, participants were exposed to one additional block in the
VISAR* condition where the visual features of the keyboard were set to the minimal occlusion
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Table 6.10 Median questionnaire response in Experiment 4 on a five point Likert scale from
1-strongly disagree to 5-strongly agree.
Statement BASELINE* VISAR*
Q1 The keyboard made it easy to type quickly. 4.0 4.0
Q2 The keyboard made it easy to type accurately. 4.0 3.0
Q3 The keyboard was comfortable to use. 4.0 2.5
Q1 - Quick
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Q3 - Comfortable
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Baseline*
VISAR*
Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (5)
Fig. 6.25 Distribution of responses to Experiment 4 questionnaire. The question statements
Q1-3 are defined in Table 6.10.
configuration, i.e. no key outlines or key labels were shown. Figure 6.26 plots entry rate versus
error rate for all 12 participants under this configuration. The performance of each participant
in the immediately preceding eighth block of the full visibility VISAR* keyboard condition is
also shown for comparison.
The results presented in Figure 6.26 highlight a distinct split between participants who
were unable to effectively use VISAR* in the minimal occlusion configuration and those who
were largely unaffected by the removal of key outlines and labels. Seven of 12 participants
experienced a reduction in entry rate of between 10.0% and 61.9% against their previous block
performance combined with a signification deterioration in character error rate. The other five
participants maintained a mean entry rate between 4.4% slower and 17.9% faster than their
previous full visibility block while all had character error rates of less than 1.2%. It is suspected
that this observation is likely to be correlated with a participant’s ability to effectively touch
type. It is worth noting, however, that this same distinct split was not observed in Experiment 3.
Unfortunately, the pre-experiment experiential survey did not capture touch typing ability and
so investigation of this correlation remains as future work.
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Fig. 6.26 Mean entry rate (wpm) versus mean character error rate (CER%) for VISAR*
in the minimal occlusion configuration and the final block (block 8) of the standard visual
configuration. Dashed lines link the two results of individual participants. The left plot shows
data points for all participants. The right plot provides an enlarged detail view of the shaded
region shown on the left. Only data points for participants with error rates under 5% are shown
in the enlarged detail view. Five participants shown in the enlarged detail achieved entry rates
comparable with their prior performance, despite the lack of key outlines and labels.
The introduction of word predictions is speculated to have altered the typing strategy of
some users which inadvertently primed them differently for the minimal occlusion block in
Experiment 4. The provision of word predictions allows users to obtain near instantaneous
feedback on the decoder’s best estimates of their intended input. When users can see the keys,
they are more likely to touch on or near the intended key. This improves the likelihood that
the presented predictions will include the intended word, even if there have been only two or
three touches. Under higher levels of input noise such as encountered in the minimal occlusion
configuration, more data points (touches) may be required to accurately predict the intended
word. However, users accustomed to seeing their intended word among the predictions after
very few touches have not built up sufficient trust and confidence in the decoder to continue
typing despite apparently erroneous predictions. In contrast, participants in Experiments 2
and 3 were not shown predictions and so were more likely to type out the full word and rely
on the decode step to correct errors. Positive examples of successful error correction served
to reinforce trust and confidence in the decoder. This theorised interaction between interface
features and typing strategies requires further investigation. Nevertheless, it was observed that
VISAR* did enable a subset of the participant group to maintain their entry rate under the
minimal occlusion configuration.
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6.10 Validation Study: Spatialised Text Entry
This validation study examines whether VISAR* is a suitable text entry method for typical
AR applications. A short experiment, chiefly examining user experience and behaviour, was
designed to expose participants to a range of short text entry tasks under conditions relevant to
head-mounted AR.
6.10.1 Method
Four participants were recruited for the study (4 male). The experiment session lasted for
approximately one hour and participants were compensated with a £10 Amazon voucher.
Participants received an introductory briefing before performing the same target acquisition
familiarisation task described in Section 6.9.3. Participants would then also complete five
practice phrases while seated (in the same arrangement as described in Section 6.9.3).
The main exercise in the experiment then required that participants explore the space where
they would encounter four different kinds of text entry sub-tasks. Five of each sub-task were
presented at locations dispersed throughout the space, resulting in 20 sub-tasks in total.
The four sub-tasks are described below:
• TRANSCRIPTION: A short phrase (taken from the Enron dataset) was printed on a page
and attached to the wall at the task location. Participants were instructed to transcribe the
phrase exactly.
• DESCRIPTION: A simple illustration was printed on a page and attached to the wall
at the task location. Participants were instructed to describe the image, e.g. one image
showed an image of a man and a woman riding a tandem bicycle.
• MESSAGE: A ‘message’ would be received at specific locations in the space asking a
simple question. Participants were instructed to respond to the question, e.g. one message
asked, ‘What did you have for breakfast?’
• ANNOTATION: Participants were instructed to pick an object at the task location and
annotate or describe it, e.g. one free annotation task was located where several portable
fire extinguishers were located.
Upon finding a sub-task in the space, participants would select the corresponding virtual
marker as shown in Figure 6.27. This would then bring up the keyboard (see Figure 6.28)
allowing them to complete the task. Participants were encouraged to use at least four words
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when crafting their text in the three sub-tasks involving composition. Upon selecting DONE,
the entered text would be submitted and the keyboard would close.
Participant entry rates were recorded. Following the experiment, participants were also
requested to complete a System Usability Scale survey [16] targeting their experience of the
system as a whole. A short semi-structured interview was also conducted to obtain participant
feedback on the user experience in the spatial annotation exercise.
6.10.2 Results
The results of this experiment should be interpreted with some caution given the limited number
of participants involved. The quantitative results are presented to provide an indication of what
might be achievable rather than as an attempt to describe typical user performance.
Figure 6.29 presents boxplots of the entry rates achieved by the participants in the four
different sub-tasks as well as over all sub-tasks irrespective of task type. As might be expected,
the different sub-tasks resulted in different entry rates. Intuitively, the highest mean entry
rate achieved was in the TRANSCRIPTION task (10.32 wpm). The overall mean entry rate
achieved is 8.74 wpm. This is clearly considerably lower than the maximum rates archived in
Experiment 4 but tolerable for a casual text entry method. Furthermore, it is known from the
results of Experiment 4 that entry rates improve significantly with practice. The participants in
this experiment only completed five practice phrases before commencing the spatial annotation
task.
The four participants scored the system using the System Usability Scale (SUS): 72.5, 75.0,
77.5 and 67.5 (mean 73.1). Bangor et al. [8] suggest that an SUS score above 70 indicates
acceptable system usability. The SUS ratings provided by the participants are thus very
Fig. 6.27 A DESCRIPTION sub-task requiring
the user to describe an image in four words or
more.
Fig. 6.28 The keyboard appears after selecting
the task, allowing the user to enter the descrip-
tion.
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Fig. 6.29 Boxplots of entry rate (wpm) for each sub-task and over all sub-tasks in the validation
study. Red crosses indicate outliers based on Q1/3 ±1.5× (Q3 −Q1).
promising and appear to indicate the viability of the VISAR keyboard as a text entry method
for AR HMDs.
Following the experiment, participants were asked to comment on the aspects of the task
that they enjoyed. Responses focused on the positive experience of being able to freely and
interactively explore the space (‘I liked the fact that it was a mixed reality environment so you
had some elements that were virtual and some that were real’, ‘It was good to explore things’)
as well as the helpfulness of the directional cues provided (‘It was good that it was directing
you towards where it was going to ask something and then you are communicating through the
system’, ‘The hint it gives me to find the tasks and also the sound system, it reminds me that
there is a message coming in. That’s the part that I really liked’).
Participants were also asked to comment on any aspects of using the system that they
found annoying. Two of the participants commented on comfort, one referring to the shoulder
discomfort (‘The main thing was the comfort of holding your hand up and especially the
finger up as well’) and the other referring to general discomfort with the headset (‘I think
the first problem is that it is not comfortable to wear the headset’). Other issues identified as
being annoying were the small size of the headset display region and the lag in hand tracking.
Also related to hand tracking, participants were warned in the introductory briefing that the
HoloLens reported hand location was less robust when used in close proximity (<0.5 m) to
walls or other fixed physical objects. Some of the participants encountered this issue during
the task and commented on this in the interview. The keyboard location could, however, be
adjusted by looking away from the current location and re-focusing on the new desired location.
Participants were thus able to quickly remedy this issue when encountered.
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In other miscellaneous comments, one participant observed that, ‘I did find that you get
drawn into the virtual elements and I had to stop and realise what was around me sometimes.’
This observation highlights a broader challenge for AR interface design in terms of managing
cognitive tunnelling. Another observation related to the lack of a physical response when
interacting with the virtualised input surface of the keyboard, ‘I feel like there is auditory and
visual feedback but there is no tactile feedback on your finger and it is a bit disconcerting.’
Examining the potential for minimal tactile feedback to enhance the experience of interacting
with virtual objects in AR, and especially for text entry, offers an exciting avenue of exploration.
Finally, the four participants were asked whether the system worked sufficiently well to
effectively complete the task. All answered in the affirmative, thus complementing the SUS
score results obtained.
6.11 Discussion
The five experiments presented in this study represent a structured attempt to apply immersive,
and more specifically, AR-focused design principles to the challenge of supporting efficient
text entry for AR HMDs. Experiment 1 sought to test the hypothesis that the more natural
direct-touch technique would support higher entry rates than a gaze-then-gesture baseline. The
results revealed only a marginal improvement in overall entry rate associated with the VISAR
keyboard although the time taken to select discrete keys was significantly faster. This finding
encouraged the subsequent exploration of why the more rapid key selection using the VISAR
system failed to directly translate into higher entry rates.
An obvious deficiency identified was the lack of a precision fall-back mechanism allowing
users to specify that certain letters are inputted with full certainty and need not be changed by
the decoder. The lack of this feature resulted in significant time being wasted on correcting
incorrect decoder returns. Therefore, a seamless high-precision fall-back mechanism was
designed and evaluated in Experiment 2. This experiment indicated that the provision of a
fall-back method in VISAR does not adversely affect entry rate and can help to reduce the error
rate when employed effectively.
Experiment 3 is motivated by the design objective in AR HMDs to minimise keyboard
occlusion of the real-world (DP 3 in Section 6.4). Two conditions were examined which
sequentially removed visual features from the keyboard layout: first no letter labels, then no
letter labels or key outlines. Almost all users in the experiment expressed surprise at being
able to type effectively without key labels or outlines. The fastest participant in Experiment 2
and 3 achieved an entry rate of 15.26 wpm at an error rate of 0.35% in the no keys or outlines
condition shown in Figure 6.16. In general, it was found that users could type quickly using
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no visual features and although error rates rose significantly, the absolute error rates with no
visual features were still far below the maximum tolerable threshold for character error rates
(typically set at 5% CER). This finding demonstrates how VISAR can provide superior text
entry support for AR HMDs.
The design of VISAR was further iterated upon to improve comfort in use and to include
probabilistic, error-tolerant word predictions as suggested by DP 4 in Section 6.4. Experiment
4 evaluated the refined VISAR keyboard against a similarly improved baseline condition, again
based on the gaze-then-gesture selection paradigm. The results show that VISAR was capable
of producing a mean entry rate across participants of 16.76 wpm compared with 14.26 wpm
when completely naïve users were exposed to each method and requested to type for between
1.5 and 2 hours. With the dominant period of learning removed, the mean entry rates were
17.75 wpm and 14.84 wpm for VISAR and the baseline respectively. This finding suggests a
significant speed advantage for VISAR of approximately 20% relative to the baseline. The
highest mean entry rate among all participants over a distinct experimental block of 20 phrases
was 23.38 wpm at a character error rate of 0.24%. More generally, the character error rate
of the VISAR keyboard was elevated against the baseline condition with a mean of 0.63%
across participants. While this is within generally tolerated levels, the result does highlight a
speed-accuracy trade-off. The additional speed provided by the VISAR keyboard comes with
the cost of higher error rates.
Finally, the validation study demonstrated the suitability of VISAR for typical mobile AR
text entry tasks. Participants were able to achieve mean entry rates in the range of 7 to 10 wpm
in a variety of transcription and composition tasks that were encountered while walking to
explore a physical space. These entry rates were achieved after only a brief introduction on the
use of the system and a seated training period involving only five practice phrases.
6.11.1 Implications for Design
Although this study demonstrates the effectiveness of the VISAR technique, no claim is made
that the entry rates, even at the maximum achieved by a participant in a distinct test block
(23.38 wpm), should be considered ‘fast’. Nevertheless, the obtained entry rates are sufficient
for casual text entry in an AR HMD environment when a physical keyboard or other human-
machine interface device is unavailable. The typical error rates are well within tolerable levels
for most casual text entry tasks. The main contribution of this chapter is in highlighting several
unique design requirements and design principles relevant to AR HMDs.
The direct-touch interaction method exploited in VISAR is based on relatively coarse hand
tracking. Despite this, users quickly adapted to the task of controlling the index cursor to
touch keys, despite its positioning lag and inability to reflect hand articulation. Although the
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influence of high-precision hand-tracking in this task is worth exploring, the fact that sub-
optimal tracking with a state-of-the-art AR HMD can still be exploited to deliver an immersive
interaction experience for text entry should not be overlooked.
This study has also highlighted several design considerations specifically relevant to text
entry in AR. First, participants found the interaction method tiring on the arm. This is not
surprising given the duration of several of the experiments. In practice, however, it is envisaged
that the likely use cases of fully hands-free environment-embedded AR text entry are sufficiently
sporadic and short to make the VISAR approach worthwhile.
A second observation is that users appeared more prone to mishitting keys lower in the
keyboard due to the trajectory followed by the hand during reaching. This has potential
implications on the design of the keyboard layout and potential placement of other interaction
elements.
The unfortunate inverse relationship between keyboard size and presentation proximity
enforced by the constrained display window in current AR HMDs also introduces difficulties
in accommodating a wide range of users. Although this statement requires proper investigation
to be conclusive, it was casually observed that participants with shorter arms struggled more to
find a comfortable position in which they could see a sufficient amount of the keyboard and
easily reach the keys.
In terms of error-tolerant touch-based decoding, additional design explorations can possibly
improve performance in an AR HMD environment, where interactions are laborious and/or
imprecise. Deficiencies in the word-by-word decoding approach were observed in instances
where there are words closely located in the feature space, e.g. so and do, out and put, toy and
you. This is particularly problematic in cases where such words occur early in sentences where
the left context does not help narrow the search. A further challenge in deploying advanced
decoding is about educating users. Many users expressed surprise at the effectiveness of the
decoder but had to be encouraged to leverage its capability in order to increase their entry rate.
6.11.2 Limitations and Future Work
While the study reported here seeks to provide a thorough overview of the initial design and
evaluation of a text entry method specifically designed for AR HMDs, several limitations and
opportunities for future work are acknowledged.
Experiments 1 and 4 both highlight a speed-accuracy trade-off for the VISAR keyboard with
the higher entry rate also producing higher error rates. Further work is required to determine
whether suitable error correction and error prevention functionality might help mitigate this
without degrading entry rates.
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To test the applicability of the text entry method to fully featured text entry, it will be
necessary to evaluate the effect of providing the full complement of punctuation as well as case
modification. Furthermore, inclusion of insertion and editing functionality into the keyboard
and interaction method would be necessary for a commercial product and also opens up many
avenues for future work on investigating efficient correction interfaces for text entry in AR
HMDs.
The system may lead to some discomfort during prolonged use due to the need to point
with the hand without receiving any force feedback. To mitigate this, it is important to study
the effect of keyboard pose and size on user comfort, possibly by employing metrics such as
consumed endurance [65]. This finding also raises the question as to what text entry uses cases
are likely to emerge for AR HMDs and what factors might encourage the user to transition
between different input modes.
Related to this prior point is the informal observation noted in the previous section that users
with shorter arm lengths may have experienced more difficulty with the direct touch interaction
than those with longer arms. This observation suggests a potential effect of physiology on
typing behaviour and performance. A future experimental investigation should therefore
examine the influence of physiology on mid-air text entry, and specifically the influence of arm
length. This investigation may be paired with an exploration of strategies for accommodating
physiological differences among users.
The result that users can type effectively without any key outlines or labels suggests the
system might also support text entry while walking. However, this would need to be carefully
evaluated, updating findings from similar investigations for mobile phones [137].
Finally, the system architecture is flexible enough to support decoding of alternative text
entry modalities, in particular gesture keyboard decoding [89]. Future work could investigate if
this would result in any additional performance gain.
6.12 Conclusions
Many anticipated applications of AR require the ability to enter text. Text entry methods for
AR should exploit the unique advantages of immersive interfaces rather than being cobbled
together from paradigms borrowed from two-dimensional interfaces. This chapter examines
the design of an augmented reality text entry method based on error-tolerant mid-air touch
interaction with a virtual keyboard. Its effectiveness on the Microsoft HoloLens is investigated
in a series of five controlled user studies.
The experimental results show that users can select keys more quickly using the direct-touch
approach than with the gaze-then-gesture approach. This delivers significantly faster entry
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rates when combined with probabilistic word predictions. A particularly striking result is that a
sub-group of users can maintain and exceed entry rates when all key labels and outlines are
removed from the keyboard so that only the keyboard region outline remains.
The key contributions of this chapter are three-part. First, six design principles informed by
the literature and prior interface design experience are presented. These inform the design of
productive text entry methods for AR HMDs. Second, a novel keyboard system specifically
adapted to AR HMDs based on an error-tolerant touch-driven interaction paradigm and incor-
porating an inferred-to-literal fall-back method is demonstrated. It also supports configurable
occlusion settings to improve user visibility of the physical environment. Third, empirical
results from a comparison with a gaze-then-gesture baseline entry method, and an investigation
of the influence of various design decisions are presented. This establishes a useful point of
reference for future studies seeking to explore productive text entry in AR. In summary, this
chapter shows that VISAR can support productive text entry on a head-mounted augmented
reality display. It is hoped that the design principles upon which the system is based inspire
other novel and efficient entry methods for AR.
6.13 Research Question 3 and the Design Process
This chapter has highlighted the value of inference in accommodating the high levels of input
noise typically encountered in MR applications. The VISAR system demonstrated acts as
a vehicle for answering Research Question 3, which is the focus of this chapter: How can
probabilistic inference be exploited to accommodate high levels of input noise in mixed reality
applications to deliver more efficient interactions? The concise answer to this question is that
certain HCI tasks exhibit behaviours well suited to predictive modelling, and in such cases,
well-framed inference efforts can readily disambiguate noisy user input. The VISAR system
demonstrates how this approach paired with careful design of the interaction strategy can
deliver improved performance in a mixed reality setting.
This chapter serves as a near complete illustration of the emerging design process described
in Section 2.3. The four stages in this process were undertaken to both deliver an effective text
entry system as well as to obtain understanding of the key determinants of performance from a
design perspective. Significantly, this chapter extends the efforts presented in Chapter 4 by both
examining the sensitivity of the various identified design principles and ultimately validating
the complete system in Section 6.10.
Chapter 7
Probabilistic Optimisation
As the previous chapters have illustrated, designing interfaces for novel mixed reality appli-
cations is challenging. Typically, designers rely on experience or subjective judgement in the
absence of analytical or objective means for selecting interface parameters. While such an
approach may be sufficient in many cases, there are circumstances in which more rigour and
structure is necessary. This chapter explores Research Question 4: How can the unfamiliar and
high dimensional design space for mixed reality applications be efficiently explored and refined
through probabilistic optimisation? The perspective brought to this research question differs
from the previous three in that the focus is on the design process rather than the application
itself.
This chapter demonstrates Bayesian optimisation as an efficient tool for objective interface
feature refinement. This is a probabilistic optimisation approach that leverages an iteratively
refined model of user performance for a given interface design parameterisation. This case
study shows how Bayesian optimisation can be paired with crowdsourcing to rapidly and
effectively assist interface design across diverse deployment environments.
The first experiment in Section 7.6 evaluates the approach on a familiar 2D interface design
problem: a map search and review use case. Adding a degree of complexity, the second
experiment in Section 7.7 extends the first by switching the deployment environment to mobile-
based virtual reality. The approach is then demonstrated as a case study in Section 7.8 for a
fundamentally new and unfamiliar interaction design problem: web-based augmented reality.
Finally, Section 7.9.1 shows how the model generated as an outcome of the refinement process
can be used for user simulation and queried to deliver various design insights.
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7.1 Introduction
Without general guidance or analytical frameworks, user evaluation is critical to informing
interface design. Performing this evaluation efficiently and identifying an optimum configura-
tion is a fundamental goal of HCI. However, the process of optimising the user interface is a
non-trivial exercise given the typically noisy behaviour of users and variability between users.
Allowing the user to play a role in the optimisation process is an attractive solution, particularly
in instances where each evaluation is inherently user driven and the application is susceptible
to user variability.
This chapter examines Bayesian optimisation as a potential tool in performing interface
optimisation in large scale, noisy user environments. Specifically, Bayesian optimisation is
evaluated as an approach for online refinement of interface features through crowdsourced
user participation. Bayesian optimisation is applied to refine the parameters that determine the
visual features and interaction behaviour of a typical interface.
Two illustrative experiments to demonstrate the process and its flexibility are presented: 1)
design of a 2D map search and review interface (such as encountered on a hotel booking site);
and 2) design of a novel VR based search interface for the same task. These tasks and interfaces
serve as a simple and familiar example to demonstrate the approach. Both interfaces are
parameterised according to five design dimensions. Users are recruited through crowdsourcing
to identify ideal values for these parameters. The Bayesian optimisation approach informs the
selection of new test parameter values based on prior user performance, measured as the time to
complete a discrete map search task. The experiment is structured to incorporate prior user data
in batches in order to more clearly demonstrate an improvement in interface performance over
time. As a baseline comparison, the Bayesian optimisation approach is compared with designs
uniformly sampled from the bounded design space. This approximates arbitrary parameter
settings chosen by a naïve designer.
In addition to the two experiments described, the procedure is applied to an even more
challenging mobile based augmented reality case study. This provides a practical demonstration
of the approach and highlights its flexibility.
The key contributions of this chapter are:
1. An evaluation of Bayesian optimisation for interface design refinement in two challenging
design spaces.
2. A demonstration of the approach in a highly novel web-based AR design case study.
3. Implementation guidance for crowdsourcing interface design refinement using Bayesian
optimisation.
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7.2 Related Work
The broader challenge of actively supporting interface design refinement has been approached
from a variety of perspectives. These efforts largely fall into three categories: model-based
optimisation, post hoc refinement, and online refinement. Model-based optimisation methods
support the designer at design time based on predictive models of the user [50, 159, 177, 142].
Keyboard layout optimisation is a popular application of this approach. Applications such
as MenuOptimizer [7], DesignScape [133] and Sketchplore [177] demonstrate how these
approaches can also be explicitly embedded into design support tools.
Post hoc refinement is an offline strategy in which collected data is either used directly or fed
to user models to refine the interface. Clearly this encompasses the much broader workflow of
making design changes based on feedback and controlled experiments [84]. More relevant to the
context of this chapter, however, are efforts that formalize this approach [178, 105, 157]. Salem
[157] demonstrates a structured approach to comparing and refining web landing page design
alternatives using genetic programming while Liu et al. [105] explore optimal representations
for mathematics pedagogy.
Online interface refinement, the category in which this investigation falls, describes methods
which actively change the interface based on some objective during or between interactions.
This approach is readily applied in games where an optimal performance or engagement level
might be achieved through game feature refinement [111, 108, 77]. Similarly, BIGnav [103]
probabilistically fused inputs and prior information about locations on a map to improve navi-
gation performance. Online refinement has also been explored in psychology (e.g. [126]) to
obtain maximally informative experiments. In the context of interaction in virtual environ-
ments, Octavia et al. [131] describe a conceptual framework for adapting interactions to user
preferences.
Bayesian optimisation has significant potential in supporting this third strategy of interface
refinement. Bayesian optimisation is a machine learning technique that facilitates the explo-
ration of cost functions that are complex or can only be estimated by making noisy observations
of a latent function. The approach is particularly useful when evaluation of the cost function is
expensive: e.g. slow computational models, or evaluations that involve a physical process. A
detailed review of the approach and practical applications of Bayesian optimisation is provided
by Shahriari et al. [165]. Bayesian optimisation has been applied in user interfaces for a range
of applications. Brochu et al. [15] applied the technique within a preference gallery to allow
users to evaluate alternate settings for rendering smoke. Other applications have involved
maximising user engagement in games [77], and optimising individual user settings for a
hearing device [129]. Snoek’s doctoral thesis [169] provides a comprehensive investigation of
Bayesian optimisation for assistive technologies.
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The incorporation of a Bayesian optimisation approach into interface design by exploiting
user interaction data is challenging due to typically high noise levels. Running large numbers of
users through an interface that may be poorly designed in its first iteration can also be difficult
for many designers. Fortunately, crowdsourcing has emerged as a viable source of large volumes
of users willing to undertake interface testing in return for compensation. Crowdsourcing can
offer large quantities of data at low cost [82]. Comparative studies, such as those by Heer and
Bostock [63], have demonstrated crowdsourcing as a fast and effective method for gathering
graphical perception data providing results consistent with in-lab studies. There is also good
precedence in interface research carried out using crowdsourcing [178]. Further, work by
Komarov et al. [86] has shown that performance evaluation of user interfaces, carried out
using both crowdworkers and in-lab participants, yields equivalent relative differences between
experimental conditions.
Crowdsourcing has been employed at the intersection of interface design and Bayesian
optimisation to efficiently collect large numbers of user interactions. Koyama et al. [87]
demonstrate the potential of Bayesian optimisation to assist with visual feature optimisation.
They decompose the higher-order optimisation problem into one-dimensional line searches that
can then be allocated to crowdworkers: crowdworkers select the point on the slider that yields
the best visual appearance. Koyama et al. [87] apply various quality control strategies to address
aspects of subjectivity in this assessment. In this chapter, subjectivity in crowdworker input is
avoided by directly measuring task completion time: a summative reflection of the perceptual
and interactive qualities of the interface. Khajah et al. [77] recruited crowdworkers in their
evaluation of Bayesian optimisation to find game parameters that maximise user engagement.
As an indicator of engagement, they exploit crowdworker estimates of how much additional
(unpaid) time others might spend playing the game. In this chapter, focus is given to the utility
and efficiency of the interface and the most closely related performance metric for this purpose
is targeted: task completion time.
The unique contribution of this chapter is that a Bayesian optimisation approach is applied to
deliver refinement of a diverse set of design features directly based on actual user performance.
Through demonstration in three different deployment settings, the potential that this approach
has as a design tool with good objectivity, versatility and comparatively low overhead is
highlighted.
7.3 Approach
The objective of this chapter is to provide an accessible introduction to, and demonstration
of Bayesian optimisation for interface design refinement. Section 7.5 describes the technique
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Fig. 7.1 The four stages in the process of designing with Bayesian optimisation.
of Bayesian optimisation contextualised by the interface refinement problem. In contrast to
prior work, the formulation presented is readily understood and applied: directly modelling
the relationship between interface feature parameters and task completion time. The design
process described below is then applied to two illustrative design problems. A further case
study serves to show how Bayesian optimisation can be efficiently applied in totally unfamiliar
applications and settings. Finally, the broader implications of the findings as they relate to the
application of Bayesian optimisation are discussed.
7.4 Designing with Bayesian Optimisation
Bayesian optimisation provides a robust and flexible technique for undertaking objective
interface refinement. It is, however, important to provide some structure around the application
of this technique in order to deliver meaningful outcomes. To this end, this section offers a
high-level description of the process for performing interface feature design using Bayesian
optimisation. This process can be divided into four key stages as illustrated in Figure 7.1 and
detailed below.
Stage 1. Identify a meaningful parameterisation of the interface
The appearance and behaviour of an interface can be thought of as a product of multiple
lower-level design choices. For example, the sizing of textual labels on an interface is one
single low-level design choice that ultimately contributes to the appearance and performance of
the interface as a whole. Obviously not all low-level design choices are equal in their influence
on the resulting performance of the interface, e.g. the choice of font (within reason) may have
an effect on the aesthetics of the interface but is unlikely to directly influence performance.
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The application of Bayesian optimisation to interface refinement requires the identification
of the subset of design choices that are theorised to have the greatest effect on interface
performance. This subset of design choices, or parameters, represents the parameterisation
of the interface. Identifying an appropriate parameterisation also involves setting reasonable
bounds for a given parameter, i.e. the font size might reasonably be bounded at one extreme by
the size that is too small to read and at the other extreme, too large to fit in the display window.
There clearly is a degree of subjectivity involved in the identification of a meaningful
parameterisation. This can be alleviated by initial pilot testing and through critical evaluation
of the literature and/or related interface implementations.
Stage 2. Identify a performance metric indicative of interface quality
The process of Bayesian optimisation necessitates the measurement of a signal of performance.
As will be described later in Section 7.5, a model is constructed to represent the mapping
between a design point (i.e. a particular parameterisation of the interface) and its performance as
measured through user evaluations. Identifying a robust and clear signal that reflects the quality
and performance of the interface is critical to this process. In this chapter, task completion time
is the performance metric used.
Stage 3. Perform evaluation cycles
A range of different interface designs (suggested by the Bayesian optimisation technique) are
then evaluated. In the context of this chapter, crowdworkers are employed to efficiently perform
this evaluation but the same outcomes could be achieved (albeit considerably less efficiently)
through lab-based testing.
This evaluation need consider the confounding effects of learning and inter-user variability.
In addition, evaluations performed through crowdsourcing need be more vigilant to compliance
with task instructions. As described later in Section 7.5.2, the investigation presented in this
chapter performed evaluations in batches of users in order to mitigate these confounding effects.
Stage 4. Inspect the performance model and update the design
The Bayesian optimisation approach facilitates the efficient exploration of the design space.
After sufficient evaluation, the process must switch from exploration to exploitation: identify
the parameterisation that yields ‘optimal’ performance. Determining when to terminate the
evaluation cycles requires some judgement but can be informed by the performance improve-
ment trajectory observed or through subjective user ratings (see Section 7.7.2). Finally, the
constructed performance model can then be inspected in order to understand both the optimal
setting and sensitivity of design parameters (see Section 7.9.1).
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7.5 Bayesian Optimisation
This section provides a brief overview and formulation of the basic principles of Bayesian
optimisation. For a detailed explanation and formulation see Snoek [169]. At the expense of
completeness, this section provides a simple to understand explanation contextualised by the
interface design problem.
Bayesian optimisation works by exploiting a probabilistic model that has been fitted to
describe some unknown function. In this study, for example, the goal is to model how users
perform when certain interface design features are varied. This function is ‘unknown’ as there
is no way to reliably predict how user performance will be affected by changes to the interface.1
The conventional approach in Bayesian optimisation is to model the unknown function as a
Gaussian process (GP). A GP describes a distribution over functions with the process, f (x),
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The m(x) and k(x,x′) are essentially the function parallels of the mean and variance of a
random variable. The function, f (x), however, specifies the random variable at location x.
In the interface refinement task, the GP is fitted using data obtained through observations of
user performance. Throughout this chapter, task completion time is used as the observation
value. An observation instance, representing a particular design configuration of the interface,
has parameter values defined by xi. The crux of Bayesian optimisation is to leverage the GP,
fitted to a sequence of observations, {x1:t , f1:t}, to probabilistically determine what new point,
xt+1, should be evaluated next. The mean and variance of the Gaussian process predictive
posterior distribution after t observations are defined by
µt(xt+1) = kT Kf1:t , (7.4)
σ
2
t (xt+1) = k(xt+1,xt+1)−kT Kk, (7.5)
1This is not to say that certain aspects of user performance cannot be predicted or estimated. Techniques such
as KLM and Fitts’ Law might allow one to estimate the effect of changes in element sizes or placement. Such
techniques, however, struggle when applied to simultaneous variation of multiple interface design parameters with
nuanced factor interactions.
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where, the Kernel matrix, K is given by
K =
k(x1,x1) . . . k(x1,xt)... . . . ...
k(xt ,x1) . . . k(xt ,xt)
 , (7.6)
and k is given by
kT = [k(xt+1,x1) k(xt+1,x2) . . . k(xt+1,xt)] . (7.7)
As part of fitting observation data to the GP, there are a number of subtle assumptions that
must be made about the target function. One of these relates to how closely nearby points
in the space are correlated. The covariance between two points is typically referred to as a
kernel. The kernel itself has parameters, typically referred to as hyperparameters, which can
be thought of as describing the general shape of the function space independent of the data
points. There are a range of kernels to choose from with each possessing different properties
and expressing different assumptions about the underlying data. Furthermore, different kernels
can be combined together to reflect presumed features in the data. An appreciation of the
characteristics of the data to be modelled can therefore inform the selection of the most
appropriate kernel. For example, the squared exponential (SE) kernel is generally proposed
as a good initial selection but assumes a degree of smoothness in the underlying data and
therefore may perform poorly in any regions with discontinuities. Duvenaud [40, Chapter 2]
and Rasmussen and Williams [148, Chapter 4] provide a helpful overview of a range of
kernels and discuss the kernel selection problem. This study employs the automatic relevance
determination (ARD) kernel (see [148, pp. 106]) which is a special form of the SE kernel
where each input dimension has a dedicated hyperparameter. This gives it the useful property
of removing irrelevant input. The ARD kernel is selected for its simplicity and to demonstrate
that the approach described can perform effectively even in a rudimentary configuration. The
ARD kernel with hyperparameters, θ = (σ2f ,σ
2
n , l1, ..., lD) where D is the dimensionality, is
defined as










Once the GP is fitted to the observation points, the next step is to determine which new point
to sample based on some probabilistic guidance. This guidance comes from an acquisition
function: a function that reflects the benefit of sampling a given set of parameter values. The
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literature provides many choices for acquisition function. A standard approach based on
expected improvement (EI) is used. The EI acquisition function can be thought of as the
potential gain that can be obtained, relative to the current best observation, at a given new
observation point. This assessment is based on the current model’s mean and variance at that






Φ(Z)+σ(x)φ(Z) if σ(x)> 0
0 if σ(x) = 0
(7.9)




σ(x) if σ(x)> 0
0 if σ(x) = 0
. (7.10)
Note that the subscripts on µ and σ are omitted for clarity. The concept of the acquisition
function is illustrated in a one dimensional example in Figure 7.2. The iterative process of
updating the model and selecting the next sample point is summarised in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Bayesian Optimisation
1 for t = 1,2, ... do
2 Optimise acquisition function, EI, given observation set, D1:t−1, to find new sample point:
xt = argmaxx EI(x|D1:t−1)
3 Sample the objective function: yt = f (xt)+ εt
4 Add new sample to dataset: D1:t = (D1:t−1,(xt ,yt))
5 Update the GP.
6 end
7.5.1 Hyperparameters
As described above, Bayesian optimisation is not completely free from the parameter selection
problem. There are several hyperparameters in the ARD kernel which dictate the high level
function shape. The signal variance, σ2f , is the variance in the signal without noise, i.e. the
degree to which the signal varies over the space as a function of the inputs. If there are no
observation points in a portion of the space, the standard deviation of the process is σ f . The
noise variance, σ2n , reflects the characteristics of the noise added to the underlying signal. As
described by Rasmussen and Williams [148, pp. 106], “the l1, ..., lD hyperparameters play the
role of characteristic length-scales; loosely speaking, how far do you need to move (along a
particular axis) in input space for the function values to become uncorrelated.”
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Fig. 7.2 Illustration of Bayesian optimisation in 1D. The top plot shows the Gaussian process
approximation of the latent function over the design space. Three observations are shown
(black circles) and the uncertainty around these points is visibly reduced. Below is the Expected
Improvement over the design space: the potential that a new observation point has to improve
upon the current best observation.
Conveniently, there are effective methods for determining appropriate hyperparameter
values. One of the main attractions of Gaussian processes for regression models is that the
integrals are analytically tractable [148]. As such, it is possible to derive the expression for
the marginal likelihood, i.e. the likelihood of the observations given the hyperparameters
marginalized over the possible functions. Suitable hyperparameters are found by optimising
the marginal likelihood.
7.5.2 Implementation Specific Details
This section documents several details specific to the implementation of Bayesian optimisation
used in this study. As suggested by Rasmussen and Williams [148, p. 23], the observation
values are rescaled to have zero mean and unit variance. To do this in the absence of prior data,
a coarse approximation of the distribution of typical observation values is required. In this
study, the observation values are task completion times. Completion time is approximately
the product of the number of inspections and time per inspection. Such products approach a
log-normal distribution. Based on initial pilot testing and for consistency across the experiments
and case study, a mean completion time of approximately 30 s is assumed. To normalise for unit
variance, typical task times are estimated to vary between 15 s (half) and 60 s (double) which
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corresponds very approximately with a log-normal standard deviation of 0.7. These values
could be refined through further pilot testing or using prior task data. The results obtained
suggest, however, that coarse approximations yield adequate performance.
A further simplification for implementation purposes is the conversion of the continuous
design space into a discrete one. This helps avoid the requirement to exhaustively search the
space when optimising the acquisition function. The approach involves evaluating a candidate
list of sample points that provide representative coverage of the design space. Appropriate
bounds for each parameter are chosen and this sets the limits of the hypercube. The candidate
list is then constructed by sampling from the parameter hypercube using a Sobol sequence as
described by Snoek [169]. 1000 candidates are sampled in this way. While more candidates
provides greater search resolution (at the cost of speed), this value was considered sufficient to
demonstrate the approach. Unlike many optimisation problems, there is no expectation that
a certain set of parameters will provide universally optimal performance. Far more likely in
the case of varied human participants working on different platforms is the identification of an
ideal parameter region rather than a distinct peak. Therefore, fine-grained optimisation of the
parameters is not necessary. At this point it is also important to highlight a subtle distinction
between advantageous exploration and convergence towards a singular ‘optimal’ design. This
chapter uses an optimisation technique but is distinct from pure optimisation. Rather, the
expected behaviour under the EI acquisition function is an emerging preference for selection
from within a region of good designs (advantageous exploration). At some point, however, this
advantageous exploratory behaviour may be overridden by a preference for unexplored regions
of high uncertainty exhibiting some potential for improvement.
A further deviation from more typical applications of Bayesian optimisation is the batching
approach used. The Bayesian optimisation approach is hypothesised to support the identification
of suitable parameter ranges while also reducing imposition on users. To make performance
improvement due to parameter refinement testable, prior participant data is incorporated in
separate batches. In other words, a batch of tasks with multiple users is completed and this
performance data is then fed forward to provide prior information in subsequent batches. Note
that this approach is not the same as selecting a set of parameter values to explore (e.g. [52]) as
each user is allocated sample points independently of other users within the same batch. Within
each batch and for each user, however, the standard process of Bayesian optimisation also
incorporates the individual user’s prior performance. The hyperparameters are held constant
during a batch and then updated based on all data up to and including the most recent batch. In
the first batch with no prior data, the hyperparameters were all set to a nominal value (unity).
Again, pilot testing or pre-existing data could inform the selection of appropriate values but
this chapter demonstrates that the approach can proceed even when naïvely initialised.
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7.5.3 Fixed Baseline
A fixed baseline was introduced to serve as a common point of reference across the experimental
batches that make up Experiments 1 and 2. Over both experiments, the condition was alternated
for each subsequent participant. In the baseline condition, design parameters were uniformly
sampled from the design candidate list. For a given participant, this sampling was without
replacement such that a participant would not experience the same design twice.
Recall that the candidate list is constructed after first setting sensible bounds on the design
parameters. This choice of baseline can therefore be thought of as testing parameters supplied
by naïve designers without prior experience or the ability to learn from prior data. This baseline
is clearly conservative as even the most naïve designer may be unlikely to choose certain design
combinations, even if the individual parameter values are sensible. Nevertheless, this baseline
serves as a useful reference point and an important check on population sampling effects.
7.6 Experiment 1: Hotel Search Task
The intent in this study is to evaluate the optimisation approach in the context of a real word
interface design problem. As an exploratory venture into this space, a relatively simple task
that had good external validity but could still be experimentally controlled was sought. A
map search interface, such as encountered on most online hotel booking sites, was chosen.
Specifically, this is an interface in which hotel location pins are visualised on a map and the
user reviews additional details (shown in overlaid tooltips) about each hotel by moving the
cursor over the map. The task thus requires the user to find a hotel that meets specified criteria.
Given that the actual application is secondary to the demonstration of the approach in
this chapter, it is convenient that the map search and review task is generally familiar to
users. An assumption is made that the basic interface and interaction learning effects are small
and so extensive explanation of the task can be avoided. This means that the variation in
the parameters which define the interface design are more likely to be the dominant factor
influencing completion time.
The design of a map search interface is a useful demonstration application as it encompasses
multiple non-trivial design dimensions. Consider, for example, the timeout period on hiding a
tooltip after leaving a pin with the cursor. Setting this value to be too short may prevent the
user from making a comparative evaluation while conversely, setting it too long or infinite
may cause unnecessary obfuscation of the interface. The timeout period may be chosen by the
designer through some self-testing or an informal user study but there is limited objective basis
for assuming that value is appropriate for the broader user population. Furthermore, it is easy
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Fig. 7.3 Hotel search task interface. The search criteria are displayed at the top of the interface.
The tooltip details for four of the hotels are shown to the bottom left.
to imagine non-trivial interactions between this timeout period and other design parameters
such as the distance threshold on initially showing the tooltip.
While the interface design space is obviously theoretically infinite, for practical purposes
it is necessary to finitely parameterise the design space. For the purpose of this experiment,
the parameterisation of the design space is constrained to five dimensions. Constraining to
five dimensions demonstrates utility in a non-trivial parameter selection problem while also
maintaining interpretability of the design implications. The five design dimensions chosen are
summarised in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1 Interface parameters examined in Experiment 1.
PARAMETER BEHAVIOUR
1 Distance: Threshold distance on cursor-to-pin for raising show tooltip event.
2 Delay: Timeout before responding to show tooltip event.
3 Decay: Timeout before responding to hide tooltip event after cursor exits distance
threshold.
4 Size: Size of the hotel tooltip.
5 Opacity: Transparency of the hotel tooltip.
Clearly there are many other possible interface design features that could have been chosen.
To illustrate the advantages of the presented approach, features that exhibit inherent trade-offs
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Fig. 7.4 The comparative feature rating page. The left thumbnail shows the previous design
configuration while the right shows the most recent configuration.
and expose non-trivial interactions with other features are selected. The map search interface
as developed for this experiment is illustrated in Figure 7.3.
Each hotel tooltip lists the name, thumbnail image, price, star rating and bed count. These
details were set arbitrarily although effort was made to ensure there was a correlation between
star rating and price as well as bed count and price, as per standard hotel room pricing practices.
There were always 20 hotels indicated on the map.
7.6.1 Finding Hotels
Participants were instructed to find the hotel on the map meeting specified criteria. For example,
the search criteria might say, “Find a hotel that is 3 stars and has 3 beds”. The participant must
then search the map and review hotel details until they find the matching hotel. The search
criteria were chosen so that there was only one hotel that matched the specified criteria.
Upon finding the matching hotel, the participant must click the select button, located on
the tooltip, then click the submit button below the map. If an incorrect hotel was selected, the
participant is informed of their error and forced to continue their search. A timer recorded the
duration of the search task, and the counting timer was displayed on the top left of the map (see
Figure 7.3). To avoid circumstances in which the interface parameters are so poor that they
prevent the participant from finding the hotel or the participant is otherwise unable to complete
the task, the task instance is automatically advanced after 90 s.
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After submitting the correct hotel, the participant is presented with a results page. This
page lists their completion time and the number of erroneous submissions made. If this was the
first search task, no other information was presented and the participant could just click the
next button to move to the next iteration of the task. If this was the second or later task, the
results page would also show two thumbnail maps with a single hotel (see Figure 7.4). These
thumbnail maps presented the interface design as per the most recent parameter settings as well
as the immediately previous parameter settings. The participant was then asked to rank their
experience with the more recent parameter settings on a five point scale: much worse, worse,
about the same, better, much better. After assigning their rating, the user could click the next
button to move to the next task.
A total of 10 search tasks were presented to each participant, each with a different search
criteria. The task order was randomly shuffled for each participant but the same 10 tasks were
undertaken by all. Each task had a predefined hotel map layout. This layout was randomly
generated originally to provide the distribution of hotels on the map but these layouts were then
held constant for all users in the experiment described here.
7.6.2 Crowdsourcing Participants
This experiment was formulated as a Human-Intelligence Task (HIT) and participants were
recruited through the Amazon Mechanical Turk service. No restrictions were placed on
participant qualifications so any Mechanical Turk user, or worker, was able to complete the HIT.
Workers were limited to completing the HIT only once so all participants in this experiment are
unique.
Recall that the Bayesian optimisation procedure demonstrated in this chapter was applied in
batches. Batch size was set to 20 participants. At 10 tasks per participant there were 200 unique
parameter observations per batch. The procedure was executed for five batches in both the
baseline and Bayesian optimisation condition. Therefore, there were 200 unique participants in
the experiment. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 7.5.
Participants were compensated US$1 for their participation. The HIT, including reading
the introductory material and instructions, took approximately 10 minutes to complete. After
completing all tasks, participants could elect to provide basic demographic information. In
total, 79 specified female, 118 male, and three participants did not respond. Participant ages
























Fig. 7.5 Illustration of the batching and model update procedure for the baseline and Bayesian
optimisation conditions. As described in Section 7.5.2, in the Bayesian optimisation condition
all task observations collected up to and including the current batch are used to update the
complete model for the next batch. Within a given batch only the individual’s prior task
performance is used to further update their specific local model.
7.6.3 Performance Results
The batch results are summarised in Table 7.2 and Figure 7.6. Note that automatic advances of
the task (i.e. where the task was not completed within 90 s) are excluded from these results
although they are included as observations in the Bayesian optimisation step. Note that discrete
task time represents the time to complete a single search task and that each worker was presented
with 10 search tasks. Each batch contained 20 workers so the n value reported in Table 7.2
indicates how many of the 200 tasks were actually completed.
The results as obtained in chronological order of completion are now reviewed. In Batch 1,
the boxplots of the baseline and Bayesian optimisation conditions indicate very similar perfor-
mance levels. A two-sample t-test on the log times reveals no significant difference between
the samples (p=0.88).
Table 7.2 Median task times and completion counts in Experiment 1.
Median Task Time (s) [n]
Batch Baseline BO
B1 32.9 [165] 30.8 [166]
B2 34.0 [175] 21.5 [170]
B3 31.1 [161] 20.5 [187]
B4 34.1 [172] 21.3 [183]
B5 29.6 [165] 26.1 [191]
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Fig. 7.6 Boxplots of task completion time over the five batches for both conditions in Experi-
ment 1. The red crosses indicate outliers based on Q3 +1.5× (Q3 −Q1).
This result is intuitive given that at this stage, the Bayesian optimisation procedure has
limited data upon which to model the parameter space. Given the parameter space is R5 there
are insufficient samples to cover the corners of the hypercube. With insufficient data to make
any firm assumptions about the space, the acquisition function typically encourages sampling
that covers the space as broadly as possible.
Batch 2 yields an improvement both relative to Batch 1 and its paired Baseline condition.
The median completion time of 21.5 s represents a 30% reduction in median completion time
compared to the same condition in Batch 1. A two-sample t-test reveals a significant difference
between the Bayesian optimisation and Baseline conditions (p < 0.01). This result suggests
that the prior data incorporated from Batch 1 has encouraged the exploration of regions of
the parameter space where there are actual performance improvements to be obtained. Batch
3 extends this further but with reduced gains. The median task time of 20.5 s is the lowest
achieved and represents a 33% reduction relative to Batch 1.
It is interesting to note that Batches 4 and 5 remain significantly faster than the Baseline but
are slightly elevated compared with the peak obtained in Batch 3. The interface improvements
derived through the Bayesian optimisation procedure are also evident in the increased task
completion rates (n) (see Table 7.2), peaking at 95.5% in Batch 5 compared with 83% in
Batch 1.
The performance plateau and subsequent increase in completion times can be explained
by further exploration of the design space. As more observations are made in the region
of good performance, this reduces the uncertainty in that region. The acquisition function
used will always seek to maximise the expected improvement. At some point it is possible













































Fig. 7.7 Proportion of interfaces rated by users as Worse, Same or Better over the 5 batches
in Experiment 1. The Baseline condition is shown at the top and the Bayesian optimisation
condition below. The proportion of Same user ratings steadily increases over batches 1-3 in the
Bayesian optimisation condition.
this region might promote its investigation. Although ultimately useful for modelling the
complete design space, such explorations will manifest as poor batch aggregate performance.
This problem is typically referred to as the exploration versus exploitation trade-off. At some
point, it is better to ‘exploit’ the known region of good performance by taking finer and finer
observations from within that region. As described in Section 7.5, a coarse candidate list
was hypothesised to be appropriate for such interface refinement problems as fine parameter
variation may not necessarily translate into noticeable difference in the interface. Nevertheless,
there are alternative acquisition functions and formulations in the literature that better manage
this transition between exploration and exploitation (see, for example, Lizotte [107]).
7.6.4 Interface Variation Ratings
An alternative perspective on the interface feature refinement procedure is provided by looking
at the participant ratings made after each task (except for the first task where no relative
comparison is possible). Figure 7.7 presents the rating proportions grouped based on three
categories: Same (representing ‘about the same’ on the rating scale), Better (representing
‘better’ and ‘much better’) and Worse (representing ‘worse’ and ‘much worse’). This reduction
is done to improve the clarity of the observable trends.
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As the refinement process proceeds in the Bayesian optimisation condition, it is expected
that the range of plausible parameter settings that offer potential improvements narrows. This
trend is observable in Figure 7.7 where the Same counts steadily increase over batches 1-3.
This largely comes at a cost of a smaller proportion of perceived improvements. The final two
batches maintain a positive improvement bias but as observed in the median completion data,
this does not translate into distinct performance improvement.
A further interesting result visible in Figure 7.7 is the high degree of variability for the
Baseline condition. There is no reason that participants should perceive a task-to-task improve-
ment in the interface in the Baseline condition yet there remains a positive bias over the batches.
This observation may be due to a recency effect bias, but does suggest that when unconnected
to a known model driving change such comparative preference data may be unreliable.
Fig. 7.8 The VR hotel search task in Experiment 2. The mobile device presents a window into
the virtual world. The user controls the view of the scene by adjusting the orientation of the
device. The gaze cursor (shown in orange) is used to inspect hotel information and locate the
hotel that matches the specified criteria.
7.7 Experiment 2: Mobile VR Search Task
The results from Experiment 1 suggest that Bayesian optimisation presents a viable approach for
refining 2D interface design parameters. As a subsequent test of the versatility of the procedure,
a less familiar and arguably more challenging interface design problem is investigated.
The 2D hotel search task was adapted to run as a mobile based quasi-virtual reality applica-
tion. Rather than presenting the hotels on a 2D map surface, 3D hotel icons were displayed
on an inclined map plane inside a rudimentary virtual environment. A screenshot of the task
environment is presented in Figure 7.8. The view of the virtual environment is adjusted by
using the mobile device as a window into the virtual world. It is important not to misconstrue
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the investigation of this particular interface as a suggestion for its practical use in a real-world
hotel booking application. Rather, it serves as a demonstration of the Bayesian optimisation
approach in a more challenging interface deployment setting but with common design features.
For consistency, this task evaluated the same parameterisation of the interface used in Ex-
periment 1 with some minor adjustment for the differing interaction behaviour (see Table 7.3).
Table 7.3 Interface parameters examined in Experiment 2.
PARAMETER BEHAVIOUR
1 Distance: Threshold distance on projected view-centre to pin for raising show
tooltip event.
2 Delay: Timeout before responding to show tooltip event.
3 Decay: Timeout before responding to hide tooltip event after cursor exits distance
threshold.
4 Size: Size of the hotel tooltip.
5 Opacity: Transparency of the hotel tooltip.
As in Experiment 1, the participant must find the hotel that matches the specified criteria.
Five batches were executed in both the Baseline and Bayesian optimisation conditions. Batch
size per condition was 20 participants as in Experiment 1. Participants could only complete
the experiment once so all participants are unique. Note that participants who completed
Experiment 1 were not prevented from completing Experiment 2. Of the 200 participants, 100
specified female, 97 male, one other, and two participants did not respond. Ages ranged from
18 to 64 with a median of 29. Participants were compensated US$1.20 for completing the HIT.
After each task, participants were again presented with the performance summary and
rating page. Due to the confined screen space available in the mobile setting, no thumbnail
reminders of the interface features were presented.
7.7.1 Performance Results
The results from Experiment 2 are summarised in Figure 7.9 and Table 7.4. The distribution
of completion times in Batch 1 is broadly consistent between the Baseline and Bayesian
optimisation conditions. In Batch 2 there is an observable reduction in median completion time
in the Bayesian optimisation condition. There are further, but more marginal reductions in
Batches 3 and 4. As in Experiment 1, there is a subsequent elevation in completion times in
Batch 5. Again this is likely a consequence of disadvantageous exploration.
The difference in median completion time between Batch 1 and Batch 4 in the Bayesian
optimisation condition represents a reduction of 24.8%. The difference between conditions in
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Fig. 7.9 Boxplots of task completion time over the five batches for both conditions in Experi-
ment 2. The red crosses indicate outliers based on Q3 +1.5× (Q3 −Q1).
all but the first batch (p = 0.31) are significant (p < 0.01) based on two-sample t-tests applied
to the log time.
7.7.2 Interface Variation Ratings
The post-task interface ratings are summarised in Figure 7.10, grouped into ‘Worse’, ‘Same’
and ‘Better’. A distinct deviation from the results of Experiment 1 is the negative bias visible
in the Bayesian optimisation condition for Batch 1. Interestingly, this bias is reversed through
batches 2 to 4.
Recall that, due to the limited screen space in the mobile setting, no thumbnail interface
was presented to help participants recall the recent interface designs. It is reasonable to expect
that this would make participant comparative judgements even more subjective and prone to
error.
Table 7.4 Median task times and completion counts in Experiment 2.
Median Task Time (s) [n]
Batch Baseline BO
B1 30.7 [170] 32.6 [164]
B2 34.3 [182] 25.5 [187]
B3 30.5 [182] 24.8 [192]
B4 36.3 [180] 24.5 [188]













































Fig. 7.10 Proportion of interfaces rated by users as Worse, Same or Better over the 5 batches
in Experiment 2. The Baseline condition is shown at the top and the Bayesian optimisation
condition below. As in Figure 7.7, the proportion of Same user ratings steadily increases over
batches 1-3 in the Bayesian optimisation condition.
A consistent feature visible in both Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.10 is the peaking of ‘Same’
judgements in Batch 3. In both Experiments, Batch 3 is the batch where ‘Same’ ratings become
the majority category. In both Experiments, Batch 3 is also the batch by which the most
significant performance improvements have already been achieved.
7.8 Design Case Study: Mobile AR Task
Experiments 1 and 2 highlight the power of Bayesian optimisation in delivering refinements to
the interface in an objective and probabilistic fashion. As a further test, the refinement approach
is applied to a radically different and unfamiliar design problem. Furthermore, the requirement
to capture the Baseline condition is removed. This fully enables the efficient parallelisation
of the technique through crowdsourcing. Experiments 1 and 2 serialised the participants in
order to ensure strictly alternating test conditions. Free from this constraint, it is theoretically
feasible to launch a full batch for crowdworkers to complete in parallel.
The novel interface design challenge tackled is the refinement of an interactive through-the-
screen augmented reality experience. There is very limited research providing guidance on the
design of interactive through-the-screen AR, particularly when deployed as a web application.
A design challenge particularly relevant to mobile device AR is gaze cueing. More specif-
ically, exploiting the placement and behaviour of virtual content to encourage users to look
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Fig. 7.11 AR interface (left) and detail of scene (right). The user looks around their local
environment to locate a series of virtual objects (styled as virtual tools). After all objects are
located, the user is instructed to find and select a specified tool.
at certain target objects in the scene (whether physical or virtual). A simple web application
was developed that constructed an AR experience in which users must review items in the
scene then locate a specified item. For the purpose of the case study, this was framed as a task
involving an inventory of virtual tools overlaid on the physical environment. To complete the
task, the participant must sequentially find and review all tools in the scene. After all tools were
reviewed, an instruction would appear to find a specific tool. Figure 7.11 shows a screenshot of
the tool finding AR interface.
The AR experience was constructed using the device camera feed as the background canvas
for the virtual scene2. To promote a more contextually connected experience, the colouration
of each tool description panel would adapt to the physical background. As a rudimentary
strategy, the description panel colour was set based on the 180◦ offset from the mean hue of
the background immediately behind the description panel. In addition, the text colour would
correspondingly switch between black or white depending on the perceived brightness of the
description panel in order to promote readability [150].
This interface was parameterised into five design features. Some of these features are
familiar with intuitive implications for task performance while others are highly novel with
unpredictable influences. The bounds on parameters were set based on preliminary self-testing
among the researchers involved in the study. Each of the design features is summarised in
Table 7.5.
In Experiments 1 and 2, limited subsequent benefit after two batches was observed. The
batch in which participant ratings of ‘Same’ became the dominant rating also appeared to pro-
2Built using A-Frame <https://aframe.io/>.
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Table 7.5 Interface parameters examined in the Design Case Study.
PARAMETER BEHAVIOUR
1 Background Timeout: Focus time required to mark tool as visited.
2 Foreground Timeout: Focus time required to return tool to foreground (required
to select a specified tool).
3 Lightness Offset: Offset applied to panel colour to discriminate between
the in-focus and backgrounded state.
4 Gaze Guidance Grouping: Threshold on grouping the guidance arrows towards un-
visited tools.



























Fig. 7.12 Boxplots of task completion time over the three batches run in the mobile AR task
design case study. The red crosses indicate outliers based on Q3 +1.5× (Q3 −Q1).
vide a reliable indication of the point of limited subsequent improvement potential. Therefore,
this case study uses this indication as the trigger for terminating the refinement process.
7.8.1 Results
Based on the participant rating trigger proposed, the observation that the ‘Same’ category
became the majority rating in Batch 3 suggested that the refinement procedure be concluded.
Between Batch 1 and 2, the median completion time was reduced by 20.7%. There is then a
marginal elevation in completion time between Batch 2 and 3. The plateauing of performance
is reached earlier than in Experiments 1 and 2 but demonstrates that the proportion of ‘Same’















Fig. 7.13 Comparative feature rating proportions in each batch for the AR case study. The
increasing proportion of Same user ratings over batches 1-3 is consistent with Figures 7.7
and 7.10
In total 60 participants completed the task (28 female, 30 male, 2 unspecified). Participant
ages ranged from 19 to 46 with a median of 30.5. Participants were compensated US$1.20 for
completing the HIT. The case study results are summarised in Figure 7.12. The median task
completion times and completion counts [n] over Batches 1 to 3 were: 30.7 s [178], 24.4 s [182],
and 26.2 s [156] respectively. Figure 7.13 plots the participant post-task rating proportions.
7.9 Discussion
The results of this study highlight the value of Bayesian optimisation as a method for supporting
interface design through online user testing. Substantial reductions in task completion times
were observed in all three applications of the approach. The method is also able to accommodate
the high levels of noise introduced by inter-user performance variability, inter-task variability
and task learning effects. Under the rudimentary configuration of Bayesian optimisation applied,
the simple method for triggering termination based on perceived interface changes may be
sufficient. More advanced configurations are available in the literature which help to better
transition between exploration and exploitation.
A limitation of this work is that it is difficult to distinguish between truly optimising design
parameters and merely eliminating poorly performing regions of the design space. Pruning bad
regions of the design space would yield the same result in terms of reduction in median task
completion time. Future work will investigate whether this is the case but the ability to robustly
reject bad designs may in itself be useful.
The approach also has other practical advantages that may help streamline interface re-
finement exercises. Compared with alternative methods for evaluating the complete design
space, Bayesian optimisation can help to ensure that subsequent batches of the participant
group benefit from the efforts of the previous group. Therefore, a well-functioning optimisation
process of reasonable dimensionality should typically have worst case performance in the first
batch. This may be useful in predicting task time or adjusting pay scales as the task becomes
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faster and easier to complete. It is likely that the variance in inter-user experience is also
reduced.
There are several open questions that will be addressed in future work. First, in this study
optimisation is performed based on performance metrics only. It would be informative to
investigate how performance metrics might be complemented by pair-wise user ratings such
as those collected. Second, this data driven approach might successfully integrate theory-
driven design methods such as those described by Micallef et al. [121]. In particular, such
approaches might provide structured methods for selecting which parameters to refine and
appropriate bounds. They may also be helpful in determining appropriate candidate resolution
by reference to just noticeable differences. Third, the investigation is constrained to relatively
low dimensionality so as to provide a simple demonstration of the method. The scalability of
Bayesian optimisation has received some attention in the machine learning community (see e.g.
[191, 21]) but the implications of and procedures for dealing with a high dimensional design
space remains as future work.
7.9.1 Querying the Design Model
An ancillary benefit of Bayesian optimisation for interface feature refinement is that the
procedure yields a model that has other potential uses. As an example, the model can be queried
to examine the sensitivity around the optimal design candidate identified in Experiment 1.
The GP model incorporates all the collected samples and reflects the relationship between
the design parameters and task completion time. It inherently accommodates and reflects the
uncertainty in the sampling process. Figure 7.14 plots the variation in estimated task time as
the parameter values are varied, one-at-a-time. This plot indicates that it may be possible to eke
out further improvements by minor parameter tweaks. The plot also suggests that the Decay
and Size parameters have the dominant effect on task time. Figure 7.15 provides an alternative
perspective on this estimate of the relationship between design parameters and performance by
also plotting all collected observations. Note that this plot shows the 5D candidate samples
collapsed into just their Decay and Size parameter components and so in not strictly an accurate
representation of the model. Nevertheless, it highlights the degree of observation noise inherent
in sampling user task performance.
The generated performance model may also be used for simulation. The effect of proposed
design changes may be estimated, not only to determine an approximate delta but also to
estimate the anticipated distribution of performance. An extension of this idea is the ability to
use the same model to identify parameters that minimise performance variation despite elevated
average performance. This may indeed be a preferred outcome in some applications and use
cases.
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Fig. 7.14 Sensitivity around optimal design candidate (black circle) as indicated by the mean
(blue line) and ±2σ (red lines) of the GP. Note that this is the latent function model prediction
which does not reflect the additive signal noise.
Fig. 7.15 Illustration of the Decay and Size parameter sensitivity overlaid with all collected
observations. Note that the 5D sample points are collapsed into just their Decay and Size
parameter components and so the plot is not strictly an accurate representation of the model.
As in Figure 7.14, plot shows mean (blue line) and ±2σ (red lines) of the GP.
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7.10 Conclusions
Bayesian optimisation offers a powerful tool to support the objective refinement of interface
designs. This has high potential value to designers given the low overhead of the approach and
the fact that there is no subjective tuning required. The only real input required to initialise
the process in the example presented is the setting of the bounds on the parameter values.
A batched approach to incorporating prior user performance data is shown to deliver clearly
detectable improvement in the interface with reductions in aggregate task completion time
of between 33.3% and 20.7% in the deployments tested. These results indicate that there is
significant potential in this method as a generic means of supporting designers in objective and
data driven refinement of their interfaces.
7.11 Research Question 4 and the Design Process
This chapter has sought to address Research Question 4: How can the unfamiliar and high
dimensional design space for mixed reality applications be efficiently explored and refined
through probabilistic optimisation? As previously discussed, this research question reflects the
challenging situation facing MR application designers who are without established guidelines
and prior experience. The potential of Bayesian optimisation as a probabilistic optimisation
approach suited to novel and unfamiliar interface design problems has been highlighted.
The examination of this research question has required a more process focused perspective
than the system focused perspectives of Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Nevertheless, there is consistency
in the application of computational and probabilistic techniques to develop an understanding of
the user and, through this, improve the interface design. There is also correspondence between
Stages 3 and 4 of the emergent design process described in Section 2.3. Here, the sensitivity




This thesis offers a detailed investigation of probabilistic user interface design for augmented
and virtual reality. This chapter summarises the core contributions of the thesis, limitations of
the work and worthy avenues of future research. The research questions outlined in Chapter 1
are revisited and examined with respect to the outcomes presented in the previous chapters.
8.1 Research Question 1: Characterisation
Research Question 1: How can a designer obtain an understanding of the probabilistic charac-
teristics of an interface; and, how can this understanding inform design in mixed reality?
Chapter 4 demonstrates the process of isolating and describing the probabilistic characteris-
tics of an interface as a precursor to detailed design. The case study investigates two funda-
mental design choices for supporting text entry in VR. The characterisation of this interface
is performed with low developmental effort by employing a simulated decoder and otherwise
fairly rudimentary interaction strategies, answering the first part of Research Question 1. The
high level performance envelopes and low level micro metrics identified contribute knowledge
that is readily actionable in the subsequent development of a more complete probabilistic text
entry method. Section 4.6 addresses this second part of Research Question 1.
The key research contributions of this investigation are:
1. An empirical investigation isolating the influence of two key design decisions for text
entry in VR: finger engagement and physical surface alignment.
The results presented in Section 4.5.1 demonstrate that surface alignment is a significant
factor in supporting high entry rates. The use of 10 fingers was found to provide no
entry rate improvement over 2 fingers and was generally associated with higher error
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rates. Notably, these two factors were investigated without the need to develop a fully
functional probabilistic decoder. The data pertaining to this empirical study is publicly
available on the university repository at <https://doi.org/10.17863/CAM.41547>.
2. An awareness of the underlying behavioural factors dictating performance and potential
strategies for targeting these factors to improve performance.
The range of micro metrics examined in Section 4.5.2 highlight important performance
and behavioural differences between input modes. For example, the press reversal
distance results are directly informative of tracking system requirements. The awareness
of accuracy and error types over the layout, as represented by Figures 4.8 and 4.9, can
likewise be encoded into an interaction model that estimates the likelihood of a key given
the touch location as well as the likelihood of it being a spurious touch.
8.2 Research Question 2: Adaptation
Research Question 2: How can a data-driven probabilistic preference model for the appearance
of virtual content in mixed reality be efficiently obtained; and, how can this be leveraged to
enable adaptation of mixed reality applications to uncertain deployment contexts?
Chapter 5 introduces a method for performing efficient data collection of AR deployment
contexts through crowdsourcing and a low-fidelity mobile AR experience. This data collection
method illustrates how a probabilistic preference model relating background context to virtual
content appearance can be efficiently derived, addressing part one of Research Question 2.
Section 5.8 explores one strategy for leveraging the probabilistic qualities of this model
to deliver dynamic contextually-adaptive text content in AR. The preference distributions
identified in the collected dataset for colouration and placement were encoded into a procedure
for estimating the preferred placement and colouration of text panels given the background
setting. This procedure serves as an example of how the preference model can be leveraged,
addressing the second part of Research Question 2.
The key research contributions of this investigation are:
1. A method for conducting AR experiments in the user’s own context via crowdsourcing.
The method described in Section 5.4 prompts users to capture diverse images of their
environment. In two experiments leveraging the efficiency and reach of crowdsourcing,
almost 2000 images were collected by 400 users from 22 different countries.
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2. A protocol for mitigating the privacy concerns of crowdworkers as they share images of
their local contexts.
The privacy protocol embedded in the AR experimental method was found to be effective
at addressing the privacy concerns of crowdworkers. The results presented in Section 5.6.1
indicate an approval rate in the image capture task of 99.5%. Interestingly, a majority
of the responses to the privacy survey undertaken as part of Experiment 1 indicated
limited privacy concerns regarding sharing images but that the provision of a review and
obfuscation protocol was important and useful (see Figure 5.10).
3. A demonstration of the method in building a probabilistic preference model to enable
dynamic adaptation of virtual content given background context in AR.
The procedure for dynamically adapting textual labels to background context is described
and evaluated in Section 5.8. In a preliminary user study assessing label text scanning
and response times (as a proxy for legibility), the dynamic adaptation procedure is shown
to be as performant as a naïve placement and colouration strategy while providing the
additional robustness inherently afforded by the method.
8.3 Research Question 3: Inference
Research Question 3: How can probabilistic inference be exploited to accommodate high levels
of input noise in mixed reality applications to deliver more efficient interactions?
Chapter 6 investigates the benefits of inference in accommodating noisy input in AR.
The VISAR text entry method leverages a probabilistic decoder to disambiguate input made
uncertain by sensor and articulation imprecision. The decoder makes it feasible to build an
input strategy based on direct touch by virtualising the input surface. The VISAR keyboard is
shown to deliver enhanced user performance against a gaze-based non-probabilistic baseline.
In addressing Research Question 3, Chapter 6 shows that inference methods can not only help
mitigate noisy input under normal circumstances but also deliver ancillary benefits such as
enabling typing in low-occlusion display configurations.
The key contributions of this investigation are:
1. Six design principles informing the development of text entry methods for AR HMDs.
The design principles for text entry methods in AR presented in Section 6.4 are derived
through the investigative process described in Section 3.2. These are: DP 1 rapid input
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selection; DP 2 tolerance to inaccurate selection; DP 3 minimal occlusion of field-of-
view; DP 4 intelligent word predictions; DP 5 fluid regulation between input modes; and
DP 6 walk-up usability and acceptance. The iterative stages of design and evaluation
summarised in Section 6.5.4 provide confidence that these principles accurately reflect
the key factors influencing user experience and performance in AR text entry.
2. A novel keyboard implementation based on inference employing an error-tolerant touch-
driven paradigm.
The VISAR keyboard implementation described in Chapter 6 is guided by the six design
principles identified. It leverages a familiar touch-based interaction strategy that is
tolerant to errors, provides fluid switching between input activities and allows users to
type effectively with minimal visual features.
3. An empirical investigation comparing the novel keyboard implementation with an estab-
lished non-probabilistic gaze-then-gesture baseline.
As described in Section 6.9.4, the performance of the final design iteration of the VISAR
keyboard exceeds that of the state-of-the-art baseline by 19.6%. This evaluation serves to
validate the identified design principles as well as the broader probabilistic user interface
design approach. The data pertaining to this and other evaluations presented in the
chapter is publicly available on the university repository at <https://doi.org/10.17863/
CAM.25391>.
8.4 Research Question 4: Probabilistic Optimisation
Research Question 4: How can the unfamiliar and high dimensional design space for mixed
reality applications be efficiently explored and refined through probabilistic optimisation?
Chapter 7 demonstrates how making interface design decisions can be supported by proba-
bilistic optimisation. The case study examines interface design challenges of increasing com-
plexity from a conventional 2D interface through to a novel mobile AR interface. Crowdworkers
are employed to efficiently explore and refine the design space using Bayesian optimisation.
Chapter 7 demonstrates how Bayesian optimisation can deliver an objective means for making
design choices in a high-dimensional design context, addressing Research Question 4.
The key research contributions of this investigation are:
1. An evaluation of Bayesian optimisation for interface design refinement of two challenging
design spaces.
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The potential of Bayesian optimisation in assisting interface design refinement is demon-
strated in two experiments presented in Sections 7.6 and 7.7. In both experiments, the
Bayesian optimisation approach achieved a substantial reduction in task completion time
of between 20-30% relative to the fixed baseline. The data pertaining to these exper-
iments is publicly available on the university repository at <https://doi.org/10.17863/
CAM.34781>.
2. Demonstration of the approach in a novel AR design case study.
As an illustration of the applicability of the approach to novel and unfamiliar design
problems with high dimensionality, Section 7.8 describes an evaluation of a web-based
AR interface. A 20% reduction in task completion time is observed over the course of
the refinement procedure.
3. Implementation guidance for crowdsourcing interface design refinement using Bayesian
optimisation.
A high-level description of the process for performing interface feature design with
Bayesian optimisation is presented in Section 7.4. In addition, the potential for subjective
user ratings to provide termination guidance is investigated and discussed as is the
information contained in the learnt model regarding performance sensitivity to design
parameters.
8.5 Limitations
The primary limitation of this thesis is that it is difficult to demonstrate the advantages of
probabilistic user interface design in relative terms. There is no clear baseline against which
many of the methods can be evaluated. The premise upon which this thesis is argued is that
a structured approach is likely to deliver better or at least more consistent outcomes than an
unstructured alternative.
Limitations specific to the four case studies explored are discussed within the corresponding
chapter. Other more general limitations of this work are summarised and discussed below.
Where possible, suggested remedies for these limitations are proposed.
• Choose the right tool for the job. The additional complexity introduced by a proba-
bilistic approach may not always be warranted when a simpler solution may do. As
formal guidance and experience in MR application design develops, it may be possible
to extrapolate this guidance and experience to related design problems without the need
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for a probabilistic approach. This tension is briefly discussed in Section 2.3 in terms of
identifying the ‘need’ as a precursor to solving the more specific design problem.
• External validity of data. The quality of any probabilistic characterisation or model is
inevitably dependent on the quality of the underlying data. Unavoidably, the bulk of the
data used in this thesis was collected through controlled user experiments in contrast to
actual in-use data. This raises potential concerns about the external validity of the data
for a practically deployed application. As discussed in Section 4.7.1, for example, the
inability to perform error corrections and the constraints placed on posture mean that the
characterisation of typing in VR is potentially reductive and incomplete. While this is a
reasonable concern, in practice access to in-use data could subsequently be incorporated
through the same techniques to address any validity concerns.
• Case study selection. As described in Section 3.5, the choice of case studies was
motivated by demonstrating both a variety of techniques and application domains. While
this objective was achieved, the examination of several use cases from largely orthogonal
perspectives limited the transfer of insight between case studies. Nevertheless, a single
monolithic use case examined incrementally may have raised other concerns about the
generality of the approach.
• Hardware and device agnosticism. This research project has drawn an artificial bound-
ary to exclude the lower-level device and sensor characteristics from the examination of
the user interface. This is justified in Section 3.4 as a means to promoting hardware and
device agnosticism of the probabilistic treatments presented. In practice, the capabilities
or deficiencies of the underlying hardware unavoidably add variables to the analysis. For
example, the VISAR system described in Chapter 6 exploits a fixed offset cursor due
to the fact that the AR HMD tested upon does not currently support articulated finger
tracking. The widely varying capabilities of currently available MR HMDs therefore
inevitably impacts the true generalisability of the solutions identified.
8.6 Opportunities for Further Research
Chapters 4 to 7 each offer several avenues of future research related to the specific application
and techniques examined in their respective case studies. This section itemises several more
general opportunities for further research in the domain of probabilistic user interface design.
• Full design cycle testing. The emergent design process for probabilistic user interface
design described in Chapter 2 has been demonstrated in part through the cases studies
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examined in this thesis. Future work will seek to apply this process in a complete design
cycle from idea formulation to system delivery.
• Observational study with developers. While this thesis offers several isolated demon-
strations of the probabilistic user interface design approach, the appropriateness of these
techniques for conventional MR application developers remains an open question. To this
end, an observational study with developers who have received introductory training on
these techniques would provide valuable insight into real-world utility of the approach.
• Encode probabilistic treatments for practical use. To promote developer uptake of
the probabilistic user interface design approach and its associated techniques, there is
likely value in some form of packaged encoding of these concepts. This may take the
form of a design tool or set of prefabricated code blocks that could be added to a project.
The most appropriate format requires investigation.
• Refine the emergent design process. The design process presented in Section 2.3 is
reductive and ignores many of the complexities of system design. There is great value in
examining how this process could be integrated within a more established and proven
engineering design process as a means to accommodating these shortcomings. How a
more complete design process could help guide probabilistic user interface design is
interesting future work.
• Isolate the need. The framing of this thesis is based on several assumptions and qual-
itative observations regarding the unique challenges confronting the advancement of
mixed reality interface design. These assumptions and observations are reasonable for
motivating the work presented in this thesis but should be further investigated. For
example, definitive work is required to understand what degree of input noise is to be
expected in MR interactions or the extent to which the contextual adaptation of virtual
content is required for user acceptance. Further research is required to properly isolate
and document the unique requirements introduced in interface design for mixed reality
in contrast to more established technologies.
• Expand the system boundary. The decision to draw the system boundary so as to
ignore certain sources of uncertainty (e.g. the uncertain data produced by tracking or
localisation sub-systems) is justified in Section 3.4. As the technology advances, however,
it may be possible to model and communicate the qualities of these sub-systems so that
they might be incorporated into the overarching probabilistic framework. Research work




The emergence of low-cost consumer hardware offering compelling experiences in virtual
and augmented reality paves the way for fundamentally new forms of work and leisure. The
advancement of the underlying technology has, however, largely outstripped the application
developer’s ability to design and build effective interfaces and interactions for these environ-
ments. The challenging transition from passive experiences to truly interactive applications that
seamlessly meld the physical and virtual worlds looms as a significant obstacle to the wider
uptake of this technology. Designing next-generation applications in mixed reality that are
interactive, engaging and satisfying to use is a difficult challenge. This thesis tests the hypoth-
esis that probabilistic user interface design provides an effective methodology for delivering
productive and enjoyable applications in mixed reality. The evaluation of this design approach
is motivated by the assumption that an understanding of the uncertainty inherent to interaction
and perception in mixed reality can be leveraged to make better design choices.
In testing this hypothesis, four research questions pertinent to understanding the potential
of probabilistic user interface design in mixed reality are examined in four illustrative case
studies: characterisation, adaptation, inference and optimisation. These case studies also
provide the vehicle for demonstrating the versatility and range of techniques available under
this approach, inline with the research objectives outlined in Section 1.3.2. Chapter 4 describes
the characterisation of the probabilistic qualities of a text entry system for VR and illustrates
how this understanding informs detailed design. This case study serves to address Research
Question 1 by demonstrating how simulating the behaviour of a functional input decoder
can, with little development effort, enable the investigation of low-level user behaviours and
performance. Section 4.6 describes how, for example, an input model for a fully functional
decoder might be derived from the observed key targeting accuracy over the layout.
Chapter 5 presents an efficient strategy for resolving uncertainty around contextual depen-
dence of virtual content in mixed reality by supporting adaptation via a probabilistic preference
model. The data-driven methodology developed and demonstrated in response to Research
Question 2 highlights the efficiency of a crowdsourcing approach. The utility of the collected
dataset to the application of dynamically adapting virtual content given the background setting
is also demonstrated in Section 5.8.
Inference is applied in Chapter 6 to accommodate the high noise levels encountered in user
input in a text entry system designed for AR. An error-tolerant text entry system leveraging
an input decoder and a familiar touch-based interaction was developed as part of addressing
Research Question 3. This system was shown to outperform a non-probabilistic state-of-the-
art baseline and to deliver additional capabilities, such as the ability to type effectively with
minimal field-of-view occlusion.
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Finally, the unfamiliar and expansive design space for mixed reality is efficiently explored
using a probabilistic optimisation approach paired with crowdsourcing in Chapter 7. The
flexibility and efficiency of Bayesian optimisation serves as an illustrative solution to Research
Question 4. The applicability of Bayesian optimisation to both familiar and completely
novel interface and interaction design problems is demonstrated as part of the case study,
recommending it as a worthy tool for the design of mixed reality applications. Together these
four case studies demonstrate the potential of probabilistic user interface design in mixed
reality.
In addition to the individual case studies offered, these concepts are unified within an
emergent design process that is sketched out in Section 2.3. The four stages of this process
are: i) characterise the user and the system; ii) isolate key determinants of performance; iii)
examine sensitivity to design changes; and iv) refine and validate the system design. This
design process is presented as a starting point upon which a more refined and complete process
can be developed as part of future work. Nevertheless, the stages outlined in Section 2.3 provide
useful preliminary guidance in applying structure to complex user interface design problems
involving high levels of uncertainty. As a complete body of work, it is hoped that this thesis
will contribute to the emerging design guidance for next-generation mixed reality applications.
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